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PKEFACE TO THE  TWELFTH EDITION.

It had long been the intention of the author of this book to add to the sentences for exercise given in the various lessons. Time and the opportunity offering themselves, this intention has been carried out in the present edition.

There seems to be a feeling among some teachers that the introduction of rules regarding grammatical forms makes the acquisition of a language very difficult to beginners and that it would be much easier to acquire a language, if, instead of rules, ready-made grammatical forms of model words were set before the student to learn off by heart. But in a langu-age like Sanskrit, in which a great many words in common use have peculiarities of their own, such model words would carry a student but little way. And a scientific study of the grammar of a dead language which is not learned for use in practical life is certainly to be preferred to a mere empiric study ; while, in the case of Sanskrit it has, as remarked by the author in the Preface to the Third Edition of the Second Book, a very high educational value. The great mission of Sanskrit has been to communicate a powerful impetus to the Philological thought of Europe and supply it with correct principles and sound basis and thus to bring Comparative Philology and the science of Language into existence as branches of human knowledge. It is the knowledge of the scientific grammar of the . language as elaborated by the great Indian Grammarians which has led to these results and not the transparency of Sanskrit, as
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thought by some scholars, since Sanskrit is no more transparent than, for instance, Greek and but for the labours of the Indian Grammarians would have been as opaque as that language was up to the discovery of Sanskrit. And such a knowledge alone will enable our students to understand those results and to carry on similar investigations at least as regards the Vernaculars of the Country. And, as observed by the author in the place above indicated, grammar learnt scientifically is more easily and longer remembered than when learnt emp'ricalty. For these reasons a scientific study of the grammar of Sanskrit cannot be begun too early; but if any body for any reason whatever prefers the empiric method, he may follow it even in using this book. He has simply to confine his attention to the model words and ready-made forms given there. Those too who object to the introduction, in the first lesson, of the rules about guņa and about the change of the final vowel of roots of the first conjugation on the ground of difficulty to beginners ought not to forget what the author stated thirty-two years ago in the Preface to the First Edition, viz., that the matter given in the foot-notes is specially intended for young men whose minds have already undergone some culture; and they will see that the student who finds it difficult to master those two or three rules can without any inconvenience whatsoever disregard them altogether until he is well advanced in his study of the book.

Bombay, 24th April 1896.
S. E. B.

PKKFACES.
Vil

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The study of Sanskrit has but recently risen in the estimation of the educated natives of this Presidency and of our educational authorities. The old Sanskrit College of Poona owed its existence and continuance rather to a spirit of conciliation and toleration in our rulers than to their conviction of the utility of Sanskrit as a branch of general education. The modern critical and progressive spirit was not brought to bear upon it. The old S'astris were allowed to carry all things in their own way. After about thirty years since its establishment the authorities began to exercise active interference, until at length the College was abolished and a new system inaugurated, which to be complete and effective requires, in my humble opinion, a partial restoration of the old institution.

This newly-awakened and more enlightened zeal in favour of Sanskrit cannot last, or produce extensive results, unless books are prepared to facilitate the general study of that language. I have heard students complain that they find Sanskrit more difficult than Latin, and many have actually left the study of their own classical tongue for that of its foreign rival. I do not know if this complaint has a foundation in the structure of the two languages ; but this, at least, I am sure of, that Sanskrit would be considerably more easy than it is, if there were men educated in our English Colleges to teach it, and if books specially adopted for beginners were available. It was with the view of supplying in some measure this latter desideratum that this little book was prepared about a year and a half ago.    Its plan was originally  sketched out  by
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Dr. Haug, though in a few places I found it necessary to deviate from it. The book is intended principally for boys; but, for the benefit of young men whose minds have already undergone some culture, I have added a great deal oř matter, especially in foot-notes, which perhaps ought not to be introduced into a book written merely for children. In preparing the book, I found nothing so difficult as composing from about forty to fifty sentences, Sanskrit and English, for each lesson, since my choics of words and grammatical forms was considerably limited by the conditions of that lesson. I have, however, done what I could, and in several places, especially at the end, have put in such sentences, occurring in original Sanskrit works, as I remembered. It is attempted to teach nearly all the declensions, some irregularities only being omitted, four conjugations of verbs, two tenses and one mood, passive forms, and some of the more important  verbal  derivatives,

Toona, March 1864.
E. G. B.

PREFACE TO THE  SECOND EDITION.

One of my aims in giving to this book its peculiar form was to enable the intelligent student to go through it without assistance. I am now happy to learn that this object it remarkably fulfils. To increase its efficacy in this respect, such explanations as seemed to be called for have been added in the shape of foot-notes, and a few other improvements and modifications been made.

Ratnagiri, 16th November 1866.
R. G. B.

PREFACES.
IX

PBEFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

It has come to my knowledge that in some of the schools in which this book is taught the teachers consider it to be their only duty to get their pupils to translate mechanically from and into Sanskrit the sentences given in each lesson. They pay little or no attention to the grammatical portion. In others, such books as the common Eůpávali are put into the hands of the pupils, and they are made to learn by heart the declensional forms given in these. This shows a misconception of the object of this book, which is evidently to teach grammar, and to teach it not for its own sake, but in its connection with the language, not in a manner simply to overburden the pupil's memory, but in a manner to awaken and encourage thought. The sentences are intended to serve as exercises in the rules and forms, and should be used as such. The teacher should see that the pupil thoroughly understands the rules and knows the forms, and, in going over the sentences, get him frequently to explain the grammar of the words occurring therein, and such other pointa. Repeated exercise is what the teacher should particularly attend to. To help him in this portion of his work, and to enable the pupil to digest what he has learnt into a connected whole, I have in certain places given examination questions, and brought together the results of the lessons that precede. Another improvement is a General Glossary of all the words contained in the book, which will be found at the end.
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I am very glad to hear from my friend, the Curator of the Government Book Depot, that this book is used in various parts of India, and that the demand for copies is daily increasing and extending over a wider area. The improvements made in this edition will, I earnestly hope, increase its usefulness and render it still  more   acceptable.

Bombay, %h September 1871.
R. G. B.

PEEFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION.

A new lesson on the Potenlial Mood has been added in the present edition. All the conjugational tenses and moods of the first group of conjugations have thus been brought together in the same book.

Poona, 17th May 1883.
S. E. B.
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FIRST BOOK OF SANSKRIT-

ALPHABET.

Vowels.

3T a, 3TI d, Ķ i, f t, <3 u, ^ ú,   ^ rl, W f ^ e, ^ at, ^ o, 3ff a«,

- Anusvžra.
! Visarga.

Consonants.

Gutturals ^ k,    ^ kh,      *]^9,
^ gĶ
^ w,

Palatals   %^ck,   ^ ckh,     ^j,
Ķ^jk,
s^^,

Lingdals ^ t,     Ķ^ th,       M^d,
^ dh,
°I^ »>

Dentals    ^ t,      \ th,       ^ rf,
^ dh,
^ w,

Labials    ^ p,     ^ p^,     ^ ^,
1, &K
\ mi
/"Palatal \y,

„     .
,    \ Lingual ir,

Semi-vowels ^ „   ° ,   ^ ' ] Dental  ^ I,

(^ Dental and Labial ^ »,

{


Palatal 5^5', c, Lingual ^ sh, Dental ^ s,

Aspiņate
jj^ h.

The last three letters of each of the first five classes» together with the semi-wwels and the aspirate, are called toft consonants.

The rest are called suras or hard consonants.

FIRST BOOK OF SANSKEIT.

The vowel letters assume the following forms when added to consonants:—

The addition of 3f is to be known by the obliteration of tke nether stroke; and for gj^ ?j ļ} ^ ^ ^ sr, <£, S, 1,3^, we have i,r, %„, ^,c, „„, V, "^ *ļŗs respectively, as in the following instances, in which these vowels are added on to ^:—^ ka, ^j ká, % ki, ^t ki> $ ku, ^ kfl, f> kri, |ŗ kŗi, ^ kļi, % ke, % kai, ēplŗ ko, ^ kau.

The principal conjunct consonants are these:—

qjk-ta ļļŖ k-t-va

í«T k-na SB k-ma

^ k-va

jj k-sha jejŗ k-sh-ya ļ^[ k-sh-va jejŗ k-sh-ma jcņŗ k-sh-ņa ?ōļŗ kh-ya T£[ g-dha

STg-na

JTg-ra


STg-r-ya " i^Sg-la īčTg-va isq gh-ya 3 gh-ra s^ gh-va fT gh-na ^ ň-ka ^ ň-k-ta ijŗ ch-ya ^ ch-cha ^Š5 ch-chha

^3 ch-chh-va «i

íJT ch-ma *f£ ch-chh-ra «T j-ja


gt-ta

RT*-ya 5 th-ra 5Ī th-ya

^r 4-ya

^" d-va ^ŗ d-ma «Ī dh-ya our ņ-ņa on n-ma

otf r-n-ya o^ ņ-va ŤTt-ta ČSTt-ya č^t-va


art-ra

ŗjŗ t-p-ra gŗt-na

č^rt-sa gq1 t-r-ya

 t-tha

· t-t-ra

· th-ya

■
d-va

[ d-da

■
d-dha
r d-r-ya

FIRST BOOK OF SA.NSKBIT.

■ p-ma       Ģtŗ 1-pa

grd-ba ■Ķ d-b-ra sr d-v-ya jŗd-ra gj d-ma ^ d-bha ■Ķ d-v-ra ŗļļ dh-ma jŗ dh-na 3j dh-ra or dh-ya \*ŗ dh-va S^ r-dh-va 5ŗ n-na sr n-ya sq n-va rjŗ n-iaa

Jīp-na


srp-ra Sir b-dha Sfb-ja 5^- b-da īf b-ra sqb-ya WT bh-ya $ŗ bh-ra jnŗ bh-ņa yg bh-va ^f bh-na ^ m-ra jqm-ya Ī5T m-la jg1 m-va ījŗ m-ma ^ y-va


aŗv-ya šŗ v-ra

H7Ķ

1 5-va

Gšp sh-ka   ;

c=p sh-k-ra i g sh-ta Ķ sh-t-ra <S sh-t-va

Z-iļ sh-t-ya g sh-tha

jjpq- sh-th-ya

cq^sh-pa


i sh-na

ŗ sh-ma

 sh-p-ra

1 sh-ya

f sh-va

s-ba

 s-kha

 s-tha

 h-ma  h-na

gh-ra Ķ h-va

FIEST BOOK OS SANSKBIT.

LESSON I.

VERBS.

Parasmaipada *—Present Tense. Singular Terminations.

UlPers. fa, 2nd Pers, fa, Brd Pert* ft. Roots of the First Conjugation.

īft (sT^J) to lead

or understand

to be, to become

or carry T to fall

· to protect

· to speak
r to dwell

> move

* There are two sets of con jtigational terminations in Sanskrit, Parasmaipada and Atmanepada. Some loots take exclusively the former and some the latter ; while there are others which take either.

f The substitutes and other changes which some roots undergo before the oonjugational sign are shown within reoļbaņgular brackets.

X The final vowel and the penultimate short of roots teke their guņa substitute before the 31 ( see rule p. S ) of the first conjit gation. The guņa of f or f is q, of 3 or 3; is aļf, of ļr or ^ŗ is 31?" and of ?? is 3^

Thus ^T becomes %, to which 3f is to be joined, and then the termination fif. In Sanskrit, two vowels cannot come together without coalescing, and the rule to be observed in the present case is, that the preceding <ī, aft, R, and an, become 315, aj^, 311^, and 311^, respectively; and then the following vowelis added on to them; ^ + 3J »1^+ 3J = sjīf. and with f?T, Similarly, ķ + Sļ = ^ + 3J = H^+ 3? = 1Í; and with fir, The forms which roots assume in consequence of such vowel changes are enclosed within circular brackets.
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* Roots of the Second Conjugation-*^ to be, gj^ to eat.

gŗ is added on to the roots of the first conjugation before the terminations. In the second conjugation the terminations are applied directly.

Before the terminations of the first person beginning with jt and ^ the preceding 3j is lengthened.

I I

		

		1st Conjugation.

		



		^ to go, to walk

		^y to burn

		q^to cook



		gfi^ to live

		ījļļ to bow to, to

		



		5T3£to abandon

		salute

		



		(Thou) speakest. (He) speaks. (Thou) goest.' (I) go-(He) dwells.

		(I) dweU. (Thou) fallest. (Thou) walkest. (He) knows. (Thou) leadest.

		(He) moves. (I) become. (Thou) eatest. (I) am. (Thou) art. ļ





*As the second conjugation is very difficult, only two roots are given in this book.   It is fully treated of in the Second Book.

t Before hard consonants, the preceding consonants, except nasals, substitute the first (i. e. hard unaspirate ) letter of their class; as $f>j;+IIFčf=ērfWTRT, and

t ^ loses its final before ft.

FIRST BOOK OP SANSKRIT.

(He) lives. (He) abandons. (Thou) bowest. (I) cook.


(Thou) burnest. (I) protect. (He) walks. (I) live.


(He) cooks. (I) abandon.

1st Per's.


LESSON II.

 Terminations.  , 2nd Per», z[, 3rd Pers.

6th Conjugatifin.

 to wisn  C T*% 3 to ask

4tíi Conjugation.

 perish

to enter

^yg; to abandon or create i touch

ī1tķ to dance «ra to nourish to to be silly, to lose  t   fit

sense, to faint ■ to coret

In the fourth conjugation ŗŗ and in the sixth gŗ are added on to the roots before the terminations-t

The gr of the root g^ŗ is dropped   before the plural and dual terminations.

: i í


 : i

 i

* 'Bho preceding a? is dropped before a termination with an initial 31.

t In these conjugations the vowels do not take their guņa substitute as in the first»

ļ At the end of words ^, whether followed by any letter or not, and r, followed by a hard consonant or by nothing, are changed to a vimrga.
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: I

		Jst Gonj.

		

		4th Gonj.

		

		Uh Gonj.



		f*f ( 5f^ ) t° conquer

		%XĶ to throw

		

		f^jt^ to throw



		S^[T5^] tosee

		^ļļ to embrace

		

		^gr to  inflict



		Slīgto run

		jTO *°  be   pleased

		pain



		ITT [far] to drink

		or satisfied

		

		f^jj to show



		īŗgķ to worship

		ttļ to wallow

		

		fšk[Řnl}tí



		ļŗŗ to  bear,  to  blow,

		stķ to dry

		

		sprinkte



		to flow

		

		

		



		Ģj ( ^jŗ^ ) to remember

		

		

		



		Ķ ( 5^ ) to take away,

		

		

		



		to remove

		



		'You) speak.

		(You) live.

		(We) drink.



		(We) go.

		(They) nourish.

		(You) worship.



		(They) know.

		(W"e) perish.

		(They) bear.



		(You) lead.

		(They) dance.

		(We) remember.



		(They) become.

		(You) are silly.

		(You) throw.



		(We) dwell.

		(We) covet.

		(They) embrace.



		(You) eat

		(They) touch.

		(We)     are    satis-



		(We) are.

		(We) conquer.

		fied.



		(They) burn.

		(You) take away.

		(They) dry.



		(We) live.

		(They) see.

		(You) wallow.



		(They) inflict pain.

		(We) throw.

		(You) sprinkle.





 book m

LESSON  HL Dual Teemisa.i:ions. 1st Pērs. īfĶt 2nd Pērs- i&ļ 3rd Pērs. • Boots of the Tenth Conjugation.

		5» to tell

		$ļĶ to give pain

		Jft

		1 &f|Uļ ļ to



		ijot to count

		to, to afflict

		

		to arrange



		5^t (^^) *° proclaim

		jŗ^ to publish

		^T

		r to desire



		pcjr^ to contemplate

		

		

		



		1^ (^K) tosteal

		

		

		



		Boote of the tenth

		conjugation    take

		gpŗ  before



		terminations.

		

		

		





: I


'- 1

: l

* Boots of the 10th conjugation are, as a general role, both Fatasmaipadi and Átmanepadi.

f Before 3ļq the final vowels and the penultimate 3f (except in some cases, as ^PJ_, »I"5, Vļ, q\, &c.)take their vriddhl substitute; the vHddhi of 3T is an> of f or f is <*, of 3 or a; is an, of ^f or ?K is 3iT£, and of 55 ia aļj$. The penultimate short vowel, except in some cases, as íR[, Jjr^, &c, takes its guņa substitute. Thus, f^ becomes %, which with spi  is ^PPJ,   and with fct,

,   and with  and with ^

FIBST BOOK OF SANSKRIT.

1st Conj.

 to go, to move

 to prattle

 to censure  to praise or tell


ith Conj.

 be angry  to be agitated to embrace


 6th Conj.

$^ to plough  to throb

Conj.

tjjaŗ to adore,

(You two) steal. (They,,) give pain. (We,,) teE (You») count. (They,,) see. (We,,) arrange. (You,,) desire. (They,,) proclaim.

to extol or describe,

(You two) are angry.

(They,,) plough.

(We „) adore.

(You „) ramble.

(They,,) are agitated.

(We „) glean.

(        ) g (They,,) extol. (We,,) embrace. (You,,) prate. (They,,) appease. (We,,) praise.

(y) p (We „)     contemplate.

(You,,)  publish. (They,,) please. (We,,) censure.


» appease.

(You two) speak.

(They,,) become.

(You,,) cook.

(We „) understand.

(They,,) eat.

(We „) are satisfied.

(You,,) covet.

(They,,) wallow.

(We „) touch.

(You,,) ask.

LESSON IV.

Pbesent Tense Generally.
1st Gonj.
ith

% ( $rq;) <» waste away       j{% [JT13[ ] to be mad, to err
 to water, to be wet   ^pjŗ [311^] *°  De or become
 to grow
calm, cool or tranquil

 to stand
«|^ [ WT^] to be weary

 to wash off  ) <» beat

10
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10th Conj.

( cft^ ) to weigh to adorn

I

: i

: i

: I

(He) nourishes. (I) dance. (You) covet. (He) enters. (Thou) wishest. (I) adore. (Thou) givest pain. (It) grows. (We) call.


(He) is silly. (They) are satisfied. (I) conquer. (You) go. (Thou) art weary. (I) wish. (We two) drink-(You) burn. (They) wash ofi.


(It) wastes away. (Thou) tellest. (He) weighs. (They) steal. (You) arrange. (He) proclaims. (I) remember. (They two) dwell. (We) take.

FIRST BOOK OF SANSKRIT-


11

(You) tell. (Thou) touchest. (They) desire. (You two) go.


(He) steals. (We two) are. (Thou) pleasest. (I) enter.


(They) beat. (We two) cook. (You) adore.

General Results and Examination-present TENSE.

1st pers. 2nd pers. 3rd pers.


1st Conjugation.
Sing.
Du.


Př.

1st pers. 2nd pers. 3rd pers.


tíh Conjugation.
Sing.
Du-


Pi-

1st pers. 2nd pers. 3rd pers.

1st pers. 2nd pers. 3rd pers.


6th Conjugation.
Sing.
Du-

10th Conjugation.

12
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1.
Wiat are the

a
Gutturals,

b
Palatals,

c
Linguals,

d
Dentals,

e
Labials,

f
Semi-vowels,

g
Soft consonants,

h
Hard consonants ?

2.
Give the Guna and Vŗiddhi of

(a)   Ķ

(5)   *

(O
*

(d)
«.

3.
What are the characteristics of the

( a )
First conjugation,

( 6 )
Fourth     „

( c )
Sixth        „

( d )
Tenth        „

( e )
Second     „ ?

4. Bepeat the terminations of the Present Tense.

5. What change does the preceding 31 undergo before
the qr and » of the 1st person ?

6. To what syllables are ^ «j^  S^  and ^ļŗ  changed,
when followed by a vowel ? Give instances.

7. Explain the change a consonant undergoes  when
followed by a hard consonant.    Give instances.

8. What are final 135 and ^ changed to ? Under what
circumstances does the latter undergo the change ?

FIRST BOOS OF SAK8ERÍT.
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9. Give the forms of «the Present Tense of—[As many roots as are necessary "to impress the forms thoroughly on the pupil's memory should be put under this question by the teacher.]

Prepositions i ^uml ) when prefixed to verbs modify the original sense of the roots. The following are the principal of these:—

fo   beyond;   aļfiļifeimfa   Soes OTer or beyond,   transgresses.

 over,  above, upon;   atfžm-nafo   goes over or on,  %■ e. knows or gets.

 after, like;   ai^ufo, 3j|<fr»aR> goes after, follows,  to, unto, near to;   atfinūsiRl goes to, or near to.  down, off, from;   aHdgfa goes down, descends.

 bounding or limiting,   reversing to,  as  far -as;  «nn^Řr comes;   sni^% grows to, ascends,  up,  above,  superior;   39TCrfŠf   falls  up,  jumps;

 j ag^Ri soes UP'rises-

 near, less, next to;   ^rīpsgf^ approaches,  in, down ;   fi'fiqfc sits down. ī opposite, or opposed to;   q<Mq£f defeats.

 reverted, again;   nR|*JHK> speaks in return, replies. Sļ forth, before;   jpnfrf goes forth. f^ privation, apart, away;   fit%5q% separates. ?m being conjoined with;   ^'ji-c^ becomes united, unites.

 the end of a word or particle, followed by a consonant in general, ia changed to an anusvāra optionally, and necessarily when it is followed by H, Ķ, Ķ, 1, or £ Whan It is not changed to an anusvaia, it is changed to the nasal of the class to which the following letter belong* and to a nasal Ķ,Ķ,Ķ, when «ollowea by ņ,»;, $, respectively. 2

FIRST BOOK OP SANSKBIT. LESSON V.

Nominative Cask. 1.    Nouns ending in aŗ.

Terminations.

Singular        Dual
Plural

Masculine ^
s§t
SRJ

Neuter     w
#

Substantives. ( Masculine. )

 fire  a horse

raŗ a tortoise 3j;ŗ people,  a man  life, an animal


a king wind

a child a wise man a fool


ŗ a cloud [    name   of   a person f a tree the sea

a cook

the hand

* If q, ^, «if or aft follow 31 or an, the vowel which takas the place of both is if in the first two cases, and alt in the last two.

f When any vowel, short or long, except the last four, is followed by the sama vowel, short or long, the substitute for both is the same vowel lengthened; ^HJ+3lft=^WJ|R; íft+f?f=í!ffar; &o.

Note* p. 6 is not applicable in the case of the forms of the Kom.  and Aco.

J If 3? or afl is followed by f, 3, % or <?, short or long, the corresponding gvņa letter is substituted for both.

FIBST BOOS OF SANSKRIT.
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a lotus a house water


misery wealth the eye


 a leaf

 a friend


 the mouth  happiness  the heart

Sentences.

• When visarga is preceded by 3Í and followed by 31 or a soft consonant, it is changed to 3, which, with the preceding 3T, becomes aft ( see the last note, p. 14 ).

f See note }, page 4.

t Visarga preceded by 3TF and followed by a vowel or a soft consonant is dropped. It is also dropped when preceded by 3T and followed by any vowel except 31. The two vowels, thus brought together by the dropping of visarga,do not coalesce, e.g. TO ?^ for 5R?: ft; ^ fŤarffJ for fq: fčšjfó.

|| Rooming after % £, or Ķ, in the same word is changed to «5. This change takes place even if a vowel, a semi-vowel (Hexcept-ed), the aspirate Ķ, or a letter of the guttural or labial class, comes between ir, r, or ^ and ^ This change does not take Place when Jļenda a word; as

§ See note, page 13.
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(The two) seas are agitated. (A) wise maa is calm. Fools prate. (A) friend asks. Leaves fall.        V" (The) heart is satisfied. Cooks cook. People censure. (A) man tells. (A) lotus adorns. (The) mouth speaks.

Kings protect.

(Two) children wallow.

(A) son pleases.

Horses gallop.

Winds bear.

God creates.

Trees grow.

(The two) tortoises move.

Animals perish.

(The) hand throws.

Fire burns.

(An) eye throbsi

2. Nouns ending in

 "Plural

Terminations.
Singular
Dual

Masculine       q;
(none)

In the dual the vowel ķ is lengthened and before of the plural, it takes the guna substitute.

Neuter (none)
é
Ķ

Before the terminations beginning with a vowel qr is added on to nouns in ķ of the neuter gender, ķ is lengthened before the nominative and accusative plural termination.

		

		Substantives.



		

		( Masculine.)



		fire

		alfo a sword



		an enemy

		3^/vļr ocean






 a sage  a monkey

 BOOK
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a poet

a mountain

the      god

S'iva.

 kinS  no


India's thunderbolt trrfot the hand an ascetic


 sickness   or

disease  the name   of

a man,  or the god Indra  n- water.

Sentences.

{ S'iva protects.

|| Sages are tranquil.

Monkeys run.

(A) poet describes.

Kings lead.

(The two) fires become cool.

Disease afflicts.


Ascetics do not desire. (The) sword falls. (The two) enemies conquer. Hari becomes angry. (The) hand sprinkles. (The) mountain § stands.

* Words whioh do not take case-terminations, i. e. are not inflected, are indeclinable.

t H or visarga preceded by any vowel except 3T or 31T, and followed by a vowel or a soft consonant, is changed to r.

ļ r followed by ^is dropped, and the preceding Towel» if short, is made long.

I! Visarga followed by 3^, \, or tr is either retained or changed to 1' %> or ?, respectively.

§ Visarga followed by q or | is changed to ^j by  ; and by ? or 5 to Ķ; as  ift^tRí for 1Ř
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LESSON VI.

Accusative Oase.

1.   Nouns ending in gŗ.

Terminations.
ar        Dual
Plural

Masc.

Neuter—same as the nominative.

The accusative forms of neuter nouns are always the same as those of the nominative.

medicine cooked rice

a servant

a treasure an elephant

a village

father the body the foot

arm »tiger

a hunter a rogue an arrow a pupil a lion the sun a thief Heaven

Substantives. ( Masculine. ) 1 a man 1 a wise man

a cat

cloth poison gold

Eoots:— IQth Conj. to punish, *ŗjļ£ to eat, jŗŗjjŗ to seek

a forest reality, truth grass

corn

1 a Brahmaņa 1 a burden absolution a warrior ŗ^ Veda ( Hindu sacred scriptures) ( Neuter- ) 1 a town tŗpŗ sin, evil

first book of sanskrit. Sentences.
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* When ^ or 3ÍT at the end of a word or grammatical form is followed by 3T, the latter merges into the former, i. e. it is neither pronounced nor written. In its place the mark s is gene-wily put.

t Verbs implying motion govern the accusative, and sometimes the dative, of the place to which the motion is directed.

} When f, S, ^r, and 5ī, short or long, are followed by a dissimilar vowel, īļ, Ķ, Ķ, and č^are respectively substituted for them.

II A final =1 when followed by %, ??, Ķ, «[, and Ķ, 5 is changed to an anusvára and visarga. The visarga is, in the present case,, further changed to ^( See foot-note § p, 17 ).

FIRST BOOK Or SAKSKEIT.

 Plural

(Two) fools drink poison. Kings punish thieves. (They) arrange (the)books. (You) eat cooked rice. (His)   friends    remember

Rama.

People praise (their) kings. Wise men lead people. (I) understand (the) truth. (The)  Vedas    praise   (the)

sun. (The) father calls ( his two )

children.

Fools censure wise men. (The) king speaks (to the) warrior.

Ráma sees tigers.

Horses bear (the) treasure.

(A) wise Man ascends (to) Heaven.

Lions devour elephants.

(He) counts (the) fruits.

(The)  ascetic goes  to    (a) forest.

(The)     warrior   discharges

(two) arrows. God protects men. (We) enter (two) villages. (A) son pleases (his) father. Men eat tortoises. Monkeys ascend trees. (He) asks (the) servants. (They) wash (their) feet.

2, Nouns ending in

Terminations.
Singular
Duál

Mase.
ft
£ none ]

The ending ķ is lengthened in the dual and before the w of the plural.

Substantives. ( Masculine.)

 a maste  a bee

 a    strife, quarrel  a boar

an oblation       4\m\ a crow ( food )

 rice of various kinds (a grain of )

 a charioteer

a beggar a jewel the sun a heap

Ī1KST BOOK OF SANSEBIT.

lQth conj- with srf towagh lQtk eanj- to care for, to : [ *&% list conj. to give, to offer „-T 1st conj. with Sff^r, to rejoice in, to like «ft with an 1st conj-, to bring 111st conj. with gjg; to follow (indeclinable ) even Sentences.

When iT or a consonant of the dental class is compounded with ^or a consonant of tbe palatal class, a letter of the latter °laas is substituted for the former, and in this order, viz. aiorw, ^£°r 3> % for ?, &c. The same happens when dentals are combined with linguals, ^being substituted for ^T, 5 for ^, 5_for ^, &c. t There ate a few eases in which two vowels, though coming together, do not coalesce. The rule applicable in the prosent "Me is, that when the dual of a noun or a verb ends in f, s; or T, these vowels do not combine with aaothet following thsm.
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Poets praise sages ( Ŗishis ).

Ráma salutes poets.

(An)   ascetic goes to ( the )

mountain.

(I) strike (two) monkeys. Hari brings heaps. (He) touches (the) hand. Medicines remove diseases. (The)hunter sees (two)boars. Hari beats (his) enemy.


(A) warrior throws (a) (I) desire jewels,    [sword. (He) rambles over seas. ( The)    man    enters     fire

( pyre ).

(He) asks (two) charioteers. People please ( the ) kings. Even kings bow to ascetics. Horses drink water. Men offer oblations.

LESSON VII.

Instrumental Cask.

i Nouns ending in gŗ and w

Terminations.
Singular
Dual
Plural

Masc.

The preceding


 is lengthened before

(Nouns ending  in gŗ  are in  all  except the  first

Neuter ■!     two cases  declined   exactly    like the  corres-(     ponding masculine.

Singular
Dual
Plural

 Bee the rules, p. 16, and note ||, p, IS.

FIRST BOOK  OF SANSKRIT.
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Substantives.  ( Masculine )

 an    ornament      [shine) ajIřTT   sun ( stin-Ķ?Ķ god of thunder

 a present  hand

 a lake  a   descendant of


a stick God, a god iver

a sailor a foot-soldier an arrow a Vedic verse a sacrificer effort


 a chariot

 King of Laňka or Ceylon, the great enemy of Ráma  sacred precept  a verse

food
jj^ family or race
^ŗ a jewel

materials
of =9^» a wheel
5Hfa the body

worship
ŗjig a nail
^ŗnjŗ a science

fuel
igoq. a merit
^ft$ the head

a spade         q?ŗ a machine
^ra; a Vedic hymn

Adjectives.
lame
SPJřf msmJ> much, plentiful

 they

Note—Adjectives   agree   with   the   substantives qualify in number, gender, and case.

?flļ: with (indeclinable)

conj- to tear

· to dig

· with gjīŗ to know
: to move

 1st Conj.

snjŗ with 3jgr?  to become | ļ     bent, to bend down with f^9   to   shine,

to appear beautiful ; with sŗ to strike

24
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Sentences.

fin

w i

 srní ji^sj

 Tni

Ķ^T:

Kama adorns (his) body with jewels.

Man speaks with (his) mouth.

Men nourish (their) bodies with food.

* íT5 governs the instrumental.

t^r aftei any vowel except the Iaít four is optionally not combined, and the preceding vowel if long la made short»

Í See nots §, page 17»

ICIEST BOOK OB>  SANSKRIT..
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(They) bear loads (by) their heads.

Hari pleases (the) sage with efforts.

Kings are pleased with presents.

Chariots move by (means of) machines.

(The) Bráhmanas invoke (a) god with (two) hymns.

(He) worships God according to (by) (the) sacred precept.

(He) praises Kama by (two) verses.

(The) man strikes (his) enemy with (a) sword.

Eáma goes with (the) charioteer.

(A) lake appears beautiful by (means of) lotuses.

People are not pleased even with many jewels.

(We) go to a village in (by) (a) chariot.

(He) pleases (the) gods with oblations.

(A) tiger lives on (by) flesh.

(He) contemplates God in (by) his mind.

Indra strikes mountains with (his) thunderbolt

Trees grow by (means of) water.

Monkeys are satisfied with fruits.

Spring adorns trees with leaves.

Lakes get dry on account of (by) (the) sun.

(The) head bends down with (the) burden.

LESSON VIII.
Dative and Ablative Casks.
Terminations.
Singular
Dual
Plural

Nouns í i fDat

endingJ á | AbL

in a»    I v

^   V. -Neuter—same as the masculine. 3
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Before ņ and ¥?nn *ne preceding gf is  lengthened,  and before voļļļ becomes q.

 and  (Neut.

Nouns ( Mase. ending \ and

Dat. Abl-

Dat.

Abl.


{


Dat. Abl.


wrac



man

 name

tutor

 preceptor,  a husband-

 of   a

man  name

person  anger  two mi'es  sesamum


Substantives. Masculir.e.  an island, continent

 a golden coin  a mountain

trjij a sinner, sinful  a palace

 a servant

 a kind of pulse  sweetmeat  a mendicant

 people,   world


 killing

 modesty  top, summit  a  caravan,   a

crowd

ļim^ŗ     general,

commander     of au army  a soldier

* The ending | or 3 of masculine nouns takes its gtiņa sub-Btitute before the terminations of the Dative, Ablative and Genitive singular.

t The 3| of a^r is dropped after the preceding ^ or an-

PIBST BOOR OF SAHSKBIf.
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 ignorance

a seat

 a garden  welfare, good

 a field


Neuter.

 sluggishness  knowledge  a star  a step

 a     small pond, a  puddle

 dinner  silence


 eight miles  kingdom  a forest, wood  a hundred

 one's duty ■

An Adjective. jt& silent.

Boots.

to obtain ;

to return •f to exchange

1st Conjugation. T with

to be produced,

JTJj; with

to result

 to get

wi, ^T with

i worship
up, rise

; with ^j} 6th conj., to teach, advise 10th conj. to hold, to wear, to owe*

Indkcmnables. bow !  I     flraT without   i safer hail!

\ in this sense governs the dative o£ the person to whom something is owing.

T IT: and ^% govern a dative, ani fcļf an aocusativo instrumental, or ablative.
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Sentences.

ft!

• Verba implying anger, malice, rivalry, and jea,loa3y (i. e. having the sense of J^, Jff, t^, and arflpqi ) govern the dative of the person or thing against whom or which the feeling is directed,   í^í alao governs the dative of the object of wish.

t The preceding consonant ( except a nasal) takes the third consonant of its class as its substitute when compounded with a soft consonant or initial vowel of a word.

{ See rule in note* page 21.

FIRST  BOOK OF  SANSKRIT,
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Ráma goes home for dinner. Fruits fall from trees.

(I) give money to mendicants.

Hari owes (a) hundred to AsVapati.

(A) wise man worships God for absolution.

(The)   general   leads*    (his)   soldiers    from   village   to village.

Bráhmanas obtain wealth from kings.

(The) mountain is two coss (kros'a) from (the) sea.

Hari goes to (the) garden for flowers.

Misery results from sin.

(The) gods throw sinners from heaven.

Rama errs from (his) duties.

(He) brings rice from (two) heaps.

Pupils get knowledge from (thair) preceptors.

Kings protect (their) kingdoms from (thair) enemies.

(The) king speaks to (his) general from (his; throne.

From sluggishness ^he) does not move even (a) step.'

Through modesty (he) stands silent.

(I) return from ^the^ garden.

(The) husbandmen plough (the) field for corn.

(The) son gets wealth from (.hisj father.

Fools prate through ignorance.

(The) hogs drink water from (the) lake.

Stars fall from (the) sky.

Hail to (the) poets!

There ate som3 root3 that go73m two accusatives; :ft, qw 1R are instances.   The synonynn o£ these also govern two.
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LESSON IX. Genitive, Locative, and Vocative Cases.

Terminations.

Singular
Dual
Plural

Nouns ending < in *

Neuter—same as the masculine. The  preceding  short vowel   becomes  long  before i The final gŗ becomes ņ[ before gfoŗ and ;

Nouns ŗ 2
ending J 3
in Ķ       IJ3
UUV" *"
ail*1>
^

The preceding ķ is dropped before gff. The vocative singular of nouns ending in gŗ is the same as the crude, and that of nouns ending in ķ is formed by simply changing the ķ to q. The dual and plural of the vo:ative are in all cases the same as the corresponding nominative.

Gen.         ŗŗcļŗ
Loc.
^TÍr

Vo3.       ^rcr

Gel.         ^:*
^qf:

Loc.         ^ Voc.         a>

*tíee notas* and t, page 26.
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Nouns ( a   Gen.
am
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The vocative singular is eŗj^ or
Gen.
Loc.
Voc.
mt or <

SnBSTANTIVKS.

room.

conduct a sword summer P3- the moon lamp

god    of wealth,   Kubera

medicine  cause  ghee

 the manner

 leading life  mind

 delighting  censurable


 a rich man ^(ļļ duty, virtue fžŗfvŗ store

 exploit  protector

 favour, grace r servant of Kubera

Neuter. Jf4-||U|       evidence,

authority  battle  a herd  tail

Adjkctivks.  hot, fierce  long JTÍRT


caste, colour residence a warrior a bullock a  beast   of

prey

Kama's

charioteer

 saying  enmity  beauty

 mansion ff?T snow

 praiseworthy  salt  best, superior

32


 .  to forgive,

 with ŗ, t$ gvow.  «MA 57,.tp sit.

Sentences.

i Mfotol ^T:

 sin

See

"" itfSsí Bbok o^MsÍbit.
88

(The) conduct of (the two) sons' of: Harí is: pMseworthy.

(There) are lamps in (the) houses.

(The) ynTcshas are (the) servants of (the) god of wealth.

(The) tails of monkeys are long.

Among poets Kálidása is (the) first.

(The) mat's servant goes to (a) village.

Kings reside in palaces.

Rich' men dwell in mansions.

Rāma is (the) best of men.

(The) water of (the) lakes is salt.

(There) is snow on (the) tops of (the) mountains.

(A) thief steals (the) wealth of (a) Brahmaņa.

(I) am pleased at (the) beauty of (the) gardens.

(He) brings (a) leaf of (the) tree.

(I) throw ghee into (the) fire.

(The) enmity of (the) sailors is (the) cause of (the) battle.

(There) is no medicine for (of) (a) fool.

By ínoděsty, O Harí, are people pleased.

Clouds move in (the) sky.

(The) residence of ascetics is in forests.

(There) are many jewels in (the) ocean.

Flowers adorn ( the) trees in (the) garden.

(A) wise man does not give room to anger ia (his) mind.

God pardons (the) sins of sinners.

Lotuses grow in water.

34
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Gknebal Results and Examination 57 wi.

Sing.
Du.
PL

Nora. Ace. Instr. Dat. Abi. Gen. Loc. Voc.

Nom.

Acc.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.

Nom.

Acc.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.
g^

VOC.
«Ŗf
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 adj. m /. n.

n.

 grfír

Ace.
^

Instr.

Dat. am.

Gen. Loc.

1.    State  and   explain   the  rules  of   Samdhi   of  the following letters with instances:-

a.    Similar vowels except the last four.

i.    3Ī or 3TT followed by ^ ^} 5^,   or ^j short or

long.

o.    ^r or srr followed by ņf i*, gfļ- or ^ļ-. <?•    Ķ, 3, ?R, or ^ļ, short or long, followed by any

dissimilar vowel. e.    it °r ait followed by gŗ, /.   The ending  ^, 3> or   ^ of dual  nouns followed

by a vowel,  and 5^  after  any  vowel except

the last four.

g.   jļ at the end of a word. h.    ^ŗ and the dentals with ^ and the palatals. j.    ^ and the dentals with ^ and the linguals. k.    Any consonant of the five  classes, except a nasal

followed by a soft consonant, or the initial vowel

of a word. I-   ķ followed by ^.
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2. When is w changed to ot ?

3. Under what circumstances  is  visargm changed to
9ft, <£, or ^ ^ and ^ and when is it dropped ?

i.    When  is final < ^ changed to an; anusidra    and vi&irgai

5.
What cases  do the following   verbs and  particles
govern:-

a.    Verbs implying motion.

5,    Verbs    implying,  anger,    malice,    rivalry     and

jealousy. c.   tj in the sense of to owe, and ņļĶ.

<*•    ST?, 5W:, ^fet, and f^n.

6. Mention any roots governing two accusatives.

7. Decline the noun-£ Put  in  as many as., may be
necessary,  of the  masculine and  neuter genders,  ending in

W OT * ]

Some of the more important indeclinable».

		gfij: hence

		cķmļ in what man-:

		^|ď| then

		



		3BT here

		d^f when ? [ neŗ ?

		5^ aga in

		[first



		SRI to-day

		f^g out

		||^ŗ    formerly,   at



		3nar«n now

		^ļŗ: whence ?

		q^r: whence

		(rela-



		aŗjļjŗ even

		^3ŗ or ^ where?

		tire)

		[tire)



		^fgŗ so, thus   [ ner

		^■* and

		ļļļ( where

		(rela-



		SifcjW  in this man-

		}^H long   (řimí)

		7{%tt       m

		which



		^ like, as

		i-nj: thence

		manner

		(rela-



		<15 °nly

		gļŗ there        [ ner

		tire)

		tive)



		i^čļv thus

		ļpļŗ in  that  man-

		īļ^ļ when

		(rela-



		

		* See note', p. 37.

		

		





 Oí
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 in vain  to-moixow


It °!

everywhere     J^ņŗ yesterday well:

LESSON X. Átmankpada Terminations.—Present Teflse.

Singular.
1st pers.
2nd pers.
3rd pers.

{j to see, to take into account, to care for {with apŗ, to expect; withīf} to see ; and with qf^j to examine)

 shake ivith jŗto shine

*rr^ to speak

 (^)      iice ^ to strive

^ WiiA an to begin, to be engaged


Boots, 11st conj. to to sport, to be

to be

diverted.

to

please, liked

to get to salute

to  be to

increase

ty to tremble, to quake


 with aur to hope  to suspect

 to learn

(sfaO tobe

splendid,   to   become, to behove ^ to panegyrize, to praise, to extol

 to endure

 to serve

"^ or  ļj is used after each of the parts of speech joined together, or once only, that is, after them all;  ĶļiM »ňfi??^ or foÍŘ

t The oonjugational peculiarities formerly mentioned should be remembered in oonjugating these roots. 4
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4th Conj.

Pļ [ sir ]  to be  produced, to result \ļ to fight


 to

[ stroy 1 to de-

10th Goj.

 to seek

\č( to  disregard, to despise

SuBSTANTIVliS.

5 n. a reward i. strong d. generally n. a disc m. a devotee n. fear

m. a jeweller Hi. a month . acquisition, obtaining :. wind

i. name of a sage n. order m. bright half ( of a

month )

m. good conduct m. affection, friendship n. tranquillity, peace

n. study n. worship

adj innumerable n. a lie, falsehood n. a miraculous weapon

adj spiritual m.  coming  to   birth,

appearance

m exertion,   industry n a mat nt. pain, distress m punishment

m bad conduct «. contemplation

:. name of a man »l. ruin, loss m- a school of philosophy

* Houtj of the titli C'unj. ending iu short ^t substitute, for the %> K, which with the following 31 of the oonjugational sign becomes ftq; e. g. ķ and j make f>?J^ and lijij^f.

t The vowel does not take the guna, substitute in this instance ; the root is Atmanepadi only; see page 8, note*.

first book of sasskbit.
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StfrsfiE

(I)   begin   (the)   study   of

Nyaya.

(Thoix) endurest pain.
Krishna sporta  with   child-
(The) tree shakes.
[ren.

(Thou) servtíst the king. (I) obtain wealth. (He) salutes Bishis.


(A)    warrior    fights    with

enemies.

(Thou) expectest (a) reward. (I) rejoice  at (the)  welfare

of friends. (The)  rogue  despises   (the)

king's orders. (I) see (a) monkey.

* §^ and other verbs having the same sense govern the dative ot the person or thing pleased or satisfied.
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Rama shines by (his) innumerable virtues.

From fear of Goď (he) does not speak (a) lie.

(The) disc of (the.) moon increases in (the) bright half of (the) month.

(A) sinner suspects even friends

(A) tree looks beautiful by (the) appearance of fruits

From sin results spiritual ruin.


(He) seeks jewels. Generally  (a)  man    strives

for wealth. (A)    devotee     likes     (the)

worship of God.. (I)  tremble   from   fear    nf

punishment (I) learn  duty from  (my)

preceptor. (The) poet panegyrizes (the)

king. (I)  die by  (the)   arrows  of

(my) enemies.

1st pere.


LESSON XI.

DcAL AND PlUKAI

 2nd pers.


 ' Šrďpers.

Plural         īT^
í^

As in  the  Parasmaipada,  the preceding sŗ   is lengthened before the ^ and- j£ of the Átmanepadá terminations. Dual Plural

Eoots. 1st Gotij. , to fly

With fe,to won-der,  to  be dismayed  to taste.

beg

to throb (to smile;

to praise, to flatter

to forgive

witH jr. to swagger

'* See note* page 6. vt Bee note" ^age 29.
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mi.
10th

 tciih aug, to obey





respect

SCBSTAJTTIVKS.


 to salute, to

 m.  a ^     m.   rise,

prosperity

 n.   a mango (fruit)

RT^T ». propitiation, pleasing ň in. application, exertion

 m. a taunt  ri.     fravid, deceit

 "•a i™!5

 «• singing

 m. a songster T m. merit, quality,     virtue

Í ». skill


m. nee  ind.   by  day  w. money  «. eye  m.  direction  n.  dancing, a dance

:  m.   violation, breaking

 enjoyment,

sensual      enjoyment

 m. a peacock

 n. censure,

anything      censurable

SKNTEJÍCE8.


gl irt. springy

4 * k. sentence,

words         [dbw

 »■ a win-

 , various  m. a bird i,^ n. rudeness, iiupudence  n.  a   weapon  m. a parrot  «.'singing

 »»■     this world,     worldly existence  adj. true

own

 one's  [ficial  .  bene-

f«it

* š?t| ^

PIBST  BOOK  OP  SA»«K»TT.

TFTT

 ?Tčr%

: l

(We) get fruits in  spring,

(You) speak lies.

Mountains shake.

Stare shine.

(You) learn to dance,

NAriya:ia's    (two)     friends

strive for (his) welfare. (We two) serre (the) king. (You twoj taste mangoes. (We)  see   (a)    peacock  on

(the) top of (the) palace.


Tigers    do  not  eat  (taste)

grass and leaves of trees. (We     two)    salute     (the)

Ŗishis. Misery  and  happiness    are

born of (tha) world. (You two)    fight    without

cause. ( Two)    children    sport  in

(the) garden. (We      two)   expect    good

from Hari.
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faults of (your) friends.
g]w  (;ncrease)

Parrots fly at (the) window.

Men obtain (the)  fruit   of        enemies     wlth      varlous

(You   two)   forgive    (the)

(They) extol (the i merits of

wise men.

Distresses result from sin.

Men die.

their efforts.

Beggars beg for riee.


(The)   limbs   of (the)  fool

(his) knowledge. (We two)     endure     (the)

weapons.

taunts of (our) enemies. Warriors    destroy     (their)

LESSON XII.

Passive and Impersonal Forms. These* are made  up by adding q to the rooff,  and then appending the Atmanepada terminations:—

If a root ends in <sr which is not preceded by a conjunct consonant, f^ is substituted for it before the q1 of the passive ; as ^ becomes fifc.

The final ķ or 3 of a root is lengthened before ?ŗ. as f^ŗ becomes gft.

* There is no conjugational distinction in the case of passive forms; that is, they are formed in the same manner from all roots, subject, however, to certain peculiarities of the roots themselves. Several roots, therefore, belonging to conjugations whioh, as being complicated, have not been introduced into this book are given in the text. The student, of course, will not be able to make up their active forms.

t The original roots, and not the substitutes which some roots take before the oonjugational sign, as»l^ffor*H,fcr8 f

. OP. SAJTSĶJtļJ....

; with it   to

request 5 to do jjrtoknow

 to give


Roots

 to

with 9 command r 1st CO».).  Par.

to learn [<ft]to

Substantives.


ŗ to cry

■ to hear

n fcíft]  to stand

ar to kill

 >»• command  »• wood  m. a bow  m. a scholar, a pupil


m- sound ■ļ m. an  inhabitant of a city,  a citizen

m. an intelligent man

SuNTKNCEg.

* The forms which some roots assume hefore the passive 7} are here enclosed within rectangular brackets.

j Those roots of the tenth conjugation, whose vowels take a guņu or viiddhi substitute in the active voice, undergo the same change before the JJ of the passive; as ^r, ^JtotfcT act., pass., not

WEST BOOK OF SANSKRIT.
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killed with

(An)  enemy  is

are

(an) arrow. (The)    child's   hands

washed with water. (Thou)    art     extolled     by

poets.

(You) are sought by men. (I) am served by servants, (We) are protected by God. (You two) are known    by

people.

Elephants are mounted. (We two)  are  requested  by

(the) citizens, (The) world   is   abandoned

by ascetics. (The)   body   is    nourished

with food.


(The two)  horses  are  being

taken away by thieves. Water    is  being    sprinkled

on (the) trees. Heaps  of corn    are    being

arranged. Krishna's   body   is  adorned

with ornaments. (The) virtues  of wise  men

are celebrated by poets. (A) sound is heard. Thieves    are    punished   by

kings. Fruits   (two)  are eaten by

Hari.
[ed.

Arrows  (two)  are discharg-(You)   are commanded   by

(the) king.

* See notfs t and +, p. 17

t If roots have a penultimate 5T or anvsvára, it is dropped before II, except in certain oases.
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Happiness is always  wished

for by men. (The)  waters of (the)   sea

are not drunk.


(The) gods are pleased by (means of) good conduct.

(The) soldiers are being counted by (the) general.

Geneeal Results akd Examination. {^ņ Aim.' to smile.'

Present Tense.
Singular
Dud
Plural

1st pērs.

2ndpers. 3rd pērs.

Passive—'?j to hear." 1st pere.       ^ 2nd pērs,         ^ 3rd pērs.

1.
What  form  does the  final  gj   (short) take  in the

6th conjugation? In what other case does it assume the same form ?

2.
What    modification  does   the   final   short   vowel
undergo  before the if  of the  Passive?   What substitute

does the arr of ^jj^ ^T an(i IT '*° drink,' take in the same circumstances, and how are roots of the tenth conjugation dealt with?

3. Give the Present Tense of ^\ļ^ £ 6th con\,    [and
any number of other Atmanepadi roots necessary].

4. What case do ^^ and other  roots having the same
sense govern ?   Give an instance.
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5. Eepeat the Passive forms of jp^, ^^ļ ģjj   [ and
any  number  of  other  roots,   Parasmaipadi  and Atniane-
padi, the teacher may deem necessary].


6. Explain the use of ^ and ^f.

LESSOR XIII.

Feminine Nouns ending in ajr and Nominative and  Accusative Casks.

		

		Terminations.

		



		Singular         Dual

		Plural



		Nouns      f Nom. (none)           ģ

		



		ending in gfj ļ Ace,     arm           ^

		



		Nom. jjjīt                         T$t

		TOT:



		Ace.   CTPļ                      &

		CTT:



		Nouns      Í Nom. (none)           ņfc ending in ^   ^ Ace  jjŗ                    5%

		ara:



		

		



		Nom. snfi                         5T^

		



		Ace. «r^n^                       «TST

		



		Substantives.

		



		Feminine.

		



		lUf\ļ<f\  name   of zļāsn a story

		jļITrŗ      forgiveness



		the wife of Va-

		tf&z(l   daughter, a

		īŗ^T the Ganges



		sishļha,  a great

		girl

		«(«{•ft mother



		sage.

		e^^l an art

		īļit an actress



		*TRjjT command

		f JTIÍT » virgin

		sj^lr a river





 tuleļ, p. 19.
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a woman «Tšft wife

the earth subject,   progeny

woman Viņfī wife


the earth a garland, a wreath

shame a creeping plant

 a woman


a well beauty a female friend

a    female

companion  or mate

adj. one's own

srranr m- support

31I1WT m. beginning

n. a garden m. neck n. departure

m. father of    Šitá, the wife of Ráma n. a play, a drama m. name  of a heavenly Ŗishi

Roots

with ^n^, Aim., to join, to go or flow together ■^ with an1 *° practise, to do ^ 10th conj. Aim. to tend, to take care of [ (^t) lsi conj Parasm-to  cross,    to   surmount;

with

to descend




n.

or

m- a palace, and i ft.   surface;  STRTT^T^ the    upper     surface terrace of a palace !S n. an army ŗ «. weight

n. an ornament n. the universe i. the

or

chief actor in a play m. a deer

 with qft, to marry; with gprj to take off, to remove

ļ 2i>t'rĀ ņ^j to    increase,

to nourish

^ 1st conj.   Parasm. to

bewail

 to captivate

* This is declined like a pronouo.

FĪRSf BOOK OF-SiřTSERÍT.

Sentences.

Nárada descends from Heaven to (the) earth.

Krishna tells stories of kings.

Young women play in (the) garden.

(He) wears two wreaths of flowers on (his) neck.

Rama's wife salutes Arundhati.

(We) see (two) virgins.

(The) deer's mates follow (the) deer.

♦See note f, p. 21.
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(There) are (two) wells in (the) village.

(The) chief actor (of a play) calls the actress.

Hari goes to (the) river.

Rama's (two) mothers bewail (his) departure to (a) foje^t.

Women go to (the) wells.

Subjects obey (the) king's orders.

(The) daughters of Hari learn dancing.

(The) arts flourish by industry.

(The) wise always practise forgiveness.

(The) beauty of (the) universe captivates (the) mind.

(The) mother rejoices at (the) welfare of (the) children.

In (the) beginning of  (the) play (the) manager calls (his)

wife.

Men protect women. (The) stars beautify (the) night. Shame is conquered by impudence. Creepers seek (the) support of trees. (The) woman leaves (her female) friend through anger. (The) king tends (his) subjects as his own progeny.

LESSON XIV.

Instrumental, Dative, and Ablativk Casks. Terminations.

Singular
Dual
Plural

Nouns       rinstr.     Sn in   an J Dat.       q;  (

and $  (Abl.

The ending «n is changed to ij before the Instr.    sing.

termination.
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Nouns ending in aft take the augment m) and thoBe jji £ the augment sjŗ before the terminations of the Dat,   Abi.,   Gen.,   and   Loc.   Singulars;

Or the  following may  be regarded  as  the singular terminations:—

Nóuns in ;

~     •        •
'   "

Instr.

Dat.

Abl.

Instr.

Dot

Abl.


Dat.        Abl.


Gen.

stra;


Loc.

9ftJn/i name of   a

town *t>l«-dl     a   female

beloved; wife *RlT^t   name of a town

sport, plaý anxiety


Substantives.

Feminine.

old age a maid ^ deity

name of a place

a school a town worship


light

a   crowned

queen

speech Kama's wife

52
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 •love

 in- the young ( of an elephant)

 m. a strife, a quarrel  n. a song  m- an old man  m- a messenger


 «. an elephant

 w. a sprout  «• a pearl  á/ red

 aíž/ deformed

 rn. a message

 ad/, tranquil  adj. beneficial; n. benefit



to surround*

Sentences.

 to depart  sr to give

 (

to shine

 to rise up, to

fly up  with cr


g;
ft to return

Tī wíYA jŗ Átm- to set out,

to start

1 with jŗ to send

ķ 10th conj. with an  to

delight.

 *. i


: i

* Here the passive forms only of this and of f| are used, f See note * p. 39.
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Hari  appeases  (his)  friend

by (his) speech. (The)   city   is   surrounded

by rivers. From  forgiveness  (a)   man

obtains     tranquillity     of

mind. Wise  men   go   to   Heaven

from (the) earth. Vasishfcha       comes       with

Arundhati. Kama   gives ornaments   to

(his) daughters. (He) adorns (his) body with

garlands. (The)    queen    gets   angry

with (her) maid. (He) derives  pleasure  from

(the) old man's stories.


Eice   is  cooked  by

yana's wife. By  (the)   king's command

(I) go to Avanti. (The)   mother   likes   (her)

children      though       deformed. (The   two)    warriors    start

from    (the    two)    towns

with weapons. (The)  sky   is  adorned    by

(the)  red  light  of  (the)

sun. (The)    happiness   of   (the)

people is increased by arts. Men  desire (the) acquisition

of happiness from deities. (An)  offering   is  made  by

(two) virgins.

FIRST  BOOK  OF SiNSKRIT.

Pain  results   from anxiety. Síta learns songs from (her)

female friends. Soldiers  come out of  (the)

town  by   order of  (the)

general. (The) children delight (the)

heart of (their)  father by

(^heir) sports.


(He)    brings    flowers   for

(the)   worship   of   (the)

gods. (A)   Teward   is   given by

(the)    queen    to    (her)

maid. (The) bird   rises   up   into

(the)   sky     from   (the)

earth.

LESSON XV.

Genitive, Locative and Vocative Cases. Terminations.

Singular       Dual       Plural

i ending Í Gen. in 3TT and \   \ Loc.

After j^ w becomes ct The final gŗr is changed to i^ before gfrg;. The Vocative singular of nouns ending in 3[j is made up by changing the final vowel to tr} as |-ļiļŗ; and of nouns ending in 5^ by shortening the vowel; as ^ īrf^". The dual and plural forms are the same as those of the corresponding nominative. (See rule, page 30. )

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.

srát:

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.    ^

FIRST BOOK OF SANSKRIT,
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■WoKDS.

father   of hero Ráma T m. a country {R)a<f oá;.  unsurpassed,    full, perfect '. night

m. an evil spirit, a wicked person

}■ very great }'. holy

ii,* establishment, establishing

n.  inciting, establishing

,     flow,

current   [ ciency ».    profi-i. beloved n.   multiplicity

n.  a bower .fish

 the

to prosper

m. performance,   execution

J name of

a city

iq^pr m. gathering, collecting   ■ jg-pjft/. the wife of Indra n. water desire f.    moonlight     [ a river name- of m-  a species of bird

UP!!/, shade 3PT??r tn. name of

Indra's son ?ffc ». bank, shore řpnjf. thirst, greed š[3T adj. diligent

a forest

^K«T >»• the name ■of   a king,  the

«r^ I*t4onj. Parasm to deserve 4íA co«y. Parasm. with 1st conj. Parasm. to play , to stalk abroad


 n. sweetness  )H- a human being, a man  a street

 n.    advice, request [husband  lover,

 /• speech  W. marriage

??r /. name

of a woman . a stone  in. name of a king

 /. confidence  »>•  a collection

 preparation ; plur, preparations, requisites       [ing1

 (

ind- always

 adj.    affectionate
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 1st conj- Par asm- to fructify, to be fulfilled ^ with f»f pass- to be checked Ķ with f£jŗ  to divert one's self, to amuse, to play

Sbntkkcks.

 3% srnř

: i

 [ í^


 irnř

* an and f are the feminine terminations in Sanskrit.  Adjectives ending in 31, generally, though not invariably, take the

first.
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 «*u**t

(There)  are trees on  (the)

banks of the Ganges. Jayanta   is    (the)   son   of

Indrāni.
[city.

Bama's friends live in (the) (The) chakora is delighted

in moonlight. (He)  brings  (a)  flower of

(the) creeper. Hari   praises   (the)   merits

of his daughters. (There) are fishes  in rivers-(I) see chariots   in  ( the )

streets of Ayodhyá. S'akuntala   deserves  ( the )

love of (her) friends. (There)    is     sweetness    in

Rama's speech. [Sita ? Where are (the) sons of (There)  are   evil  spirits   in

Daņdaka.
[earth.

(There) are islands on (the) ( I )  see men  under (the)

shade of (the) tree.


Generally evil spirits stalk abroad in (the) night.

(The) heart of (the) mother is very affectionate towards (her) daughter.

(The ) waters of (the) Ganges are holy.

By order of (the) Queen (the) rogue is punished.

(A) country prospers by (a) multiplicity of arts.

(The) current of (the) river is checked by (a) collect-tion of stones.

(The) maid-servant brings (the) requisites of worship.

(I) go to the garden for gathering (the) flowers of the 'creepers.

(He) is diligent in (the) execution of (the) king's orders.
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Gjsnekal Results and

%Efá[f- an 'establishment.'
Singular
Dual
Plural

Nom.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat.

AW.

Gen.

Loc. Voc.

"Nom.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat. Abi. Gen. Loc. Voc.

1.    Decline m^t> j^ &a> &c

What are  the  feminine   terminations   in

—.   i the  feminine of  adjectives ending  in * generally formed ?

FIRS* Book Ofc SANSKRIT. LESSON XVI.

1 .

', t>& FlKŠT pRETteRpTK, TtótéÉ.


5Í)

1st pers.


Terminations.  2i4<i pere.


 Srtl pers.

Singular

 w

gŗ is prefixed to roots in this tense.

Singular

Dual

The  conjugational signs  are  added on to the   roots before the terminations of the Imperfect.

Tbe terminations case of the root aj 'to eat';


 and g; take the  augment ^ in  the  ' to be,' and gŗ in the case  of  gjŗj

m. a goat

. hope

 m.  n- a cow-
n
[book

 m-  a work, a


WOKDS.

m. a son

ind- in front, in the presence (of)

m- a buffalo m- a handful

in A- slowly


 ». difficulty,

perplexity

 /.  court,  assembly

 of

battle

an army

* See page 6, note*.
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Sentences.

(The) water of (the) lake has dried.

(The) general led (his) army to (the) battle-field.

(His two) friends remembered Kama.

(Thou) wert pleased with Kama's conduct.


(We two)   appeased    (the)

God created (the) earth. Men    (two)    entered    (a)

garden.

(I) censured Hari. (You two)  dwelt   in    (a)

forest.

* When a word or form ending in any of the first four consonants of a class is followed by ^, the ^T is optionally changed to If when it is itself followed by a vowel, a semi-Towel» or nasal*
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(The) caravan rambled from

town* to town. (I) published (the) work. (You   two)     took     away

fruits        from        Hari's

garden.

You told  Ráma (a)   story, f (Two)  tigers  ran  to   (the)

cow-pen.

Krishna  washed (his)   feet. (The)     warrior     protected

(the)   women from (the)

enemy.

(The) tortoise moved slowly. (I) then lived without (any)

hope of prosperity.


(We two)  cooked  rice  for

dinner. (The)  queen sang  in (the)

court of (the) king. With handfuls of corn (the)

girl fed (the) deer. (Thou)   abandonedst    (thy)

wife without (any) fault. (You two)     burnt     (the)

village without cause. (He)  fell from (the) top of

(the) tree and perished. (The)   child    danced   with

LESSON XVII.

Imperfect Tense (continued).

Parasmaipada Plural and Atmanepada Singular.

Terminations.

1st pers.
2nd pers.
3rd pers.

Parasm. PI. jŗ
s

* If the word ^IK be used here, the following samdhi or phone, tio rule should be borne in memory:—A consonant at the end of a word or grammatical form followed by a nasal is changed to the nasal of its class optionally; as ^čT5+3írfí =■ HďlJtlR °r 'íčfjflffc This change is necessary when the nasal belongs to a nominal termination, as ft^tqq=f%|9ltī.

t ^ sometimes governs two accusatives, or the indirect object •nay be in the dative or genitive case,

6

 book oř Sanskrit.

1st pers. Aim. sing. Ķ


 2nd pers.


 3rd pers.

Roots beginning with a vowel take the augment 3^ instead of gŗ} which with the following ^ or é becomes ^? and with 5 or 3f becomes sŗŗ.  as, StT+^gr+gŗ^gRT.

Words.

wicked axfr m. a road

blessing 3^511   adv. brightly  m- a herdsman  M- wreathing

name

of a prince Jiļ^S   «1.    name of a mountain

 /.    a  woman of distinction; a goddess fo     »«•   son of

«<lg,    cousin of

 i-  a learn-

ed man

rSTCT »»• a wicked person, an evil spirit

 son  of j

 m. name of a king

 /• wine

i^ m-  name of a son of Ráma /. the earth

m. a cry n. a dead body m. a jackal

of     an     individual

 m. wind, or the deity that presides over it

n- moving to and fro ». a place

 with alfo to give

Skntbkces.


 : t
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 :   STT-

®^u

 I

(We) sat in (the) shade of

(a) tree. (He)  forgave   (the)   faults

of (his) servants. (The)  Brahmaņas   fell   into

( the )    waters  of   (the)

Ganges.

Horses ran to  (the)  battlefield.


Eáma obeyed (the) commands of (his) father.

Hari learned music from líáráyana.

(I) tasted (the) fruits of (a) mango-tree.

Messengers went to Ayo-dhyá.

(Thou) spokest (a) lie.

* Seepage29, noto \
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Krishna   rejoiced   at   (his)

friend's prosperity. (You)  lived   at Kaus%nbi

then. (He) wondered  at  Rama's

exploits. (Thou) foughtest with (an)

enemy. (The)  rogue was  beaten  at

(the) king's order. (You)  counted   (the) nish-

kas. (A)   blessing    from    (the)

Rishi   was    wished   for

by Ráma.

By  favour of   (the)   gods (you)   conquered   (your)

enemies.


(We) drank  water in place

of wine. (You) took away (the) books

hence to (your) house. (The)   sun  shone   brightly

yesterday. (The)   house   was    entered

into   at   night   by    (a)

thief. (We) saw (the) general and

(his) army. (They)    bore    away    (the)

king    from    the    battlefield. (They)  discharged*   arrows

at (their) enemies. (I) began to   wreathe (the

wreathing of ) (a) garland

of flowers.

Plural


LESSON XVIII.

Imperfect Tense ( Continued )•

Atmanepada Terminations ( continued )■

1st pers.        2nd pers.
3rd pers.

 Use
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Eoots.

1st eonj. Atm. to perish with ara to disregard with fa 10th eonj. Atm. to invite 6 th eonj. Par asm. with f^? to test, to examine to feel happy

6th conj. Atm. to feel shame 1st conj. Atm. to rival 1st conj. Atm. to drop down with fgŗ 1st conj. Parasm- to laugh in contempt Words.

 n. evil, calamity

 /•     a     repulse, repulsion

 m- {in. ļ)l) demons, the eaemies of gods 3ļ|{)i|U| n- planting, sowing

 m. advice, counsel • a braid of hair  n. action, work

 Mí. an individual of a class of celestial beings  n- capture  m- a thief  n. a net

. moonlight  m. leaving

n. sight

B- a wicked action m. a leader ind. however, but m- a traveller ". the east

. an examiner n-  strength n. seed m. a king m. lover, husband n.    heroism,    bravery,

valour

 «- minister  .    a   multitude   a

crowd
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 «^cjfl-

* See rule in nots • p. 21.

t Sf^?£ becomes tptJ in the passive.

ļ Ķ^ preceded by any of the first four letters of a olass is changed to the fourth letter of that olass optionally.
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Monkeys fought with Kák-shasas (evil spirits).

( We two ) spoke to (the) learned men at Kas'i.

(They) endured (the) taunt with calmness.

Stars (two) shone in (the) east.

(You) were praised by men.

(You two ) were commanded by Kama.

(We) invited ( the ) Eishis for dinner.

When did (the) messengers return from Ayodhyá 1

(We) did not expect favour from Hari.

(We) got books at school.

(The two ) examiners examined (the two) girls in dancing.

(We two) rejoiced at (the) sight of (our) mother.

(You two) did not begin (the) work.

(We two) saluted (the) Bishi.


(They  two)  suspected   (a)

repulse from (the) king. (We)   were     born   of   (a)

family of Gandharvas. (The)     birds     disregarded

(the)   advice    of   (their)

leader and   fell into (the)

net. (The) faults of (the) Bráh-

maņas were  forgiven   by

(the) king. (You two)  shook with   fear

at  (the)  sight    of  (the)

tiger.

(You) strove for  (the) capture of (the) elephant. (The two)  children did not

feel happy without (their)

mother.

Rama's virtues were praised by poets.

By application (they) obtained much wealth.

(They two) sought (their) daughter  in  (the) forest.

(Two) mangoes were tasted by (the two) travellers.
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General Kesults and Examination.

Singular
Dual
Plural

lstpers.

2ndpers. 3rdpers.

1st pers. 2nd pers. 3rd pers.

1.    Give    the  forms    of the  Imperfect  of

2. What   change   does   a   final   consonant   undergo
when    compounded with  the  following  nasal?   When  is
the change necessary ?

3. What change  does ^ undergo  when it  follows  any

of the first four letters of a class ?

4.
When is a »^ changed to a 9

LESSON XIX. Masculine ajtd Neuter Nouns ending in

7 and sŗŗ.

Nouns of the masculine gender ending in 3 are declined like those ending in ^ with this .difference, that where & !■ q} or q^ occurs in the latter, ?, 3>, *ft> or ^C> snou^ ^e substituted respectively in the former.
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Uouns of the neuter gender ending in 3 ot jļj are declined like cffil, 3 or 55 being substituted for ^ w. or ?£ for ^, and gfr or gŗ^ for ^.

Masculine.

Singular         Dual         Plural Nojm. Ace.

Dat.
ļņ§

Neuter-

		Nom. <S

		i Acc.



		lustr.

		



		Dat.

		



		Ubm. <í

		b Acc.



		Instr.

		



		Dat.

		






 'doer'

Masculine nouns ending in ^ change it to gŗrr before the terminations of the nominative and of the singular and dual of the accusative. A few nouns, such as f^sŗ «1^, «mn^, ^f, ^ and q&K, change the final ^ to gj^. The nominative singular of all ends in gjŗ( ^ and the termination ^ being dropped.
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Norn. Ace. Instr. Dat.


Terminations of the First Four Gases.
Singular
Dual
Vlural

9ĪT

Nom. Ace. Instr. Dat.

Nom. Ace. Instr. Dat.


Before gŗ the preceding ^ is lengthened. štfŗ m leader.

 an arrow

 name of a  cheek [king  son-in-law

 a tree

Ķ the architect of the gods


Substantives.

Masculine.

 a    wicked person

 husband's brother

 the Creator  a man  an axe


maņa
hero

who extermi
nated
the
warrior caste.

 father

 lord

 arm
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7Í

		jfcgadrop

		

		brother  of

		»ra an enemy



		—i husband,

		Ráma

		»a^g      the     god



		master

		grcr wind

		S'iva



		^jļŗ name  of one

		fell afl obstacle

		f^ŗjļŗ an   infant,   a



		of  the    sons  of

		Pwrf     a    wrong-

		child



		Pandu 5HTCa bee

		path f^OTT      the     god

		^ļōžnŗ a  charioteer



		na the Hindu  le-

		Vishnu

		



		gislator

		

		



		Masc & Neuter.

		i%^ defender,

		jŗ^ honey  [nation



		^ doer, author

		protector

		^j^    a     country,



		ī[*ļ goer

		

		gg wealth



		^ giver, donor

		3BĪ the tip

		aj ļjjijjļ      Iīidra's



		■ļļĶ seer IŗS: hater

		«ī^ a tear čiī^ palate

		capital %^T toflgue



		

		Adjectives.

		



		§ŗfarT hungry

		ļ *TW <Ja

		rk



		

		Indecmkables.

		



		M^čRraŗ frequently

		

		the   beginning   of a  sen-



		g   bu,t     (not     used     at

		tence)

		



		

		Rootí?.

		



		5^ 4th cenj Parasm. with

		?ļ 1st conj.  Parasm. and



		Q{ļļ to search for

		

		Atm. to fill: fhnk Mass.



		lī^ With   njj   to go after, to follow

		

		%{Ķ to consent, to,



		1^ 1st eonj.  Parasm.   to drop

		to agree to JTT with fif^ to produce,   to



		f^ pass,  to be cu

		toff

		create;

		ftrfi^1 Pass.



		•ft   With jŗ}   to    compose,

		msĶ   1st c&nj.   Parasm.



		write

		

		to desire
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gj prefixed to words beginning with a consonant and gpr to those beginning with a vowel, express negation.

Sentences.

 Tg

 ST3TT:

 TTFÍ īT?f-

Ráma   gives   sweetmeat  to

children.

(The) sky is filled with dust. Paras'nrama    struck     (his)

enemies with (an) axe.


Drops of water fall from (the) clouds.

(The) king called (the) defenders of (the) town.

(A) child obeys (his) father.
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(The) Lord of Avanti spoke

to (his) ministers. Hari touched   (his)   palate

with (his) tongue. Women     went     to     (the)

garden       with       (their)

husbands,    [of   mantras-(The) Eishis  were the seers People adore Vishnu. Rituparņa  spoke    to    (his)

charioteers. Ránia went to  (the)  forest

with       (his)         brother

Lakshmaņa.

Bavana's heads were cut off*

by Ráma with arrows. (A) work  is frequently not

begun   by  men    for  fear

of obstacles. With   (his)    arms   Bhlma

fought with (his) enemy. (The)   gods   punish   (the)

doers of evil.


Those  who  go  (the  goers)

by (the)  wrong path are

censured by men. Virtue  is (the) protector of

(a) country (nation) from

ruin. Honey  dwells  on  (the) tip

of   (the)  tongue   of  (a)

wicked    person,    but    in

(his) heart poison. Trees  delight  travellers   by

(their) shade.

Biima's departure to (a) forest with VisVámitra was consented to by (his) father.

(The) wind is scattering (the) dark clouds.

People praise (the) givers of food to (the) hungry.

Sita's husband and (her) husband's brother searched for Sita.

* % following a vowel is changed to 'ēĶ- This change takes place optionally when the vowel is long and at the end of a word or grammatical form; but after IT (negative particle) and 311 (preposition) it is necessary.

7
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LESSON XX.
Nouns ending in ņ and ^.
Masc. & Neut—

(Continued).

Singular
Dual       Plural

,      Abl.     (none)
Nouns       d
.      '

Gen.     (none)

Lec.     ķ
gŗfcj;
ķ

The    singular   of the  ablative   and genitive    cases is formed  by   substituting 3^ for ^,    Before the ķ of the

locative singular, sj^ takes gjr as its substitute, aud before ļŗm it is lengthened. This latter change is optionat in the case of ^, The vocative singular is made up by putting 3jļ^ for ļfļ and the dual and plural are the same as those of the nominative.*

Masculine.

Singular
Dual
Plural

Abl. Gen. Loc. Voc.

Neuter. Abl. Gen. Loc. Voc.

* See rale, page 30,

 OB1


75=

Singidar


Masculine-Dual


Plural

Abi. Gen. Loc.

Voc.

Abi. Gen. Loc. Voc.


3

I


 or


Neuter.


«53

Words.

 /.   permis-

 ad/ unpalatable, disliked

 »n.  name of one of the  sons of Paņdu &ťfl-f adj. that cannot be trans-

ind- enough,

away with ( used with the instrumental ) n.   not   a

thing,   an    unreal thine;


Ī »i. ascribing something that is not real

m. respect m- ascribing m- a respectable person; name of the remote ancestors of the Hindus

*. wish jji. the moon

/. anxiety, longing

ness,     cheerfulness,   energy


 «I.     name of a hero

 m- a stain, a spot

 «•  compassion, kindness

 m. name of a country (in pi.)

tude

 /•   faT0Ur  «. a relation

 ad/,    small, little l m- cotton

 »n. one of the first three classes
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m- grandson \ř^m- iniportu-nity

ij. sharp

n. a wholesome thing, what is wholesome

ļj m- a beast m. fall, falling

m- paternal uncle

m. a  relation

native of Bha-ratavarsha or India.


 m.  name of

one of the sons of Pandu ŗ n- a creature, an animal  m- brother

^1    m.    intoxication, insolence t[ m. a deer

 m- death ļ  m-   (in    the plural) the descendants    of    a king  named to

ļj /.    name   of a woman

 /■  wife   of Vishnu;       goddess of wealth f 1st conj. Aim-


to transgress, to overcome

 m- n. a speaker

 n.  a thing, a

real thing.

 /■ intelligence, news, account

 wi.   wealth,

riches

m.  name of

the
celestial

abode of the god Vishņu

 m. n. hearer

 m.  a sage,  a man of piety; adj.  good OT m.   n.   creator

 3TOT-
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Eama   was   (the)  chief   of

(the) Raghus. (I)  got a book   from   (the)

author. LakshmP was (the) wife of

Vishņu.
[hearers.

(He)  begs  pardon  of (his) Janáka   saw   (the)   chariot

of (his) grandsons.


Náráyana saw (the) horses of Hari's sons-in-law.

(The) Aryas lived in (the) Kuras.

(A) parrot sat on (the) tree.

(A) servant of Hari's grandson went to (a) village.

Karņa was (the) first among donors.

This noun takes íTju the nom. sing.
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(The) lion is (the) lord of f Wise   men   get   knowledge

even from children. Sins  afflict  (my)  heart, 0 S'ambhu!

of

Hari   is    (the)    friend

Bama's husband. (The)   disc  of  (the)   moon

increases and decreases.* By order  of  (his)  brother,

llama,  Lakshmaņa abandoned Síta in a forest. From   (the)    Creator    was

born (the) universe. (She)   obtained    news   of

(her) husband. By  (the)  strength  of (his)

arm (he) conquered (his)

enemies. (There) is no fear for (the)

mountains  even from (a)

strong wind.


In sages is seen great love for God.

Birds sit on (the) branches of trees.

Servants do not transgress (the) orders of (their) lords.

From (her) husband (she) obtained permission for going to (her) mother's house.

(A) residence in Vaikuņtha is obtained by the devotees of Vishnu.

Examination. 1.    Decline ^| m. and n., flf, īī

 Z,    f,     g    • and n-, STT^, ^T| m-, &c., &c.

2. Compare the declensions of masculine nouns ending in 3 and neuter nouns ending in ^ and ^ with those ending in »

Use
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3. What change or changes does the ending ^ of masc.  nouns undergo in the first five inflexions ?

4 When is ķ changed to 5|£ ? When is the change optional and when necessary ?

LESSON XXI.

Feminine Nouns ending in ķ} ŗ> ŗ;) and =£.

Feminine nouns ending in ^ are declined like those iu ^ 3} 3^ or ķ being substituted for the Ķf ^ or qr occurring in the latter. The termination of the nominative singular is ^.

The termination of the instrumental singular of feminine nouns ending in ķ or 3 is &(j) and that of the accusative  plural  is   ^      before   which  latter the    final

vowel is lengthened. In other respects these nouns are declined like the corresponding masculine. The forms foi the dative, ablative, genitive, and locative singulars are optionally made up like those of nouns ending in ^ or 3j respectively.

Feminine nouns ending in =jj are such as express relationship. They are 3^, j^ Ķ1ĶĶ, *5TF5 and q^;. The accusative plural termination is ^ŗ before which the ^ of all these nouns is lengthened. In other respects ^Rj is declined like sŗjj or jp^   m, and the rest like   fq-jj.

Adjectives ending in ^ such as sŗ^ŗ ijj^} &c. form their feminine by adding |. as sM, ir^ft, &c.
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Singular
Dual
Plural

Uom.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.
sļJS^T^
V&ft:
^«Jg

Voc.

Nom.

Acc.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.
jŗg-
JRÍÍ

Nom.

Acc.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.
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Horn.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.


Singular JTRTT

JTRR


Dual


Plural JĪRR:

land

 splendour,

light

 action

 mode of .walking, going, gait fo caste, kind

 wicked action

 daughter  courage  a cow


SUBSTAHTIVKS.

Feminine.

husband's sister politics

ministry;
dispositon,      na
ture
[c°py
īļf^čj;%    image or

īfff^ŗ         affection, satisfaction talent devotion prosperity ground, land,

the earth mother


absolution an   image   or idol

husband's brother's wife 5ŗ   pleasure;   the

wife of the god of love

 a young woman, daughter-in-law

 place of residence

 profession, avocation
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 hearing; Hindu   religious books, the Vedas

mother-in-law


 virtuous   or good action  creation


 remeni-brance;     Hindu law-books sister

 m- an Englishman

 "■    medi-
tation
[age

 •  hermit-

 «i. son-in-law of ^ŗjpŗ and brother-in-law of ^TTf

 n-   name of a city, Verula  with gn% to authorize,   (Pass-) to be authorized  1st conj. Pa-

rasm-    to go astray,      to     go wrong  n. a token

T (sfr Pass-\ with

arfir   t°   «all,

to name


adj.     bold (man)

'. censure adj.    proficient

con/ A)w. to be produced, to result

 adj.      great, greatest

 m.   result  «(i-    afterwards

 m. a ball of rice given to the dead

 »n.     intensity, greatness

 ]

 Átm-     to


take    leave   of, as  at   the   time of departure ŗ adj. many

m. god of love adj. slow m. avarice

m. development

n. a cave

m- name of a person

f.   sister of Rama

m-  a   person of ' the     lowest Hindu caste n. valour with gjŗ 4th

conj.     Parasm-to embrace
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1st   conj.    Pa-rasm- to sit


TO-    proximity, vicinity ^ppŗ wí.a good person, a good man

Sentences.


 to spread  4th conj. Par asm. to feel affection for

Ķ '


 uít

PIKSĪ  ĎOOK.  OF  SANSKRIT.

Síta bowed to Tiishyas'rin-ga, (the) husband of (her)

husband's sister.

Vis'vamitra was (a) Ksha-triya by caste; afterwards (he) became (a) Brāhmaņa.

S'ambuka is (a) husbandman by profession.

Síta always pleased (her). mother-in-law.

(The) king's counsellor is proficient in politics.

Among Smŗitis Manu's is (the) best.'

(The) modesty of young women in Maharashtra is praiseworthy.

Eáma saw (his) sister
S'anta and bowed to (his)
mother.
[caste.

Rāma asked (the) man (his)

Men desire prosperity.

Englishmen come here from England.

In (the) caves in  (the)  vici-


nity of Verula (there) are many images of gods.

Hari passed" (his) nights
in meditation.
[ters.

Kŗishņat had  many daugh-

Vakrar contributes to (is for) fame.

(A) man's disposition is known  from (his) actions.

Narayana's ruin is (the) result of (his) wicked actions.

Courage is (the) greatest ornament of men.

Great love for God is called devotion.

(The) development of (a) man's talent is (the) result of teaching.

Sita's face is like the moon in (by) splendour.

(An) elephant's gait is slow-

(The) father gave much wealth to (his) daughters.

(The) sister's present was (a) token of affection.

* Use the root ^ here.

t Use the gen, of 'Krishna' aud nom. of 'daughters' and the Sanskrit verb corresponding to 'were'. The feminine of adjectives ending in 3 is optionally the same as the masculine. The other form is made up by adding f •
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Examination.

1. Compare:—(a.)The declension of feminine nouns ending in 3; with that of those in ;§•,

(ý.) The declension of feminine nouns in ķ and 3 with that of the corresponding masculine. What do the optional forms of the formeňesemble ?

(c)    The declensions of ŗsņļ} jļT?, řfcj, SHJ,  and H4.  with one another.

(2.)    How  is  the  feminine  of  adjectives  ending   in and ^ formed ?

(8.)   Decline ^ŗfr, 2^ ?w- and/.  &c., &c.

LESSON XXII.
On thb Imperativu Moo».
Parasmaipada Terminations.
Singular
Dual
Plurál

* 1st pērs.        anfžŗ 2nd pers.      (none) 3rnpers.      5

The conjugational  signs are  added on to the roots  before the terminations of the Imperative.

* The imperative forms of ^ and 315 are given in the Second Book. 8
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 «. a falsehood, an untruth

 m-    a  child  n. difficulty ^ adv.   firmly, closely 3 m. a lesson

 aw. parents  ad/, worthy of honour

%f&n /•  retaliation, revenge,


Words.

the way to revenge [benefit Ķ  n.   well-being,

with gg to experience,  to feel ŗ with  sr to err, to fall off ■ ind. not  (prohibitive) ŗ tn. juice

\ interj. O! oh! ŗŗ nt. race m. a child

Sentences.


 m-   companion, friend  doubt

 i% to rest  n. truth, goodness; an animal, a creature

 ind- always ^    m. a goldsmith

 a plant used in sacrifices, or its juice T With 3tg to carry out, to act according to

"M<?MI
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Tell (your)  brother's  name. Children,  go to school  and

learn (your) lesson. God save (the) King. *Let (us) follow (the) counsels

of wise men. (The) gods be satisfied. Hari  and Madhava, do  not

prattle. Leave   off   doubt    ast    to

Rāma's success. May  (the) enemies of  men

thus perish.

Give money to (the) poor. Chándála,  do not  touch (a)

Bráhmana.


Let (him) drink   (the)  juice

of Soma. (May) (he)  remember (the)

good deeds of his race. Let (us) deserve (the) praises

of men. Let (us) forgive (the)   faults

of (our) friends. Embrace       closely       (thy)

father, boy. Children, do not  give  pain

to dumb creatures. (May)1 not  Hari's  mind  be

agitated by anger. (May) (we) not wallow in sin. Let   (the)   herdsman    take

(the) kine home.

Usa the imperative of the infinitive depending on "Let'» and put the object of "Let" into the nominative case.

t Use the locative here.
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(May) (the) greed of (the) people for gold decrease.

(May) (the two) sons please (their) mother.


Let   (the)   beggars   glean

(the) (grains of) rice. Let (the) fools prattle.

1st pers. 2nd pers. 3rd pers.


LESSON XXIII Impebativk Mood.—(continued.)

Atmanepada Terminations.
Singular         Dual
Plural

wards, to do

ŗ ith conj. Aim.  to think,

to maintain, to regard

Substantives.

Boots.

ŗ with f|ŗ Atm.  to conquer [•  with  irf%  to  step  to-

 . desire

 «•   proper   conduct^ conduct.

^    /.    straight-forwardness  m- a villain

 in. name of  a person


^ 1st conj. Átm-  with gŗg1    to    resort    to,    to

adopt  ivith jŗ to set about

 n-   a  deserving  person or object

 m- a king

 m.  courtesy,    civility . learning  m. labour

%- Plenty>   abundance  m. a son

first book op sanskrit.
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 ti

 enemies

'Tremble,   (the)

(the) King. Taste (thou a) mango. Begin   (you the)   study

Sanskrit.


 of

 of


(May) (we) obey (the) commands of God.

Let (the) moon shine.

Let (the two) books be brought here.
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Do not (you both) regard Devadatta (an) enemy

Eejoice at men's prosperity.

Die, villain.

(May) men blush at (their) misdeeds.

Let (the) virtues of (the) medicine be examined.

Let riches be given to deserving persons.

(May) men always seek (the) truth.

Flatter not sinners.

Let (the) birds fly from (the) branches of (the) tree.

Let rogues smile at (the) straight-Forwardness of (the) good.


Let heaps of corn be given

to Brahmaņas. (May)  (a) son  be  born to

(the) king.

Obtain (thou thy) desires. (May) (I) not disregard (the)

orders of my father. Let   (us two)   destroy our

enemies. Let (the two) faults of (the)

servant    be    forgiven  by

(the) master. Earn  wealth by   labour, do

not beg. Let (the two) children taste

(the) sweetmeats. (May) (we two) not be killed

in (the) battle.

LESSON XXIV.

Some of thb mobe important Verbal Derivatives.

The past passive participle* is formed by adding ^ to the root; as ?j to hear, spŗ heard-

The infinitive of purpose is formed by adding řnrt to the root;  as 3j to hear, vftĶfļfor hearing.

* The feminine of this is formed by adding 31T. t The final vowel or the penultimate short takes its guņa substitute before this termination.
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The indeclinable past participle or absolutive is formed by adding &ŗj to the root; $j to hear, «J53T having heard-ļf takes the place of iķj when a preposition is prefixed to the root; 3^)J7T having experienced- ^ is prefixed to this 71 when the root ends in a short vowel; 3Mjh(fl' having imitated.

Before all these terminations except ?ŗ some roots take the augment- jr. As a general rule, however, roots ending in short vowels do not take it. Theie are some other modifications which the roots undergo, which are too various to be noticed here.

To foim the present participle, the conjugational sign* is first affixed to the root, and then the termination grqr (see note*p. 6.) is added on to it when the root takes Parasmaipada terminations, and ŗŗjīŗ when it takes At-manepada terminations.

List of Past Passive Participles of several roots.
1 to throw
STFH    otw to be agitated

obtain

■jt to desire,   to love ^; to draw lines, to plough

W to be angry to be weary to forgive

to dig ŗ to go ■ to hide ^ to be produced to be satisfied

abandon to burn to show

* Or, more generally, take that form which the root assumes beiora the 3rd pers. plural termination of the present tense, aud then add on the participial suffix instead of that termination.
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jw to be made bad

5^ to see

•id to put, to bear

^q; to be proud, to dare  qrg

jra to bow
jŗ^ŗ

•T^ to perish
jŗg

iŗ^ to cook
trip

7^   to go
w

jjq^ to nourish
ct^

ļ|^cA   tO aSK
y y

ŗ?q- to bind
g^r

to worship
ļļ^jj

to mind, to think      jļ^ŗ
to plunge
ņjŗ

51

to liberate to be foolish jjh1 or to die to worship to join


^ to be engaged in m to sport ^ to grow  to obtain  to covet  to speak  to speak  to sow  to bear  to enter  to be  to praise  to be quiet  to embrace  to endure  to create, to abandon

 to touch ĶĶ to kill


5TRI

dm

m

WoKDS.

 adj. all, whole  i. coronation jj (to throw) with t%^ to scatter  m. a hut

 J»arř. of q^ with  ready, prepared  m-  a remedy  »• a prison


 a potter  m. a woll  b. a field

 '.  Parasm- aud  ^ to dig, to excavate  in. a jar

jl ind. silent, silently  with &£ to indicate

FIRST  BOOK   OB1  SANSKRIT.

ŗŗ (to put,  to  bear) with

fc to-place

 1st conj.  Parasm. and

Aim-  to seize, with   gŗgr

to save,    to    release,   to

lift up ft with fg to educate

 pain
/

 ««</. in the morning 1; 1st conj. Parasm- and

Aim-    to    resort  to,    to have recourse to  with jrft to reply . intellect  m- pride, arrogance


n. root, foot 1st  conj.  Parasm. to faint away, to swoon

dj.   belonging  to  a sacrifice

iļiļ^H m. a king's  officer r with an1 *° ascend ļ; žwííA   jr%   and ft,   to come back, to return

adj. able, powerful »i. a serpent adv. well w». dog conj. Parasm and

!>*;% qf^j  to  dispel, to remove

Skntbnces.

* In sentences in which the past participle is thus used, the copula 311% 'is' may be supposed to be understood.
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f *

(The) clouds fhave been scattered by (the) wInd.

(The) fields have been ploughed by (the) husbandmen, and corn has been sown.

Having well educated (the) pupil (the) preceptor gave (Mm) permission to marry.

(The) sea is agitated by (the) wind.


Having followed (the) dog's

steps  (he)  came to (1fl\e)

place indicated. S'iva became  satisfied   with

Eavaņa's devotion. (The)    seed  of   virtttes    is

placed  by   God  in   (the)

heart of men. Be ready to  conquer   (your)

enemy. Many    soldiers  were   killed

in (the) battle.

• From Ķ£.

t In translating these sentences use   the   verbal   derivative taught in thia lesson wherever they can be useā.
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Having remembered (her) dead husband (she) again swooned.

At (the) time of (the) coronation all men were released from prison.

(The) child wishes to seize (the) moon.

The fruit of (his) jexertion has been obtained by Náráyana.

Having saluted (the) goddess (he) returned from (the) temple.

Hari's faults have been forgiven by (his) father.

Having ascended (the) mountain (he) saw (a) lake.

(The) cause of fear  is gone.


(He)  attempts  to  lead villains    to    (the)   path  of

(the) good. (The) child was   abandoned

on  (the)  shore   of  (the)

sea. Having    experienced    (the)

sorrows of (the) world he

became an ascetic. Many  villages    were  burnt

by (the)  soldiers on (the)

way. Having     replied    to    (his)

friend (he) stood silent. (A) son  is  born  to  Hari's

wife. Getting up*in the morning,

men wash (their) faces. (The)    thieves  were   bound

by (the) king's officers.

E xaminatiojt.

1.
Give the imperative  (all numbers  and persons)  of
 Í
Z,WĪ act- and Pass-> «TT ' to drink',

 , N[, WH>  ^ with 3*3 act and

C, &C.

2.
How do you form—

a.
The Past Passive Participle,

b.
Thj3 Present Participle Active»

* The H of ^SJT is dropped after the preposition 3jT.
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c.    The Present Participle Passive, it   The Infinitive of purpose, e.    The Indeclinable Past Participle or Absolutive, with and without a preposition ?

3.
*Give the  infinitive  of  purpose  and all  participles,
of TĪĶ, W^, 5%   13Ķ, TļĶ, T?Ķ, ĪĶ, ^l,   T*ļ

&c, &c.

4.
When is the initial g; of ^ŗŗ dropped ?

LESSON XXV. Nouns ending in Consonants.

The  general  scheme   of Case-endings given   in Sanskrit Grammars is as follows:—

Singular       Dual        Plural
Nom. & Voc.    ^ŗ
aft
ara

Ace.
aļ^
^
gŗg;

Lastr.
an
ŗņ&ļ      fira;

Dat.
^
wn^     wra:

Gen.
«ra;
9^

Loc.
g-

These terminations arc applied without any change to masculine and feminine nouns ending in consonants, but the crude form itself undergoes certain modifications, which we will shortly notice.

•The pupil will require the teacher's assistance In answering this question, which is rather too advanced for him.
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1.    There  are  a  number  of  nouns whic'i   undergo
no

change,   and  are   declined  alike,   whether   masculine
or
feminine; as VgļĶ m-, ņ^Ķ m-, £3JI3[/, &c

Singular       Dual
Plural

Norn. & Yob. Ace. Instr. Dat.

au.

Gen.

■Loc.
flf^T
JT^čfī:

Abi. Gen. Loc.

* When there are more than one consonant at the eod of a word, the first is retained and the others dropped ; as T^jļ with 1_ becomes T5^, but ^ is dropped and the form is Jļ^čT-

t ^or ^ is ohaūged to 3J before hard consonants, and to IT before any soft consonant except a nasal or a semi-vowel. Ihis change takes place also when these consonants end a word. A consonant (except a nasal) at the end of a word is changed to the fixst or third of its class.

+ ^following a vowel  except 31  and  31T, or a letter of the guttural class, or r, generally becomes ^. 9
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2.    Nouns ending  in   q^ and   jj^ when   masculine prefix a ^ to the final ^ in the first five inflections.

Singular       Dual
Plural

Nom. Ace Instr. Dat. Abi. Gen. Loc Voc.

3.
Present   participles   differ  from   this   only  in   the
nominative   singular, the  gŗ  of the   last   syllable   being

short, as j^^^pr. part jļ^ļnom- sing.

4.
The terminations  of  the  nominative,  vocative  and
accusative  forms of neuter nouns ending in  consonants are
as follows:—

Singular
Dual
Plural

(none)
£
ķ

Before  the 5 of  the  plural w is  prefixed  to  the  final

consonant,   if it be not a nasal or a semi-vowel.    The other cases  are,   as in  the case  of nouns ending in  3^   formed

exactly like those of the corresponding masculine. Nom., Voc, and Ace. gpr^       ^HkO Nom., Voc, and Ace. ji^^      JKď^í

5.
The Nom.,  Voc,  and Ace  dual of the neuter of
present    participles    is just  the   same  as   the   feminine

		FIRST   BOOK
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		form*; VK^pr. part, Vf^f

		f /., &. ». du., fox^pr. part.



		f^ftprft or filTCreft/-» & du.,

		fee.



		We gŗpj^-/. adversity

		Ill/- earth



		smrag; adj.* long-lived

		il^l^cļH arf/- famous



		quj3^ adj. meritorious

		tļ|iļi^y. speech



		gŗŗjg' n. the world

		f^j;/. lightning



		%${%/■ stone

		I^M<<. /• adversity



		ļflņj arf/. sensible, talented

		f^fqg^ M. the sky



		m<ļ<ļ adj. dependent

		51^-/. autumn



		jrļgTŗŗ/. the  first day of  a

		sftīf^ ūdj. prosperous



		lunar fortnight

		^fq^y. wealth, prosperity



		»H|c<(ļ adj. divine,  majestic

		^■HK adj. happy, those



		írtčí pron. your Honour

		who enjoy happiness



		VļtļĶ m. a king

		jļ^tļ jn. a friend



		fl^g; m- wind, a god

		|ČT^^ m. fire



		^i<ļē^ adj. having form

		



		«^«.(„.HSrem. time)

		^íífíópíOT n. the heart



		not  the   time,    improper

		aļ^ /OťA conj Aim- with 9T^



		time

		to request,  to  beg  of,  to



		3T3CT "*. passing  away, des-

		solicit



		truction

		^Ķ ind. here



		3TCWÍ in. a debtor

		^ with 3q to neglect





* The feminine forms of adjectives ending in rtíT^or 3RT, and of present participles, are formed by adding |j as 3ļTJfcH<ļ|t long-lived (she). Before f, however, ^ is prefixed to the final <ļ of 'he present participles of the roots of the 1st, 4th, and 10th conjugations, and optionally to the ^ of those of roots of the 6th conjugation.
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ind. aloft, nobly  >»• birth

 past part. pass, of ^^ with 3Ķ} proud

 m-   name of a month  adj. transitory

 in. name of a king  j»asi part-    of   ggr

 seated, sitting  /• predilection ĪTM m. ^?Z. life «jg^l^i; ind- often, in  many cases


 . festival  ad/, soft

 m. name of the  gnil Krishna

 change  of  form, transformation

 4th conj. Atrn. to be  past pass, part- of \jj  fq laid down

 /i. a stalk

 atíř/. loosened

 m. doubt  »'»«*• wholly

 m.  a    sacrificial  priest

doing ruling |


Present Participles

seeing dwelling

driving conquering

(pr. part-  of 31^ to be ) being, good; m. a good or virtuous man

Sentences.

* Ķ ia not prefixed to H in the first five inflexions in this case.
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* This is an instance of the genitive absolute; it ha3 the sense of ' notwithstanding.'

t This is an instance of the locative absolute; the meaning is like that of the English nominative absolute—days having elapsed.
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 i

Náráyana    is   not    depend
ent,
[forest.
Deer   sit on   stones in   (a)

Indra is (the) lord of (the)

gods. On  (the)  first of  Kdrtilca

there is (a) festival. (I) saw   (a) boy   going   to

school.

In prosperity many persons

follow (a) man. A   man   is   abandoned  by

(his) friends in adversity.

Krishna  saw   men   driving

horses. (The) ascetics   regard (the)

world as (a) wilderness.

(A)    work   is   written   by (the) talented Nárayana.

Even   (the) meritorious are censured by (the) wicked.

Men   always    desire   to be

long-lived. (It) has been so laid down

by (the) divine Manu.


Anger cools down by soft speech.

Nárada    descended      from

(the) sky. (The) good  do not  become

proud on account of (by)

wealth. (It) was so advised by (our)

preceptor  (when he was)

going to heaven.

(While) living in (a) forest Kama and Lakshinaņa destroyed many demons.

(I) am very pleased by sec-ing (a sight of) your Honour.

(The) talented are honoured at (the) courts of kings.

(The) wind takes away (the) loosened flower from (the) stalk.

Lightning is considered by poets (as the) wife of (the) cloud.

Fire, (if) touched, burns even (the) Hotŗi.

FIRST   BOOK   OF   BAHBKBIT.
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(their) enjoyment of happiness.

(The) desire for happiness of those who enjoy happiness  often increases  by

Rama lived in (the) prosperous city of Ayodhyit.

Examination.

1,
Repeat the case-terminations  occurring  in  Sanskrit
Grammars.

2.
Compare  the  declension  of  nouns  in   ķ^  or   ļļĶ
with  that  of  present  participles,  and  of  these  with that
of any  ordinary  noun  ending    in  a  consonant,  such  as

3.    How  do  you form  the neuter  dual  or feminine   of present participles, and of adjectives in ^<j£ or jŗ^?

<£.    How  is   ^ or   g^ treated  when  followed  by   hard

or   soft    consonants,    or when    it  is  at   the  end    of  a word ?

•5.    In  what   circumstances   is  ^  generally   changed 6.   Decline   jŗ^p?^,   f?T?p;,   fSTC^  m- /•   &  »•>

 •» /• &■ «.,   ig^iTr^ m. & %., strgsfRt m. &

 n., &c, &c.

7.    Explain,  with  instances,  the use of the  Loc.    and en.  absolute.
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LESSON XXVI. Nouns kndino in apr and jp^,

1. ^ŗ     the  nominative  and  vocative    singular  termi
nation, is dropped (see note*, page 97).

2. 1T is dropped in the nominative singular, and before
all terminations beginning with consonants.

3. The šī  is   lengthened  in  the  first  five  inflexions,
and ķ in  the  nominative singular  only.    This  rule  does
not  hold  good  in the  case  of  neuter nouns.    But in the
plural  of the  nom.,  voo.   and  ace.  of these, the gŗ and 5
are lengthened.

i. gŗ is dropped before the vowel terminations, beginning with the gjq; of the accusative plural, but not in cases when the gŗ is preceded by a conjunct consonant of which w or ^ is the final member. This rule is applied optionally in the locative singular of masculine and neuter nouns, and in the nom., voc. and ace. dual of the latter.

5. The vocative singular does not differ from tlie crude.    In the neuter q^ is optionally dropped.

Sing.
Du.
PL

Ace. Instr.

' The 31 of the final syllable 3^^ being dropped, we have īFft-By a rule of savidhi {see page 21, note*), ^ becomes 3T, wbicb, with the preceding 3T, becomes 3f.

1 UHil lit

tjIRIť  jļjtlfr .to ■

Ēitiii
-.mii    Qiarigmii
-wi

itama        Mttthm
:»iíi
NV

lftlfr
J1S11T

kllllll;

•aoA

■|>^l^
tllížlte
301

•trag

•piv

•301

■«99

■řiv

Ěli
^d

QQļ
•IIHH8NVS  dO    HOOa   ISVIM
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Singular
Dual
Plural

		Instr.               3jf?

		

		Si ($11%:



		Dat.                 ^

		

		SlíílfT:



		A hi                                C

		

		



		Gen.                 ^ŗjS

		nt:         5īīsl«Tl:

		STrT^ī: Slí^MIflr



		LOC.                           aļļ^ļ

		īf»r       ^rŘnřr:

		Siísi^



		Voc                  ^

		

		silsiet:



		Norn, and Ace. -ŗŗŗ

		

		



		Voc. ^nf%^ or W

		

		



		The rest like   ^ŗ%"

		

		



		

		Words.

		



		

		iŗ^%^   m.      an

		<\m*ļ n. name



		servant

		attendant        on

		qf^pj^ m. a bird



		SPŤJ^Tčíp^   in. the

		the        women's

		j||(ii|j }?j.   an  ani-



		internal       soul,

		apartments,

		mal



		the heart

		chamberlain

		



		

		

		TU4Mlis«ļ        aaj



		sprnf^T^         adj.

		ļļļjļj w.. action

		speaking    sweet-



		guilt}-, offending

		^n%^ <"i&* happy, well

		ly                 [tion SfTļĶ^ m.  n.   affec-



		^R\    m-          a

		yfijM          adj.

		'h«\frn      adj. a



		stone            [self

		lessening,       de-

		fruit-eater     [tor



		stlčíT^ »i- the soul,

		creasing

		ET^n^ wi. the  Crea-



		v3c^ļ^*cļin*i       adj.

		^iī»<ui+ļ«jv        adj.

		*nf^   adj.  what



		(. ^r^|^* m.  lap )

		going  to  a holy

		is to    be,  future



		resting   on    the

		place

		



		lap

		^j!)j n. leather

		ness
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- tlie head

talented,
in-

telligent

 disad-

. an ascetic  . a king  m- littleness

 to. vantage,

n. the apartment occupied by women in a house 111. counsellor

n. the sky J »i. a thing, occurrence, event '.part, of gŗ^ descending [ter /. daugh-m.    begin-

n'ng>     performance


 W.   a way, a path Jffi^    m. the

architect   of  the gods

mountain

m. doing good to another, obligation, benefiting another

/.   a shoe past part.

of      ctļUA

hampered,      impeded

to manifest, to show, to expose

adv. solely

'/. name of a wife of Pas'aratha


 m.    name of the god S'iva  . a house - boundary, bounds

^rfÍT^ «l. lord fīī^ n. gold

n. skill, proficiency

sir. siny. of 'sgf{) gradually 10th conj. to count, to reckon, to consider 5 adj. long

m. creator of the world

/.    liveli-

n. life [hood n. a day

Kg past part   of

3tT   wicked 3T adj- distant n. meanness

The feminine form of an adjective ending in fi is made up by adding f; as ipļīM ' talented' (woman ).

t The 5, of this word becomes čī. and ^ in the circumstances Mentioned in notef page 97. { See notef, p. 97.
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 ST,! l%?ra;aá/length- ļ     ening

of ļ^jvŗ «íž/. good, virtuous        [puritv

n.   heaiiug m.   name of

 1st

 conj

Parám,  to melt with pity

 past pass, ■part, of jļT with fjŗ^}       created, constructed, formed,   made

 adj.

 past part, pass. of the causal   of   f£j^£

with f^f,   placed  m.       the

second  or  latter part

 ind.    after-

wards


adj.  virtu- ļ

ous

m. the first
part
j

JRT5T past part- of I

pleased

kindliness

'. intellect adv.   sweet-

a    pil-

conj-with to observe, to test,  to  prove ;ct adj. short Jļs) to.   name of Krishna's father

Sentences.




tion

M.   destruc-'. purity

Ml.       t'Ollfi.

a person

cious  n. ease

 anxi-

 a dream

 wr

FiliST BOOK OF SANSKRIT;
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* When f, n. and q. at the end of a word or grammatical form
are preceded by a short vowel and followed by any vowel, they
are doubled.
R

t If a nominal or verbal form ending in <ŗ, ^ ail, or 3fl is followed by a vowel, tho land ^ of the substitute for the former are optionally dropped. The two vowels thus brought together by the dropping of Q or ^ do not coalesoe.
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Devadatta is intelligent. (The)      father      embraced

(his) sou with affection. ISTala    was    (the)    son    of

Vis'vakarman. Birds fly in (the) sky. Servants  follow (their) lord. Trees grow on mountains. (I) do not remember  (the)

names of (the) boys. Shoes  are made  of leather. Hari's ruin is (the) result of

his actions. (The) mind of    (a)   guilty

person is always suspicious.

(The) message of (the) queen was taken to (the) king by (the) chamberlain.

Though speaking sweetly, (I) speak (the) truth.

(The) whole creation was born of Brahman.


Men  are  often   anxious  to

know future events. S'iva is    sought    in    (the)

heart by ascetics. (His)   foot was   placed   by

(the) king on (the) heads

of his enemies.

(An) educated man does not transgress (the) bounds  of good  conduct.

I On hearing intelligence of his happy sons in (a) distant country (he) rejoiced.

Affection for (their) young is shown by even (the) beasts.

In (a) forest livelihood is made by fruit-eaters with ease.

(He) worshipped guests in (his) house as gods.

FIRST BOOK OF SANSKRIT.
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(A) mai1 becomes famous by greatness of intellect.

(The) confidence of subjects grows in (a) good king.


(The)   littleness   of men is exposed    by    their   own

actions.

Brahmá    created     animals, and stones, and the sky.

Examination.

1. In  what  cases  is  the   w   of  nouns ending in gpj
dropped,  and  in  what  cases  the gŗ ?   Give  examples  of
nouns which do not drop the latter.

2. Compare  the    declension  of  nouns  ending  in spŗ
with that of those in ^r ?

3. Decline jj^,   MĪk*iļ,   *F$Ķ,  TVRFļ,   «sfoī^,

$*lfe«JĻ, *RP^, 'rfsSJ^j ^Ķ, SftíT^, &c' &c-

4. How  do you  form the  feminine of adjectives end
ing in ^?

5. When are ^ m and qr doubled ?

6. What  changes  take place when the ending   q} J^t
gjļŗ or ^ of a  nominal  or  verbal  form is  followed  by a
vowel ?    Give the rules and illustrate them by examples.

LESSON XXVII.

Nouns ending in ļgŗ ļ gg; and Khq ob 1{HH.. 1.    The nom.   sing,   of nouns ending in g; is formed by dropping  the  termination   ^   and   lengthening   gŗ   if  it precedes.    The ^ŗ of the noun is then changed to a  visarga {vide note ļ p. 6).
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2. Before the  terminations  beginning with consonants
the g; is changed to a visarga,   which, in being compounded
with the  terminations, follows the  Saihdhi rules that have
been given (see note'page 15 and ļ and ļļ page 17).

3. Nouns in ^j and ^?^ or iizrg; prefix  in the  mas
culine a   ;r   to the final ^     and  their  penultimate   gŗ is

lengthened,   in  the   first  five  inflexions.    The nominative singular ends in m^ and q^.

4.
The   ^   of   sŗ?ļ is  changed  to g* before the vowel
terminations,   beginning  with that of the accusative  plural,
and before the # of the  nom.,   voc.   and ace.    dual of the
neuter;  and the ^ to ķ before the consonantal,   and in the

nom., voc. and ace. sing, of the neuter.

5.
The rule   mentioned   in (2) holds also in   the case of

fj. The preceding gŗ if any, is not lengthened in the case of the nom., voc, and ace. sing, of neuter nouns. Before  the   ?   of  the  plural,  the   penultimate   vowel  is

lengthened and a nasal inserted after it.

7.    In the vocative singulars of all these the penultimate

		is not

		lengthened;   as ^?;

		

		■   &c.

		



		

		

		r^+Kļ, in-

		

		



		

		Singular

		Dual

		

		Plural



		Nom.

		

		

		

		



		Ace.

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		Instr.

		

		

		

		





* Before this 3 the preceding ?, ii any, is dropped, as q: ace. pi.
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pat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

Voc.

5iom.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat.

Abl.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.

Nom.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat.

Abl.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.

* In the body of a word or grammatical form =1 is changed to an anwv&ra when followed by «> ^.j 3>  or  Ķ.-t See note { p. 97-
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n.

Singular
Dual

i., Voc.

and Ace. The rest like «3


Plural

a., Voc. and Ace. The rest like

Nom.

Ace.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Voc.

 adj. dwelt  # younger

n. Veda

dj. elder n. religious austerity n. darkness


 adj. sat  n. light, heat  . a god

 naffle of a sage  n. a bow  w. the sky  w. water

* The feminine of adjectives ending in 3*J is the same as the Norn., Voc. and Ace. dual of the neuter; while that of adjectives in  fīIH^ and  ^JJH is iormed by the simple addition of  5-

t This and WFL are declined like ii
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 adj. very dear, dearer  adj.    very     great, greater

 «• mind

 n. fame, glory

 "• au   evil

Bakshasa

 re. dust, pollen  w. the breast  n. speech


 «a/   one dwelling in a forest

n- a§e

 n- a cloth

 a*', learned  m. Brahma

 n. the head

 adj.  superior,   pros-
 «. a lake
[perous

 n- an offering

 sin

 adv. after  not ground

past part. steady

 m- n- a thorn  OT.    name   of    the commander-in-chief         of King Virata 53Ī   9W.   name  of  a  son of

Ráma $3 past pais. part-  of^

done, made

^  ind.  for,  for the  sake (of)

 adj. meritorious


 past part, of g, worn out, old  adj. poor  a4/- dreadful

 /•   name  of  a town  adj. new

 adj. motionless

 ass- jPart of  with tŗft worn

 n- obiect oi wor"

ship or reverence jq^f /. name of a female companion  of   S'akuntala  m-  name of a king of the solar race

 m. a great king  n. sex  m- a boon  /. a branch

lití
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fšŗ 1st conj. Parasm- and
^j^ŗ past pari. of ^ with
Atiru with gjTj to resort HfJļ, heated, oppressed
to, to depend upon              I      by heat

ÍT9T &dj. white
íTfíTT Qdv- a* once> suddenly

|
Ķņt[ n. taking away

arg; 4th conj. parasm- with jŗ to throw; grp^ with f^ to cover; zŗĶpr. part- with zķ, 5?^ rising; ķ^ 1st conj. Parasm- to go ; ķ with grr, to eat; to perform (;t sacrifice).

Sentences.
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Hari appeased (his) mother by (his) speech.

Narayana's younger brother is at Kas'i.

Paņini speaks of (the) Vedas as Ghhandases.

(The) wind brings pollen from flowers.

May (the) glory of (the) King spread over (the) earth.


Priyamvadá went to Dnr-vásas and begged pardon.

Hari saw with (his) eyes (the)   charioteer   driving

horses. Eáma    was     waited    upon

(served) by (his) younger

brothers. (The)   hermitages  of  (the)

That is, their wealth  and general prosperity exceeded their desire.
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forest-dwelling Kishis were made of leaves and branches of trees.

Bhagiratha pleased Ve-dhas by (his) austerities.

(There) are lotus-flowers in (the) waters of (the) lakes.

(The) king reveres learned men.

As (a) man leaves worn out clothes and wears new ones, so (the) soul leaves old bodies and enters new ones.

Eaghu conquered (the) earth by (his) bow and arrows.

(The) offerings thrown into (the) fire are carried by (the) fire to (the) gods.

(The) people who dwelt in Ayodhya, were happy.


After light comes darkness and after darkness comes the light.

Leaving (the) net on (the) thorns (the) birds flew into (the) sky.

(There) is very great sin in taking away (the) wealth of (the) poor.

Warriors do not mind even death for the sake of fame.

(The) younger brother followed (the) elder brother.

(He) obtained many boons from (the) gods.

Truth is dearer than life to (the) virtuous.

God is sought by (His) devotees with steady minds.

(A) learned person is honoured everywhere.

Examination. 1.    Compare  the declensions  of  nouns ending in

or i*ra:>and ***•

2.    When  is  the g1 of ^j;} changed to 3  and how is

the preceding Ķf if any, treated in this case ?

FlttST  BOOK  Of  SAŇSKftlT.
1Í9

3.    How   is the  feminine  of nouns  ending   in čR^ and  or jņŗiļ formed ?

4.    Decline spī^C, ņgĶ, XiUn<m  »»•»/• & »•»
.,/. i- n.,
/  fc

LESSON XXVIII. On the Potential Mood.

Terminations. Pabasmaipada.

		

		Singular

		Dual

		Plural



		1st pers.

		

		to

		



		2nd pers.

		to

		

		to



		3rd pers.

		to

		

		



		

		

		A

Atmanbpada.

		



		1st pers.

		to

		

		



		2nd pers.

		

		

		



		3rd pers.

		to

		

		toť





* These terminations are the same as those of the Imperfect with the following exceptions and modifications:—The Parasm. 3rd pers. plur. termination is 3í£instead of 31^ and those of the Atm. 3rd pers. plur., 1st pers. sing., 3rd and 2nd pers. duals are ^> ^i ^Icilij and 3JI'-iH, respectively instead of 3?^, ?> Ī3F1, and f qiq. To these terminations | is to be prefixed when they begin with a consonant and ftl_ when the; begin with a vowel.
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The  conjugational  signs must  be added on to the roots before the terminations of the Potential.

Parasmaipada.
Singular
Dual
Plural

1st pērs.
g^ppļ
šļļfcŗ

2nd pērs.
^
^m^

3rd pērs.
čŗ^
qftdUl        ^T&f :*

Atmanepada. 1st pērs. 2nd prs. 3rd pērs.

The potential expresses (1) probability, commands, prayers, wishes, hopes, &c, and (2) is used in dependent clauses implying these. (3) It is also used in conditional! sentences in which one statement depends on another as its reason or condition. In these two latter . respects it resembles the English subjunctive.

Words.

 m. 3P^H m. a road,

ļlŗ? ni.    fatigue;   the   fatigue of a journey

H- pleasing, giving
delight to
[person

tn-    an    illiterate


3PJT5T in- harm

 past pass- part- of  with Sffir,  overcome,

overpowered

 «.   injury,  harm, da-

* The potential forms of 3W and 3^ aie given in the Second Book. f Except pluperfect conditionals.
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 n. covering, obstruc-
 in if- or
[tion

 1st conj. Aim- to be able  adj- insignificant; mean

Ķ 1st conj. Atm-with sj^}

to bathe in

3TTTčft   »»•   du-  wife and

husband

^ /si conj.   Parasm.   to

shine, to be hot

W /• nisht

 d/, twisty
a «• poverty
 ad;, poor
[fortune

 f-   bad  state,    mis 4th  conj- Parasm. to act the traitor ^   aá/. wise, of fortitude or patience

%

/. name; named

/• sqiq m- justice,
/.  court;  court   of
justice
[result ļ

* With    \r(iļ ļļiļVļu    I    tO

adj- another's

j/iss. part,   of with  STTCĪ obstructed


previous, ^^ n. a good action; a previous good action

$njj past part- of gŗp^ ^«ŗ/i jŗ   arrived at, come to

gf^ŗ ind- out of (used with

the Abl.)

*mfft«ťf /• tne Gauges
jjjfiŗ adj. much
[tick-

 ^-   a  vocative  par- n- defence  /• a rope

r with aii^1, to sit upon, to rest upon  m- an obstacle  /• adversity  Hi.   a wrong    path, evil conduct

 adj- with the face turned away from fst«m?t?rl>: «W. or gen- siny. of f^srwla m"> f^WT »». rest, ^ m- purpose; for the purpose of rest

* See Note {, p 97.

t HR^ drops its *T when   followed by a   vowel or a soft consonant. 11
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 adj. good  m- a resting-place  m- an assembly


 adj. fragrant  adj. virtuous, good  with fa to forget

« I


a good action

Sentekces.

 inn

FIRST BOOK OF SANSKRIT,
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 !Tīh ^ swr^n^ 5^?^ī spŗtsft

(You two) should wash (your) hands and  feet when (you) return home.

Men should not forget (their) friends. If (thou) wert to taste poison, (thou) wouldst die. (The two) books may be carried in (the two) hands. (You two) should learn Nyáya from (your) teacher. Let (us) sit here in (the) shade of (a) tree. Kings should protect (their) subjects from harm. Let (us) worship God with (a) pure heart. (Thou) shouldst give money to poor persons. (You) should not err in [from] (your) duties. Men should not become agitated without cause. Ņo man shall covet another's wealth.
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(The) king   ordered   that   (the  two)   rogues   should be

beaten. (We) should obtain fame, if (we) died in defence of (our)

country.

Witnesses shall always tell (the) truth in courts of justice. If (I) go to Kas'i, (I) will bring many Sanskrit books. If (you) were to tell (a) lie, (you) would be beateu by (your)

masters. (The) king  led  (his)  soldiers  out of  (the) city that (he)

might fight with (his) enemy. (I) should be  punished  by (my) masters,  if (I) were seen

doing evil [sin]. Would  (the)  poor  Brahmaņas  get any  money  if  (they)

should beg through (the) town ? (I) gave  much  money  to (my)  sisters that  (my) parents

might be pleased. (A) wife and  husband  should worship  Agni every  day in

(the) house. (A) man should not  mind  trouble  in  (the)  performance

of duty.

Pupils should salute (their) teacher. Though  obstructed  by obstacles (you) should not abandon

(a) work begun.

Examination.

1.
Compare the  terminations of the Imperfect and the
Potential.

2.
In what senses is the Potential used ?
8,    When does ^ŗ^j; drop its ^ 9

first Book of saNkkiut.
125

4    Give the Potential (all numbers  and  persons)  of

1, t«» *»**with % ^> š> *» 'W» W> **> ^ a0t

and pass.,  ^ pass., ^ řCTťA arg act. and  pass.,   ?j pass.,

 act. and pass., &c, &c.

LESSON XXIX.

Pronouns. The chief  pronouns in Sanskrit are—ņiŗ 'all,' <ŗŗ 'that,'

this,' qr 'who' or ' which' (relative), f%^ 'who' or 'which' (interrogative), 3f£JT3r 'I' or 'we,' ji<4ļ<i 'thou' or 'you,' ^41 'this,' 3T^[ this' or that.'

1. The following five terminations are peculiar to pronouns of the masculine gender ending in aj; in other respects the pronouns are declined like the corresponding nouns—

Norn.      PI.         |

Dat.
Sing.     ^-

Abl.
Sing.

Gen.
PI.

Loc.
Sing.

Singular
Dual
Plural

Nom.
^:
gff
^

Ace. Instr. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.
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2. Pronouns of the feminine gender ending in ajj1 take the following peculiar terminations before all of which, except an^, *ne SIT *s shortened; in other respects they are declined like nouns in gŗr—

Dat.      Sing.      ^

Abl.      Sing.

Gen.      Sing.

Gen.      PI.

Loc.      Sing.

Singular
Dual
Plural

Nou.
íňft
g$

Ace. Instr. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc. Neut. Norn- &. Ace.;

The rest like the Masculine.

^' T> iļ^d, ījTj and fčfrg in the masculine gender are declined as if they were ^ iņj} q^ and ^} respectively, »'. e. pronouns ending in gŗ. The nom. sing. forms of <jt and ņffi", however, are ^ŗ;* and i^ŗ; respectively.

4. In the feminine gender these pronouns are declined as if they were g|? tgSĪ, TT, an<^ ^T, *'• e- ending in gjT. The Nominative singulars of the first two arc ^ŗŗ and «raŗ respectively.

• 111 and «TO» drop the finals fī or visarga when followed by a consonant in a sentence; íT J^!, &c.
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Dual       Plural
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Neuter Nom. and Acc.


TTRT

5. ij»f is used optionally for ^ŗ in the accusative, the instrumental singular, and the genitive and locative dual jn the three genders.

MASCUIJNE.

01-

Instr. Sing. Gen. & Loc. Du.

Acc.

lustr. Sing. Gen. & Loc. Du. Neut  acc.


 or  : or

Feminine.  or iņu^, v$t  or  or  or

 or


 or


 tņf,


 or

 or

WOEDS.

 adj. immutable  adj. all, whole  /. a forest ^ 10th conj. Aim. with sfr to seek,  to desire  adj. small, little

 adj. pure, noble  m. a son  wi. effort, trouble ť j?ass ^arí. of ^} wished, desired


 m.   name  of  a great

 n. gold

 aij.  born  of a   good family

 aíž;  jpi   merit,   and ^X to know, one who appreciates merit  1st conj. Parasm. to sing

 ;. beautiful
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 «•

 »i. a wretch,  a  rascal  /•   money  given  to Bráhmanas

 adj- handsome . direction, quarter  at?/', difficult    to obtain

 /. name oř a goddess  »temple  /. d«-  the sky

and the earth

 10th conj. Parasm. & Aim, to act as in a dramatic play

 adj. well-versed  n- name of the sacred poetical works comprising the whole body of Hindu mythology

ijĢT past ļ)ass. part,  of it purified, holy


ņiŗa past pass. part, of» with jt, joined with  n. Allahabad

adj. a metaphysical philosopher;    one    knowing the Brahma  j  great

in

 the form  of  a buffalo  /. the earth  m. prince  queen  w. weeping  n. wealth

 st pass. part, of g with    ļ^ŗ?    upheld,   sup- ati;.  credible   [ported

 adj. one who knows the Vedas

 m.  name of a king  of the solar race

 adj. obtainable,  possible to make  n. power

* The a of this is changed to 3> in the nom. sing., and before the consonantal terminations. The ^ is changed to 1 before soft consonants (See note f p. 28).

t As in the case of nouns in ļH^ and flRf or "ļīR^ (See rules 3, 6 and 7, p. 112), the penultimate 3J of this is lengthened and K prefixed to the final Ķin the fmt five inflections of the masculine and nom., voo. and aco. plural of the neuter. When compounded as an adjective with a following substantive, it becomes *(ft.
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w.

 sr^rr

* The addition oí ť^l or 3íft to f^H in all its genders gives it an indefinite sense;   ftPic^ ' something ' or'anything,' ' somebody,' &c.

t See rule, page 61> footnote*.
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Who are these ?

What is their avocation ?

She is Hari's daughter.

What is her name ?

To whom    did    Ráma say

so?

He is Govinda's brother. I went to school with him. He  saw  Náráyana  playing

with those boys. Which  of his  friends  does

he remember?


(There) are fishes in thatļ river.

He is followed by her.

Where are the men that have come from those villages ?

They come from that country of which S'udraka is (the) king.

The queen directed those of her maids who were near   [in proximity with]
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her to bring flowers  for

her. In  this house did  the king

of    the    Maháráshfcriyas

live.

Which  of those  girls sing ? By whom    was  this   book

placed here ? The    sky    and    the   earth

stand    upheld  by    (the)

power  of this 'immutable

soul. No   noble   deed  has    been


done by them (two).

In that forest (I) lived for a long time.

In [by] what direction did the wretch go 1

In that temple (there) is (a) beautiful idol of Lakshmi.

Hari told him (an) incredible story.

How would he, whom Lakshmi seeks, be difficult for her to obtain ?

Examination.

1. In  what  respects  does the  Pronominal declension
differ from the Nominal ?

2. Do  the crude  forms  of  Pronouns  (Demonstrative»
Relative) and  Interrogative)  end  in vowels or consonants ?
Does their declension  resemble that  of nouns ending  in a
vowel or in a consonant ?

3. How is the visarga of ^ŗ;   and  i^; treated  in com
bination in a sentence ?

4. Decline z(Ķ m-, /•, & n-, <jar wt-> /•> & n-, %^ m.>
f-, &»., ^ m., f., & »*
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LESSON XXX

Pronouns ok the 1st and 2nd Persons.

Nona.

Ace.

lustr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.


Singular         Du  or in

ira;


 or


 Plural

 {Thou or í/OM).

Noiu.

Acc.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc


 :or


or



 «•

small fault 1st conj. msm. to protect i^ctli^l adj. of

sort.

faithless

 /.  a venerable woman,


WOEDS.

 proper

 j

 i     sacrificial    priest

merciful  with acc. sing.


or  g-jŗ

prefixed    to    it,

to submit re   m.  a   precojt-

tor,  a  venerable

person r^     m.   a    cou^

queror
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 n. beatiug ^ /si conj. Atm-to hasten, to be impatient

 m. a person

who is a slave

 adv- far  n. fortune  girl

 n.     cause, reason

M    aá?.    fruitless


adj.

agitated,    bewildered ļ; 10th       conj.

Par asm. & Aim. to surmount

adj.    little, small

to.    reality /.      thought, view, feeling

:. a proud woman

Sentences.


 n. an ass-semblage of clouds

 m- the lord of the Eaghus  m. a particle

 in.   separation

 n.     welfare, happiness

 m-  the   sun
 m-   a  wit
ness
[day
 m. Mon-

 «nr

12
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 3TTČTT I

 TA"


 TTÍ

 [i?r:

Thou art a wise man.

Dost thou suspect me to be a faithless person ?

Who was your guide when you ascended the mountain?


Who told thee this story 1 My  father  went  to   Kas'i, and   when     he   returned he brought many  books» and gave them to me.

* Said by a hu sband to his wife.

t Said to Šitá by Vasishtha, who was the preceptor or chaplain of the solar race of kings, to which Rama belonged.
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Tell     us   what     happened    He    got   that    intelligence

there. I   asked  you

[book was. where   my J)o not be sorry at a  separation from us. By   thy   favour   we    surmounted all perils. I remember what was done by you at the time.

The witnesses were ordered by me- to come on Monday.

I gave you heaps of corn when you came to my house.

Thou being defeated, thy soldiers submitted to the conqueror.

We (two) saw (the) hermitages of many Eishis.

These flowers have been brought by us (two).


from me.

You (two)   censure all men. I give thee this reward. From thee was  (the) path

of  (the)  wise known by

me.

Without (any) fault the sacrificial priests beat me.

Do not be angry witb us, thy children, (0) merciful father.

He wandered far from us, his friends.

(An) improper action has been done by thee in beating that dog.

Thou being protector, how would your subjects experience adversity ?

Amongst us, Hari is the best.
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LESSON XXXI.

&R1Ķ that or This and Ķ%fļ This-

31^3 That or This-

Masculine.

Singular
Dual
Plural

Nom.
^
«3JJJ.
gŗjft

Ace. Instr. Dat. Abi. Gen. Loc.

Feminine. Nom. Acc. Instr. Dat. Abi. Gen. Loc.

* Short way of learning the maso. forms of 3P[Ģ:—Suppose the ■word 3R^[ to be 3K, masculine, and ōeeline it like *T4, and for ? in each form put it , and for the vowel following, if it be short, put 3, if long, 3;,- for 7 in the plural put f, and you will get the forma given in the text. The forms of the Instr. sing, and pl.> are to be taken as aR^T and 3ļ^pT: and not 3^J and 3^:. The rule about the change of TT to ^ given in a former note should be applied.The same may be done with regard to the feminine forjnsi 3ļ^T being declined like fRI.
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Nbdtek.

Singular
Dual
«•»«'

Norn, and Acc. g^: The rest like the Masculine.

Masculine.
Singular         Dual
Plural

Noni.        aļ^nJC.

Acc.      Ķ*m,

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Nom.

Acc.

Instr.

Dat.

Abi.

Gen.

Loc.

Nom. and Acc.

The rest like the Masculine.
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Words.

". jealousy, rivalry ind- or ". name of a  celestial

woman

 m. a miser  m. i^r poet, ^ŗ  m.

lord; the   lord  of   poets, the chief of poets

 d. verily f> with 3?ņn^ to beautify, to adorn  a pit.

 »*■ Jatayu, the lord of vultures

&% past piss, part of ggr concealed, covered

 ř;'.   sorry,   sad,  afflicted  «■/;. visible

 m-  a species of pine  <dv. soon, quickly

 o^i-  g^  son,  and |;g-   made;  made  a son, adopted :    ind-    before    {space)

ft        «<&■      having

flowers


 10th conj. to fill  adj. to be given,  to be given in marriage  m. source

 a^i-   /•    beloved, dearest

TTSTfRr /• fifar / beloved an(í lffí%/- intelligence; intelligence    about    one's beloved  /• alms

 «a;- /•  timid (woman)  /• a woman with fascinating eyes

 m. a bee  m- a horse

 «ťitó f^  Parasm-   to stop, to desist  /• manner, way

 »•   a    bower   of creepers

 adj. one whose  form is     elegant;     handsome, beautiful  f. a wife, a mate
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in. habitation      [ fence a<lj-  disliked; n- of-


 m- confluence

 dj-    eager    for

»!. S'iva

adj.    to   be   expounded <3l$q it- temple of S'ira

n. companionship, friendship


union

tit. a kind of bird ?TIf?ī w. adventure

w.   a jewel  amongst women

ad;', delicious

Sentences.

 : wrs ír

* The sentanoea marked with an asterisk on this aDd the next page ara spoken by a king who, while enjoying the company of his beloved wife in a grove,suddenly loses her by some miraculous occurrence, and wanders about asking birds and beasts whether they can give him any intelligence about her.

The second speech bearing this mark is addressed to an ele-phant.

t Said by a lover to a maid who was afraid of meeting with a i'opulsc at his hands.
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 Ir

 f^RTOí

t Said by erne to another about a tree which was a great i&* vourita with S'iva.
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 ir Ķ'.fm\

This is my book.

These men rejoice  at  their

king's victory. These girls  learn to  dance

( dancing ).

There   are    many    learned

men in these villages. I do   not   see   with   these

eyes.
^     [ tree.

There is a monkey  on this There   is   much    water   in

these rivers. From      these       mountains

many stones have fallen. 1  beat a  thief  with  these

sticks. I saw these  women   in the

temple of S'iva.

The sources of these rivers are in the Himalaya.

Give some sweetmeat to these boys, and to those girls.


I saw a tiger coming down from the top of that mountain.

I guarded my gold from these (two ) thieves.

I saw that soldier running
away from the battle
field.
[ path.

The traveller went by that

Fill these (two) pits with
earth.
[ the miser.

I do not expect alms from

The king's palace is ( two ) coss from this river.

Give    me    that     delicious

mango.

What fault has been committed by this deer ?

The confluence of theso ( two ) rivers is holy.

Covered by this cloth, I become invisible.

These ( two ) girls too are to be given in marriage.

* A dental consonant followed by 5£is changed to <$, and ķ to  nasal B, which is written as in the test.
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Examination.

1. Which   of   the   pronouns   is   or   are   the most ir-
regular ?

2. Decline aj^r to., /.   & n., ^j^ m., f.  & n.,
and ď^ild.

3. Explain  the  shortest  way of arriving  at the forms

4. What change do  dentals  undergo when   compound-
ed with the following ^?

LESSON XXXII. Selections for Exercise.

 rt tt^tt

FN ō^^R

 is a pronoun, and should be declined like ^.

K1HSX   BOOK   OF   SANSKRIT.
Iá3

 »lg+l«J ^ II

 ^sRir

 «Hflo^i

r 3>ŠJ 'STŘT TÍ^ TPÍ ^

iii
FIRST   HOOK    08"   ŠANSKUlt.

 tīt



* The word is declined by simply appending the term given  at the   head of Lasson XXV. and observing the samdhi rules.

t The declension of this word is irregular.
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 I  5.tni

 : I

 ?rf§:?n

 : I

GENERAL GLOSSARY.

I.

3T.

and

proper time

ŗ f. jealousy, rivalry adj. m. n.  immutable adj. m. n. all,  whole m. medicine in. fire n. the tip m. an Englishman /. England id. soon m- "a goat n. ignorance

 isř coný.   Parasm. to wander, to ramble

 /■ a forest : ind. hence  m. a guest  »ná. greatly, very  »n. passing away, destruction T ind. here

 d- or
[eat

 conj. Parasm. to  indi. to-day


 m. & debtor  . sin  . master  now

 n- study

^^C    j- w. n.  dwelt  adj. m- n. uncertain

 m. Gŗzepļm. a road, %^ m.  fatigue;  the fatigue of a journey H   dv after

 «i.   disadvantage, evil  m- fiTe

 n. evil, calamity
ļ
. m. n. a serv-

ant, a dependant  /• permission ^   «■ pleasing, giving

delight to

 m. love         [ cution

ļ n. performance, exe-jg n. a falsehood, an untruth ; adj. m. n- false, untrue

 ind. frequently

 n. the heart
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:;K n. the apartment occupied by women in a house

*tRM1«^ m-  the    internal soul, the heart T n. food

 ind. in another place  m- an illiterate  m. a fault [person  . 3Pm\-r, and ^SZ( m- a particle; a small fault

T?Tf^ afy- m- «• guilty,

offending

 »«. harm

 ?r/. even

 arf/. »!•   «.  disliked, unpalatable

 - part of

 ^, overcome, overpowered  /• liking

 m. desire  . coronation

 to crown /.   not  the   ground;

not  the  subject    or  proper place


 m.  rise,   prosperity /-   Indra's  capital  m. a counsellor  ». the sky

 /. name  of  a city  n- a forest  m. an enemy

&V&fi name of the
wife of Vasishtha (a
great sage )
[ ship

 n.  materials    of  wor- n. worship

ģš m. one of the sons of Panda

 10th conj- Atm- with TÍTj to request, to beg of, to solicit; with jŗ to request, to seek, to desļjre J m. a thing, an occurrence, an event, wealth g 1st conj. Parasm- to deserve

 m- an ornament

 <*dj'   »».  n. that cannot be transgressed  ind    enough,   away

 m. a bee
[ with

 adj, m. n. smaE, little

protect
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m- room,

til.    gathering,   collecting

zpHĶ pr. part- of <| 1st conj. Parasm. with 3^ descending

'<■ m- n- pure; f.   repulsion,  repulse

/. name  of a town Mid. past part of with   ajofj   having seen

n-   not  a  thing,   an

unreal thing

šlWČlT     in.     ascribing

something  that is not real

 (

pirt.  of   ^^   with steady

T odj. m.n. faithless  adj. m- n- helpless ^ m. a stone  jí. a tear  m. a horse

7% m- name of a man

g; 2nd conj. Parasm- to be

^ 4th   conj. Parasm- to

throw; with f^ to scatter;

with sr to throw


able

 n.  a lie,  a  falsehood

 worthlessness  m- a sword

 m-   demons,  the enemies of the gods (plur-)  n.     a     miraculous

weapon

 «•      inJury'    harlUl

damage

 «■ «•tne sky

man

 »«•    cimtart'    proper conduct

 -  PreccPtor» tuto  /. a command  »i. sun (sunshine)

 W- a son

 /• a daughter

 Wl. soul, self

 íj- «• K- one's own

 . command

 spi"

ritual

 n- meditation

 to  obtain;  with
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or with jfj to  obtain,  to reach;  with f^,   to cover gjrqr /. adversity

 n. a mango (fruit)  m- effort, trouble

 adj.   m-   n.  long-lived

Ī^Mļ   m-   beginning, performance

TTTSPT     n.     propitiation, pleasing

 m. ascribing

 «■ planting,  sowing srrjj- fn.   a  respectable   person; name of  the  remote ancestors of the   Hindus 3Tr?fr /. a venerable  woman 3nW?<T     «•    covering,   ob-straction  /• hope

 in- a blessing
 m. a hermitage
 w. a seat
[ing

 adj. m.  n. delight-

 . wish

 itid. so, thus  ind. in this manner


 i», the moon

 »j. god of thunder

 /.  the wife of Indra  n. fuel  ind. like, as      [to wish

ķ 4th conj. Parasm. with

3S{Ķ} to search for ķ m- an arrow ļ past pass. part, of ot

wished, desired

 ind. here

 Jsi conj. -^ktm. to see, to take into account, to care  for;  with   gjq1,    *°

expect;   with    gtŗ,     to

neglect; with tni, to examine; with jļ} to see m. God

 past pass. part, of ^;,

spoken, spoken to  adj. m. n. proper  ind. aloft, nobly ļ adv brightly  6th conj. Parasm. to glean

 . a hut
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ind. or

/. anxiety, longing past pass. part, of with    3T  dug

 '   ot

 having

stood up

m. lap ) resting on the lap  m. a festive  occasion ^ m   happiness,  cheerfulness, energy  n. water  ?». the ocean  m. coming  to    birth, appearance 33^r past pass- part, of 5^

with 33r proud 3^^ m birth

3?rt P&st part, of ?j^ with STj ready, prepared T in.  exertion,   industry SŖRIJT adj. m.   n. (?nļ like ) like exertion  n. a garden  to.   application,  exertion

*r$^ m. doing good to another, obligation, benefiting another


 m. advice, counsel  n. a garden  in, a present . /. » shoe  m. a remedy

 m. a taunt

 /, name of a celestial woman

 /•    straightforwardness

 m. name of a king

 in.     a     sacrificial

priest  4řA conj. Par asm. with

;, to prosper  m. a sage

 m name °f the son-in-law of čŗ^pŗsŗ and brother-in-law of

«i-

 one

sort ^   b.   name of  a city,

Verula  in i only  íníř. thus

 m  cooked rice
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air.

 n- medicine

 m.   an    attendant on the    women's    apartment, chamberlain  m. a mat

 m. n. a thorn

ļ;
eonj.    Átm.   to

praise, to flatter

 con/, to tell  . in what manner ?  /. a story  in. a miser  nd. when ?

, adj. m, n. younger  /. a daughter, a girl  n. fraud, deceit  in, a monkey

 ?n. name of a great sage

 m. cheek

 a braid of hair  1st conj. Aim. to shake  n. a lotus  in, the hand


 the   young (Of )

 in. name of a hero;  the ear

 adj. ?n.n.what should be done

 adj. m. n. doer, author %       in.   name  of an

elephant;

near Karp. »,. action

m. a stain, a spot m. a strife,  a quarrel /. an art

to. a  strife,   a  quarrel

n. welfare, good in  a poet

*fá, f*T »». lord; the  lord    of    poets,   the chief of poets . gold

'. a female  beloved; wife

/. splendour, light m. desire n. cause n. a prison adj. m. n. merciful b. compassion,  kindness
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m. name of a month ' ». an action, a work ■ m. time, proper time $j^ 1st conj. Ātm, with sŗ}

to shine 3^j n. wood

in. a lake m. a servant ind. but in. a boar ind- verily

 man

m.  name of the com-mander-in-chief   of   King Virata /.'

 m- a

 . of

^,  hampered, impeded r: %nc2. whence ? 3r in<f. where ? ŗ 4th conj.  Varasm.  to be angry

 a virgm  m. a potter  m.  name of a country (in the plural)

. part. Parasm.   of  to do, doing

 pr. part, Ātm. of ^ doing


 arfj. m. n, bora of a good family

 m. name of a eon of

Ráma 5rf5RJt adj.m. n. happy,

well

 4th conj.  Varasm.  to embrace

§       n. a flower

ara1 ??2. a well  | m. a tortoise  to do; with  3ffa,   to au- thorise;   with  ST^J^ ,   to  beautify, to adorn;   with

 show, to expose

ī past pass. part, of ^

made, done

 / gratitude  action

^   «níí. for,   for the sake (of)  /. favour

; 2sť conj. Par asm. or 6ÍA conj. Parasm. & Mm. to plough

 m.  a  husbandman

m. name of a person |pqr 1st conj. Ātm, to be able
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 adj. m. n. only

 adv. solely

 /• name of one of the wives of Das'aratha  m. a treasure  /• moonlight  n.  skill,   proficiency - name  of a town  m. a descendant   of

 sinýř. of       } gradually

 1st   conj.  Parastn. to play SÍter/. sport, play

?fat past pass- part, of aft}

bought ^ļ^4th   conj.  Parasm. to

be angry i     w. anger  tu. two miles  ?n. pain, distress  ind. where ?

 t conj. Atm.  to  forgive

* [ř^]     h conJ- Par~ asm. to forgive, to pardon

 /• forgiveness K adj. m. n. lessening, decreasing


10th conj. to wash off; with jj-

ŗ  1st conj.   Parasm.  to waste away

;. Parasm. ě

Aim. to throw

 °!/- »w. n. insigaificant;

mean

 conj. Parasm. to be agitated

 adj. m. n. huagry

 . a fieW

^   ^/. m. n. going to a holy place

 Wi. a lame man

 m. a sword

 1st conj.  Parasm. & Aim. to dig; with 3T,  to dig, to excavate  n. a spade

 m. a villain

1.

 /. the Ganges

. Parasm. to go, going  m. an elephant  ÍOíA co»;, to count,   to
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reckon,   to    consider,   to ;
care for, to mind
j

JXČT past, part, of iŗ^ gone ļ /. mode  of walking, ļ ■ adj. m. n. goer [ going ļ in.   an  individual of a     class      of      celestial | beings

ŗjjŗ [ tt^ ]  1st  conj. Parasm. to go; with to   obtain;    with

to go after,   follow; with
gŗg^ to know ;
~

to depart;  with 3flf to return ;  with  ace. sing, of =ŗjļoŗ or g^ŗ prefixed to  it,  to   submit; with ^n^ Átm. to join, to j go or flow together ■ n. departure /. a pit

^T ai,;, m. n. censurable ■^[ 1st  conj.   Parasm. to drop

; 1st   conj.   Aim. with t, to swagger n.

 n. singing

 1st  conj.  Ātm.  with ļņļ to bathe in


 }«• a songster  «i- a mountain

ŗ     »i      merit,      quality,

virtue

 adj.  m.   n. jljoTj and

g      to   know;   one  who

appreciates merit

")   <*dj. m.  n.  meri-^ J       torious  adj.»» n. f. long  ř».   a preceptor, a venerable person

 *». Jatáyu, the king of vultures, who was friend to Rama's father; the lord of vultures

Ķ n. a house W /. wife tŗ   1st conj. Parasm. to sing  re. family, race

 /• name of a r'ver  m. a herdsman  m. n. a cowpen  n. wreathing  wt. a work, a book īļĶū[ n. capture  W. a village  m. summer
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ST.

 m. a jar

 conj. to proclaim  «. ghee

ind. and

m. a  species  of  bird n. a wheel n. the eye

adj. m. n,  transitory
adj. m.  n.  hot,  fierce j
m. the moon
ļ

m.    name     of    a !
prince
i

^ 1st conj. Parasm. to go,
to walk, to stalk abroad ;
with aff, to   ŗtractise,   to j
do
|

n.     the   manner   of | leading life

n. leather
I

1st conj.   Parasm.  to yv, to move, to go astray, to go wrong n. skill m a bow

adj. m.n. f.  beautiful n. mind

of    a

 »i.    name mountain


 10th conj. to conteni plate

 /• anxiety

 ass. >arť.  of , thought  a«i;, iM. ». long ( time )

 rf. long ( tó»ae )  ». a token

 10th conj. to steal  jpr.   part, of ^

 10th     conj.     to    drive, driving      ./  r m. a thief  ^   • theft

 M. Veda; a metre T past pass. part, of g^) concealed, covered

 >».  a  scholar,  a  pHpfi  /. shade

. to be cut off

5T.

 n. the world

 m.  Creator   of the world

be produced, to result ŗ m people, a person
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 m.   father;   father  of Sita, the wife of Ráma  . mother

 in. a jackal

 ?r. fart, of   fa, con-

quering

 m.   name  of Iridra's

 ?«. an old man

 aSe  n. water

 co»/.  Parasm.  to prattle 3ŗ^ m. speed 3TTa5T W. sluggishness 3TRT pasí i?a/"í.  of sfq^j produced, resulted /- caste, kind  m. son-in-law

 in-  du.  wife and husband  n- a net

 m. a wretch,  a rascal  1st conj.  Parasm.   to conquer;   with fér   Mm. to conquer

 tongue


the  tip;   the  tip  of the tongue

 Vast part,  of ^ worn s'

out, old

 í co»/   Parasm.   to

live

 to. life; an animal

 /• livelihood

 ■»• life

 air/- 'in. n-   a conqueror  to know

 »n. a relation  «. knowledge

nectar;     nectar   in    the shape of knowledge  adj. m. n. elder

 /• moonlight

in. a child ^ 1st conj. Ātm. to fly

3Ķ 10th. corij. to beat <ļ4U\ m. a tank m. rice thence
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 «• reality, truth  ind. there  *'»d. in that manner  iwď. then  w. son

 adj. m. n. f. small, little  10th   conj.   Aim.  to tend, to take care of ļ  1st  conj.  Parasm.  to shine, to be hot

 n. religious austerity  n. darkness

- night  in. a tree

 adj. m. n. sat  n. beating  n. a star

 .   ?n^ŗ /. a star, ļjaj m. a crowd or cluster ; a cluster of stars  n. the palate

 m. sesamum

 n. bank, shore  ind. but, however ŗ; 6th conj.   Parasm.  & Aim. to inflict pain on

 10th conj. to weigh


 adj. in. n. equal ^ 4th conj.  Parasm. to be

pleased or satisfied T m. cotton

 ind. silent, silently  n. grass

 ad;, to. m. thirsty  /. thirst, greed  i con/.    Parast.   to

cross, to  surmount; with arq-  to descend

 «■ light, heat

^ /sť cojy.  Parasm. to abandon

 leaving

 /«ť con/ 4žot. to hasten, to be impatient

 . the  architect of the

ods

adj. m. n. diligent

/•  money given to Brahmaņas

10th conj. to punish m. a stick; punishment

r. name of a forest adj. m. n. poor n- sight, seeing adj. m. n. handsome
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 m, the name of a
king, the father of the
hero Kama
[ burn

 1st conj.    Paranm.  to  |5*f] ^s' conJ Parasm. to give, to offer; with sff to  give;   with  jŗrer,   to exchange

 [ ^t 'in passive ] to give ŗ adj. m. n. giver, donor  n. poverty  atf/. m. n. dreadful

 - ^TCT «». a slave, 5jīŗ m. a person ; a person who is a slave

. a maid n.a day  ind- by day

 m- a 8od

^     A con/. Parasm. & Aim. to show; with an to command;   with Wj} to   teach,   advise;    with fi^ to indicate

. direction, quarter  air;, m. n. poor  M- » lamp  arf;. m. n. long  n. misery


Ķ:fisRT a^/- «i. «. sorry, sad, afflicted

 - Š1^ n' sorrow'  m. ocean; the ocean

of sorrow or pain

 m. bad conduct  ad;, m. n. difficult to obtain ^ n. difficulty Ķlfļ f. name  of a goddess  ot.  a wicked  person  f- bad state

 ».  scarcity,   dearth, famine

 m. name  of a sage

^   »n   »  > a wicked action

ĶS past part, of ķķ 4th conj.     Parasm.    wicked . a daughter

w m. a messenger

57 0^'. m. n. distant

ĶĶĶ adj. far

<ifad P"Ot pass.   part,    of

Ķ^t polluted 55^ arff • firmly, closely S^ [q^] ísi conj. Parasm.

to see <ļw f- a stone
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 adj. ni. n. visible SE pasi pass. part, of gj^ seen

 .   sfe /. seeing,

 m. fayour; favour, of seeing

Ķ 10th conj. to tear %ļ m. God, a god ^īt/ deity

jf^M m. nanie of a person  hi.  a species of  pine

 n. a temple

 f. a woman of distinction; a goddess ^ķ m- husband's brother ^3f m. country ^Ķ m. body

 n. meanness  n. fortune

 /• dual  the sky

and the earth

 eonj. ilim. to shine  n. money

■ĶĶ m. seer; adf. in. ». ^   /sí  cúwjf.  Parosm.   to water, to be  wet, to melt with pity

 adv. soon, quickly


 4th conj.   Parasm.   to act the traitor

/- name of a town  m.   one  of  the   first three classes

 m. n- an island, a  continent  m.  hater; orf/- W. b.

 n- wealth

 m.  god of  wealth, Kubera

T*rra; <*dj-   «• «•  /• possessor of wealth

 m. a rich  man; ai(/.

m- n.

 n. a bow  j». duty, virtue

 ass, jmtóg^r, to call, to  name; to place

 in. the Creator

 n. corn

 /sř conj. Parasm-

run

^ aí?j. ra.  n.    sensible, talented
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vAth ara 10th conj- to

disregard, to despise \ķ adj.   m.   n.   wise, of fortitude or  patience; m. a bold or wise man m. the god S'iva

10th conj.   to   hold,   to owe, to wear 1st   conj.   Parasm.   & Aim. to seize; ivith gŗ to save,   to   release,   to   lift | up /. courage

'. a cow

n. contemplation adj. in. n. certain 1st conj. Átm- to perish

in. sound

 not

 «ever  n. a nail

 a town

 • an actress  in.

 /. husband's sister


 Jst conj. Parasm. with  to rejoice in, toliké

 in. a grandson

 n. the sky ^ ísť  conj.   Parasm.   to bow to,  to  salute;  with arq1  to become  bent,   to

bend down  ind. bow!

 »• the eye  in. a man

ŗ in. name of a king 1 a$. «. n- new ^ 4th conj. Parasm. to perish

 past part  of q^5 perished  «. an elephant

t 70i!A  Cflíí/  to act as in

a dramatic play

 ». a play, a drama

 ind. by name,  namely  ?i. name  in. a leader  in.   name  of   a   heavenly Rishi

 m- name of a man
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 /. a woman  m. a sailoi  m. ruin

 í>. always  m. a store

 1st conj. Parasm. to censure

 . censure

 $.  m.   n. proficient  ?asř part,  of   jj^  fa,     plunged    in, immersed

 n.  cause, reason

 adj. m. n- unsur-

2)assed, full, perfect \iiHxt past pass. part, of

31^   4th conj.  to throw

with fq^j scattered f^f^T past pass, part-   of

^ with fS^ found out,

marked out

^ŗ  m. direction ?^ m. importunity

rpast pass. part, of jŗr with f»ŗr to ci-eate,  created, constructed, formed, made

 adj., in. n. happy


T^fřJ past part, of fk_ returned

 past pnss. part of
the causal off^^with fšŗ
 /• night
[ placed

 m.   an  evil spirit, or wicked person

 M- n. sharp

 adj. m. n-   motionless (<)(|uu|  past part,  of  g^-with fStj seated, sitting  m. a golden coin

 j»así jsirť.  of ^r 5«<f co»;, with frfj  well-versed

 adj. m. n. fruitless  1st conj.   Parasm.  & Aim.  to  lead or  carry; with   %ŗq to  take  away, to remove ; with   Sfr,    to bring; with qi^j to marry; with    sff    to   compose, write; with fšļŗ to educate %        adj.

/.name; named

 /• Politic m.Sk man

ŗ 4iA con/ Parasm. to dance
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*m n. dancing, dance

mm.     \    . . ^V        V a king  «• S

 n. royalty  "dj- m. n. wicked  n. the eye

 m. a follower of

Nyáya sff/. a ship, a boat;

/. a boat in the  shape  of the body

 m. a school of philosophy

r /• *m m- justice,

 /•    court;   court of justice

 ni. a bird  j». mud

£  1st   conj- Parasm.   & Atin. to cook

 /. name of a place  m. a cage 1 1st   conj. Parasm.   to learn

 m. a learned man  n.    price;  uu^nu<j   »■ religious    merit   as    the price


qq; 1st   conj.   Parasm. to fall; with 3T to   rise  up, to fly up  n. falling

 i*»s£  i'ai'i-   of tĶĶ} fallen

 m. a foot-soldier

 /■ wife

 n. a wholesome thing, what is wholesome  Wh conj. Mm. with g^-?.

to   be   produced,   to   result; with j^? to result;

with   sr%,   to   step   towards, to do r n. a step

r n. a lotus  w. water

 adj. m. n. great, greatest  adj- m. n- another's  ind. however, but  adj. m. n. very great  adj. m. n. dependent  to. an axe

j
m.   a   Brahmaņa

hero    who    exterminated the warrior caste  m- an exploit  to.    the    second   or latter part
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 m- a result

should be shunned

 past pass- part of IT with  vŗfc   worn  n. a leaf

 adj. m. n-  agitated, bewildered

 in. a mountain

 in. n- a sprout  m-  n.   a small  pond, a puddle

 n. wind

 ■>».   Indra's thunderbolt  in. a beast  ind. afterwards

 res. part- of ŗ^ Jsž co»j. Parosni., seeing q-ŗ [t§Ķ] 1st canj. Var asm. to drink; xf\ passive  ni. ďust  ?». a lesson

 /• a school  '»• a hand

 »»■ son of   71^,   a

king

qrra1 w- í»u

 n. a. deserving person or thing


 ». foot

 ?n. a tree

 m. a traveller tŗ jí. sin

q1 ?w.   sinner; adj.  in.   n, sinful

r^ /ť?íA co»y. to  surmount ^ ?«.   the  other  bank or side Rďll^sfc W. a reward

 m. a king

 ?«. protector; adj. m. n.  m. a ball of rice given to the dead ftŗ<| in. father;   du.   parents

 in. paternal uncle  10th conj. to give pain to, to afflict  /■

tail» 3ļc|<3*sH n-  holding; holding the tail

 n-   merit;   adj. m.   «• holy

 adj.   m. n- virtuous,

meritorious r in. a son

 *%• m- w" like

the birth of a son
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f     adj. g?ŗ,   and   ^ŗ

made; made a son, adopted  d. again

: ind. before ( space ) ot<5TC£ í»á.   ia  front,  in the

presence ( of ) tm   íníř.  formerly,   at first iju'im m. name of the sacred

poetical works  comprising the whole body of  Hindu mythology tŗft /. a town tj^ m. a man <pr  4th conj.   parasm. to

nourish

^Mlfcļ adj- m- n. having flowers

 «cfy'. w.  B-  flowered  b. a book

 Jí*íA conj.  to adore  /• worship

 n- <Meot of worship or reverence

 arfj.  »i.   n.  worthy  of honour

T ^a«< i?ass. pari. 0/ tj^ purified, holy

 co»j. to fill  9». the first part  • the earth

 . of

asked


ļ m.  an   inhabitant of a city, a citizen

 in.   intensity,   greatness M+Ull i«. light

 /.    ministry; disposition, nature

 adj. in. n.

 pust part,    of ísř   & 4th  cOnj.ļ   ready natural

 []

sm. to ask; wíía six Átm. to take leave, as at the time of departure

. subject, progeny

 j. a wise man

 adj. m. n. f. little, small

 • image or C0Py  /•   retaliation,  revenge,  the    way    to   re venge

fo^m past pass. part, of 5jT with jrf^j promised, vowed

 /. the  first  day of a lunar fortnight fagiq-T    n.    establishing, establishment

 past pass. part,  of  with jrflf?   obstructed
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; m.    conviction,   belief ■ 10th conj. to publish

' adj. m- n- first

n.    vpcm      first, previous, xr^g- ». a good

action;  a   previous    good action

adj. m- n. to be given, to be given in marriage sr"T5T PaSt pass. part, of ijŗ 4th conj. ivith sr,  joined with

r adj. m. ». strong source

 .  lord

j^  air/, m. «. plentiful, much

 /• a y°unS woman ļ     ».   evidence,    authority

 n. Sanskrit name of Allahabad

 »•     inciting,    establishing

 m. current, flow

ast part, of f^wťA Sļt   entered

 f.    predilection,      intelligence


 adj. m. n. praiseworthy

 tn. courtesy, civility jr^rer past part, of ^   lst conj. with jr} pleased  »M- favour, grace

 Past pass,  part. of the causal form of ^rj with ļļ} sent . the east

 ?w. an  intelligent man  m.   plur. life

 m- an animal  iníř. in the morning  past part, of  arrived at, come to  ind. generally  *. proficiency  m. an examiner  »». a  palace, and ? n. surface;

the upper   surface or terrace of a palace  adj. m. n. beloved

 • name °f a fema^e companion  of  S'akuntala  f-    beloved, dearest
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 . m. n. speaking sweetly

/%     n*  kindliness   of

speech

fa /• fon/- beloved,

and M"1Īt<; intelligence about one's beloved īft [īft»^] 10th conj. to please  /,  affection,    satisfaction

 m. n. affection  adj. m.n. very dear

^ 1st conj. Parasin. to fructify, to be fulfilled

55 n. a fruit

^STRnj^ adj. m. n. a frait-eater

Pg m. a relation

 n. strength; an army

 m.  name of a  king; an oblation (food)

 ind.   out   of   (used with the Abl.)


 adj. m- n. f. many

 ind. often, in many cases  m- an arrow

 m.  a  brother,  a relation

 m. a child  m. an arm B. multiplicity m. a cat  »2. a drop  ». a disc  n- seed  /. talent, intellect

 . jpngr m. power; the power of talent

 1st   conj.  Parasm. & Aim. to know  or understand  m. a wise man

 m. the Creator; «. the soul of the universe

 adj. m- «• /. a metaphysical philosopher; one knowing the Brahma

 n. name of a forest  vi. a Brahmaņa
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[ļj pres. tense 3rd pērs-sing. Atm. of gŗ 2nd conj.,

says

 of


 /'• the Ganges  m. a burden

 m.  a  native of Bharatavarsha  or India  wife

devoted ; m. a devotee  /.devotion

 conj. to eat[perous  a^ji. m-«. divine, pros- /. sister  m-   name   of a king

of the solar race gr m. violation, breaking

 1st  conj.  Parasm.  &

Atm. to worship, to resort to, to have recourse to ļ[ n, weftljeing, benefit

( n. fear

 adj.  m.  n.  causing fear, frightful

 m- weight

^ m. husband, master  on. your honour

 j».   vicinity;   to your honour

ftmfó Srdpers. sing, future tense of 5£


 imp

of the causal form of » feel, make; sf^nsq^ j»3«s.

0/    the    causal,   appears

credible

fo^ adj.  m. n.  what is

to be, future

 1st conj. Aim to speak;

tvith srft, to reply

briHiant white

 1st conj.  Atm.  to beg

 /• alms

 m. a beggar to break

 /. fear,  dangar

 m. name  of the second

of the sons of Paņdu

 adj. f. timid (woman) w 1st conj. Parasm. to be, to become;   with srg,   ** experience;  with   3^, *° be produced, to  result  n. a creature, an animal
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 in. reality  . prosperity

 > ?«. a king J

. ground, land; the earth

 oájí. in. n. very great, greater

 ať$- wi. n. /. much  20ťA co»?', to adorn

 n. an ornament  1st  conj.   parasm.    & Aim. to fill; férq^f pass.  m. a servant

 in.  enjoyment,   sensual

enjoyment

 n. a dinner

 ind. a vocative particle

 m- a Dee

 *• a brother

 past part- of ^n^, bewildered

 >». a jewel

 ní. a jeweller

 »«• a bower  /.    intellect,    thought, view, feeling  in, a fish

15


 tó conj. Parasm. to be mad, to err; with ļļf to err, to fall off

ŗ    in.   pride,    arrogance, intoxication, insolence  m. the god of love  /• wine

 /. a woman having fascinating or lovely eyes  n. honey  in. a bee

ļ 4ÍA conj. Aim. to think, to maintain, to regard; with snr to consent to, to agree to; with af^ to disregard

ļ-.Š&f{ in. ^ŗ?ī in. restraint; the restraining of the mind

 w. the mind ing ř«. the Hindu  legislator Jī?5r wižA fíf 20ÍA conj. Aim. to invite

 in. a Vedic verse

 adj. m. n. slow  in. a peacock

 n.  death

 m. wind, or  the  deity that presides over it; a god
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 adj. m. n. great

m-   a   great   soul> a magnanimous person  m- the great king  m. ftg m. an enemy; a great enemy ^ m. greatness  m. a buffalo

 m. an   evil   spirit in the form of a buffalo

 /.   3 crowned   queen  f- the earth

 m. a festival jŗŗ ind. not (prohibitive) m with fif^ to produce,  to create; fatff^ pass,  n. flesh

 í. name   of an  in
dividual
'
 f. mother

 m. sweetness

l^    w.   a man, a   human being

 /. a proud woman

 m. wind,  or the deity that presides over it ^ 10th conj. to seek

 »2. a road jŗraŗ /. a garland, a wreath  m- a kind of pulse


 m. a month

 ». ^55T  »•   a

collection   of    four;   four months, fourfold month  n. a friend  /. friendship

 »«íř past part,    of

, having joined

 ^?ass. jParí.   of

9 released, left  /• a pearl

 ■ absolution  n. the mouth

feO

& Aim. to  leave  or re-

 1st conj. Ātm. to rejoice  m. a handful  4th conj. par asm. to be

silly, to lose sense, to faint ; adj. m. n. silent  m. a fool

 n. ^icfn. a hundred; a hundred fools ^ 1st conj. Parasm,  to faint away, to swoon «jfif /• an image or idol ii       adi. ?n. n. having  m.   the   head   [form
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 n. root, foot

 6th conj, Atm, to

die

 10th conj. Atm, to seek  m. a deer  rn. death  f. earth

 adj. m. n. f. soft  6th conj. Parasm. with ^5 to test, to examine  in. a cloud

 n' an assemblage oť clouds

. the earth

l adj. m. n, talented, intelligent

5 m- union, company |H     m- a priest  at the Soma sacrifice  m. absolution  m. sweetmeat

 «• a pearl ŗ m. silence

1.

 m. servant of Kubera  1st conj. Parasm-   & Atm- to worship

 wi- a sacrificer  adj.  jw- ». belonging to a sacrifice


^ 1st conj. Atm. to strive - part, with 3^

rising fo    - an ascetic

; iníí. whence

 m- effort

 ind. where C relative )

 inť?. in which  manner ( relative )

 iíiíi. when ( relative )

 íwíž. if

 m. a machine

»». fame> slory

 odj- m. n. famous  -   Parasm.  &

Atm. to beg

 - a mendicant

 iiA sir, to come

 and   W,   to

come; past part.

 past part,   of   qr to

 /.  husband's   brother's

wife

 m. a pilgrim

 as long as  i?ass.  ^?arř.   of 3T3£ joined q^1 n. battle era 4íA co»;. 4íro. to fight
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. war, battle  n- a herd  i», an ascetic  n. eight miles  íw. a warrior

ŗ isi   co?y.   Parasm.   to

protect  w. defence

 n-   an   eyi'   spirit,   a

Bákshasa /- protection

asť   pass.   part,   of  protected

 m.   defender,  protector; adj. m. n. ^ťj; adj. in. n. red 1Ķ in. (in the plural)   the descendants   of   a    king named to

i^pITSr m-   tne  lord  of   the

Eaghus f^ 10th conj. to arrange

 /. a night  /. a rope  n. dust, pollen  /. pleasure; the   wife  of the god of love q1 w. a jewel  m. a chariot


 m. a horse lvqj /• a street ŗ?ļ 1st conj. Atm. to be en-gaged; with^ an, to begin ^ 1st conj. Mm- to sport, to   be   diverted,   to   feel happy; with f^ Parasm. to stop, to desist

 in. a lover, husband  f name of a woman  m. the sun  m- juice

 »»•   a wicked person, an evil spirit

^ 1st   conj. Parasm.  & Mm. with f^j   to shine, to appear beautiful g     n. ĶjĶ n.   door; the door of a  king,   i.e. of a king's house  m. a king  m- prince  in. a king's officer  f. a queen

 m. kingdom.

 by

)a d/- w- n. royalty, ^ŗ desire, ^^ drawn; drawn the desire of royalty

 /• a night

 m. name of a person
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 m- king of Laňka  or Ceylon,  the great enemy of Ráma  m. a heap

 n. a country, a nation  /. manner, way  1st conj. Atm. to please, to be liked  to cry

ķ 4th conj.    Ātm.   with

gj^ to obey KWith ft   pass,   to    be

checked  1st   conj.   Par asm.  to

grow; with gjTj to mount or ascend; with jf} to grow

 inter. O! oh!  n. crying

 10th conj. withrpl, to observe, to test, to prove «. brother of Eáma  /• wife of Vishnu; goddess of wealth ^ /. a (lucky) con-juncturo


 m. littleness &% a$. m. n. f. short 55ff 1st conj. Ātm. to transgress, to overcome

 6th conj.  Ātm. to feel shame  /. shame

55537 /. a creeping plant

 «• a bower of creepers  1st  conj.  Ātm. to get

 1st conj.  Ātm.    icith q^ to resort to

/ a woman g jn- a particle ^ m. the name of  a son of Ráma

 adj. m- n. salt; s. it.  ». the tail

 . acquisition, obtaining  n. sex

 4itA conj.    Parasm-   to wallow

qýth & 6th conj. Parasm. to covet, to be   fascinated  m. people, world  «ļ. avarice
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n.

m. race

adj. m. n. a speaker n. the breast

n.    saying,    advice, request

adj.   m. n.  censurable;    n.    censure,   anything censurable n. speech m. a cheat m. a child r   1st conj.  Parasm.   to speak j m. killing

f.    a   young    woman,

daughter-in-law
«ŗ to. a forest
i

H<4lí^f^ adj.  m. n. living in a forest

m. one  dwelling   in a forest

1st conj. Atm. to salute n. age

m. companion,   friend in. a boon

j. m. n. f. one whose


form   is   elegant;   hand-some, beautiful

 i'raa. well

 m. a hog  loth conj.   to extol or describe { m. caste, colour

 n. a way

 m. a lover, husband i

 /• a w^e> a ma*e  1st conj.   Parasm. to dwell;  with  srfa, to sit upon, to rest upon

 pres-   part,    of   qr^ Parasm-, dwelling  /• place °f residence  jí. cloth  m. spring  n. wealth ^      m.    name    of  Krishna's father - the earth

 n. a thing, a real thing gŗ 7i. cloth ŗ  ísí cow;.   Parasm. é

Mm. to bear, flow

 ind. or

t^rfl /•  qfčTT /. cleverness ; cleverness in speech
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 n. sentence, words  X speech

/   J

 j
to

desire gŗroft /. speech

 in. wind

 n. a window  ÍOÍA con;',  iířw. with sŗfifj to salute, to respect grtft /• a well

 w, a crow  m- wind  b. water

 /.  intelligence,   news, account

 m- habitation, residence

 71. cloth

 ac?/ m. «• made fragrant

^    jn. name of the  god Krishna

 »n.  change   of  form, transformation

 derelopment

 m. feīļĶ m. hostility, war, ^ŗf^ m. peace; war and peace  m- an obstacle


 «<?/.  m. w. curious, variegated  b. wealth

 [f^] 6^ cow/   Pa-rasm. & Ātm- to obtain  4th conj. Atm. to be  /• learning  f. lightning

 n.  learning,  learned-ness

 j- in. n. learned  m. fate ; a sacred precept

f%^^ past pass. part, of ^ with íš(} upheld, supported

 adj. m. n.  what is to be done

 m. modesty  ind. without

 . destruction  /. adversity  /. misery, adversity.  adj. m- n. disliked; n. offence

 in- wealth, riches

 m-    a wrong path, evil conduct
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 adj. m. n.  with the face turned away from  n. the sky

 in. separation

 m- a cry

 «$. j». n. deformed

 n. a cave

 »»• marriage

 adj. m. n. various-

 6th conj.   Parasm.   to enter;  with   ^qj    to  sit  past part,   of   ^  conj.    Parasm.   with

 *?• or gen. sing.

of fesiW^ m->   f^WHT

m.   rest, ^ m.   purpose ; for the purpose of rest  n. the universe

 m-    the  architect of the gods

^    m.  name of a sage

 m. confidence

belief,   dķ|^U|   w.    reason; reason for belief  n. poison

 «. the god Vishņu


 «i. a bird

 ^ass.   part, of sŗr í«ťA f^, done,  established, laid down  . a road

 m. a warrior

 n.    heroism,    bravery, valour

 with  qr^ to surround ŗ m. a tree

^ 7si co??;;. Aim. to be; KtfíA f^r, to return; with T?T, t° ^en(i back—ņ^j. ^Tč^T having bent back; with s(, to set about; with sr% and f^-, to return, to come back

 f.    profession,    avocation

 adj. in.  n. lengthening

ļ^ 1st  conj.   Aim.  to  increase;  with $(tļ} to increase, to flourish  n. a stalk  ot. a bullock

 m- S'iva  m. Veda (Hindu sacred scriptures)
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ŗ m. Brahma  1st conj.    Ātm. to tremble, to quake

AUj, w- name of the celestial abode  of the god Vishnu  «• rudeness, impudence  n. enmity  /. pain

 n.  difficulty;  addict-edness to anything om<^|<ļ   adj.  m.   n.  to  be

expounded gjŗŗjŗ m. a tiger  m. a hunter  m. sickness or disease  /. a tigress

1st conj. Varasm. to go  to.    rice    of    various kinds, or a grain of it

TCŗ   ísí conj.  Parasni.  to praise or tell

k ivith an ísí conj. Ātm. to hope

 /. name of a woman  1st conj. Atm. to suspect  /• doubt


 m. a rogue  ji. a hundred  m. an enemy

 m.   hostility  with an enemy  ind. slowly

 []

Varasm.  to be or become calm, cool or tranquil  m- name of a person  m. the God S'iva

 m. an arrow ^l^d ./. the autumn  n. the body

 adj.  m.   n. living in the body; bodily

 /. a bed  n. a dead body  n. a weapon 5ĪT^r /• a branch

 /. sister of Rama  f- peace

 /. an establishment; a place  to rule

s- íwwč- of ?n^ to

rule, ruling
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 n. an order  «. a science  1st conj. Mm. to learn

 in. n. the top, summit  m- a mountain

 n- *^e nea(i  /. a stone

 w. welfare, happiness

 n. a temple of S'iya  m. n.  the cold season  in. an infant, a child  m. a pupil  n. the head  . a parrot

 ( gw adJ- m- n-

white, q^r in. a wing) wi. the bright half (of a month)

 1st   conj. Parasm. to bewail

 »y. 4i?n. to be splendid, to become, to behove

 adj. in. n. good, virtuous U»^ 4ÍA conj. Parasm. to dr_y  in.   a   person   of   the lowest Hindu caste  . name of a king


 a name of the god

S'iva

 w. a jackal

 /■ beauty  n. valour

 «.   a   cemetery,   a burning-place  adj.'m. n. dark  /• impurity  . confidence  aířj. m. n. credible  [ «nu ]   áťft   ťowj. Parasm.    to  be   weary;

A ^, to rest  w. labour  n. hearing  1st   conj.   Parasm. é Atm.  with sŗij to   resort to, to depend upon

 <*dj. m. n. prosperous  m. a proper name  to hear

 • hearing; Hindu religions books, the Vedas ÍHfl^ adj. m. n. one who knows the Vedas ņ adj. ni. n. best, supreme  adj. in. n. superior, prosperous

 m.   hearer;  adj. m. «•
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 adj. m. n. loosened

 1st conj. Ātm. to panegyrize, to praise

 4th conj. Parasm. to embrace; with sn^ to embrace

 m. a Terse

- mother-in-law  ind- to-morrow

 m. a beast of prey  adj. m. n. white

 «•    difficulty,     perplexity

 n.    friendship,    companionship

 m- confluence

 ». song, singing

 adj. m. n.  eager

for union'

 m- a collection  n. moving to and fro

^,    heated,    oppressed by heat

^    m- message  m. doubt

 m. proximity, vicinity  . wealth, prosperity


 m- touch, contact  m- preparation  sweeping  w. a resting-place

 w- the world, mundane existence, the series of the transmigrations of the soul

 m. a friend

 /. female friend

 m- name of a king of the solar race

 m. a minister Ķ pr. p.  of  31^;  to  be, being,   good;  in.   a good or virtuous man

 ». the real thing

 n- truth, goodness  adj- m. n. true; n. truth  adv. truly  adv. speedily  []   sí «"y • Parasm. with sra5 to decline

 iiA  fir   [Čtffc^ļ   /si y. Parasm. to sit  /. n. an assembly  inrf. always

 m- %°°d- conduct

 ^)ind. always  n. a house
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^ nom. sing. mase. of ^ŗ^ pres. part, of g^ŗ to be  /• a court, an assembly

 adj. m. n. arŗ  adj. m.   n.   even,  f^-^   mind;

even-minded, regarding all equally

 n. field of battle t

 a4/-m- n- aWe> powerful  w. an assembly

 m- the sea  m. a multitude, a crowd

 /-   PIeirty>  prosperity

 adv. well  n. a lake  m. a serpent  i'wii. everywhere

 iná. wholly

 i»íř. always

 M. the sun

 m. a charioteer  I si eonj. Mm. to endure  ind- with

 /.    a  female    companion or mate

 ind. at once, suddenly

 m. a witness

 adj.  m. n. what

should be accomplished


^ to. a sage, a man of piety ; adj. m. n. f. good

 arfj. w. b. obtainable, possible to make

 10th conj.  to appease

 p°wer

 m- a ^m(i of bird  m- a charioteer «íí «». a dog  m.   a caravan, a crowd  aiij. to. n.   suspicious  comp. adv. with

prostration  or  falling 'on the eight bodily members

 n. adventure  m. a lion

 «•• a throne

[]   6th conj. Pa-rasin. & Aim. to sprinkle  /■ Rama's wife

. boundary, bounds  (prefixed to nouns) good

 or good

 action  K. happiness, ease

 adj. m. n.f. happy; those who enjoy  happiness
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 m- ^5ī m- an atom;

an atom of happiness píT adj. in. »./. fragrant  n' virtuous  or good action

 m.   a  good person, a good man

 m. name  of  Rama's charioteer

 adj.  to. n. f. fragrant  n. gold

 to. a goldsmith  adj.   in.   n. virtuous, good  ind. well  m. a friend  »• a Vedic hymn ^      m- tne  manager   or chief actor in a play  10th conj. with fa [fit-l to destroy

 ?n. a cook g m. a son ^ŗ m. the sun

 Jsi co»/. Parasm- to move; WlčA gj^^ to follow; with ļļJ to spread

 6th conj.   Parasm.   to abandon or create;  with

ft, to give  /. creation 16


 /. an army

 «•   a   general,   a commander of an army gg; 1st conj. Atm. to serve; With qf^} to resort to  m. a soldier

 adj. to. ». anxious  m.    a   plant   used   in sacrifices, or its juice sfffTWrcrc m. Monday ŗtte past pass. part, of ^} endured

 «. beauty  /. praise  m. a thief

 »•   a  jewel   amongst women

T [%5] ísí c0?y- Parasm. to stand—^ft passive; with ^kķ} to carry out, to act according to; with,   s^r     to   get  up;

with jr Aim. to set  out, to start  to. a place

[  4th conj.   Parasm. to feel affection for

 past  part,   of affectionate ^ m.   affection,   friendship

 1st conj. Atm. to throb
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 1st conj. Átm. to   rival  6th   conj.  Parasm. to touch

 past   pass. part,    of

 touched  10th conj. to desire

^ 6th   conj.   Parasm. to throb

j 1st conj. Átm. to smile; with fc(f to wonder, to be dismayed

 ísí č0?y. Parasm. to i-emember; wiíA f^} to forget

 /•      remembrance; Hindu law books ŗ /si eo?y. Am. to  drop down

 m. the Creator; adj. m. n.  n. one's duty  m.  ^    one's   own, ^ŗ   country;   one's  own country  m. a dream  m. Heaven

T m- f^T dominion; one's own dominion  /. a sister

 ind. hail!


 m.   n.   patient, tranquil

 1st conj. Átm. to taste  «ířj. m. n. f. delicious  adj. m. n. ^ŗ.

lord, jroŗ virtue,; endowed or joined with; endowed with the virtues of a lord

m. a lord

n- tranquillity adj. m. n, one's own

to kill

n. taking away ■^ to. the name  of a man, or the god Indra

m. a deer n. a mansion

n. a deadly poison n. an offering 1st conj. Parasm. with ^ to laugh in contempt m. the hand with sff to send

adj.   m.   n. beneficial; n. benefit

adj. m. n. beneficial
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w. snow

m. fire

1st conj. Tarasm. & Átm. to carry away, to take away, to remove, to captivate; with aŗ^ to eat,

or perform a sacrifice; with qllj to dispel, to remove ; with jfj to strike ; with f^j to divert one's self, to amuse, to play


 71. the heart  ind. O!

 n. gold  m. a sacrificial priest

 nd. yesterday

 10th conj.  with  ^[t to delight

 1st conj. Varasm. & Aim. to call

II.

A.

Abandon p.   ģj^ 1st conj.

Parasm., ŗgĶ 6th   conj.

Parasm. with f^ Able adj. $&$;—,to be v.

«gw 1st conj. Atm.

Absolution s. ņrsŗ m. Abundance s- ^njť% /•

Accomplished,  what   should

Account, s-

Account, take into,  ».

1st conj. Atm. Acquisition s. <$ivf m. Act  (as in a dramatic play)

V. «ttc£ 10ÍA c"»/. Parasm.

é Átm. Act, according to, «r. ^ŗŗ 7sř

conj.   Parasm. with gra Action   s. ^f^T  /• WČF1 «•

Action  good  or virtuous  s.

?pfa f- ŗŗ&s " • g^fer

«.;
,      previous      s.

Action, wicked s.


Actor,   chief,   in   a  play g.

Actress s. »l^ /.

Addictedness    to    anything

s. ō^Rpī». Adopted   as    a  son    p. p.

 conj.  conj.

Adore  v.   rŗīļ   10th Parasm. & Aim.

Adorn v.   nļxļ 10th Parasm. & Atm.   % pass.] with

Adventure s.

Adversity s.

 n.

 n«.

 Atm. with 3T

Advice s. Advise  v. Parasm.

 «•

Affections, ^

^^ m. n. Affection,    to  feel,    for   V-

ret^ 4th conj. Parasm.

Affectionate adj. rei^T Afflict v.  $(ķ  10th  conj-

Parasm. & Atm. Afflicted^, p.

After prep.
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Afterwards adv-


women    in    a house   s.

1

Again adv. ;j«ŗ^ ind-Age s. ^rcŗ m.;—,old 5T?ī/-Agitated p. p. ijnfe& adj. Agitated   to    be   v.    §p^

4th conj. Parasm. Agree    to   v.  ļļĶ 4th conj.

Aim- with
AW adj.
,

Alms s. fasn /• Aloft a

Always  adv.

Amuse one's  self v.   Ķ   1st

conj. Parasm-    &   Mm-

with fe

And conj. ^ ipA-Anger s. %ŗe( m. Angry, to be, to  become  v.

^ 4th   conj.    Parasm.

5B^ 4th conj. Parasm. Animal s. sftq1 in.

 m.

Another's tr^c^q adj. Anxiety s. %řn/- ^ļ^UAl /• Anxious adj. ^ļļ^ķUA Apartment     occupied     by


Appearance     (coming     to

birth ) s- ŗ%n m. Appease p. ņ\^ 10th conj.

Par asm. é Átin. Application s- ^iTl^l »». Architect    of   the   gods, s-

Arm s. gt? ?». Army s. ^n /• W55 «• Arrange v.   ^ JOÍA  CO??j.

Parasm. & Mm. Arrived at p. p. jjtíI Arrogance s. ļļĶ m. Arrow s. tļļļ m gļoj m.

Art s. q^5T /.

As aířť. 5*3 i»d. jŗsŗr *wá-

Ascend to v. ļļĶ 1st conj.

Parasm. with *sfí Ascetic s. q% m. ?ítf3t^ w-Ascribing s. aļ|<iq >w. Ascribing     something    not

real s. al^čTRTT  »»■ Ask  v.   jpEfj [ ^^ ]   6th

conj. Parasm. Asked p. p. <jg Assemblage    of    clouds    S.  n-
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Assembly s. ?r*n/

Atom s. ^ŗ m.;—of happiness s. 3P&5T m.

Attendant on the women's apartments     s.

ara;

Author s. ^ m » Authority s. i)^|U| w Athi

 m.

Austerity     ( religious )    s.

Authority s. i)^|U| w. Authorize v.   ^j mjíča  «rfiļŗ Autumn $■ ?Rt/. Avarice s. ^fļ^ŗ m-Avocation s. ^frī /. Away with 3Ŗ33T ind. Axe s. q^g mi.

B.

Bank s. ?ft^ n. qr^ »i. Bathe  in  v.   ī[jķ 1st conj.

Atm. with ajg1 Battle s. a^ŗ n. gra[/-Be v- íj 2sí cfi»y.  Para&m.

sflj;  Swž   owj.   Tarasm.  í

4<A conj. Āttn.

Bear  p.   5^ 1st  conj.   Para sm. & Aim.

Beast s.  qn m.;—of  prey


Beat 0. ?|^ 10th conj.  Pa.

rasm. & Aim-Beating s- dl^»f »■ Beautiful a$

Beautiful, to appear   v.   m^,

1st conj. Parasm. & Atm. with fé( Beautify v.   ^ F fjj

]

 n.

Beauty s.

Become  v. ļj 1st conj. Pa-rasm.   ( behove ) «to 1st

 /.

 m.

Bed s. Bee s.

 m-

Before (space) adv. w^: ind.

BeS v. TĶF^lst conj. Parasm. & Atm. f5rg; 1st conj. Atm. gŗ^ 10th conj. Atm. with gŗfjŗ

Beggar s. fiļg^ «i.

Begin ». to /si con/, iliw.

 com/ Aim-

Beginning s. Behove y.

Being pr. p. ^ Belief s.   jj^ŗjŗ   m.

m.;—, reason for  n.
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Beloved adj. ffo,

J3end back v.   5^ 1st  conj.

Mm.   Joith   w,   having

bent back q^īļ?ī Bend down v. s^ 1st cmJ-

Parasm. with sŗ^ Beneficial adj. fap-P-\adj-

Benefit g. Bent, to become v eojy. Parasm. with

 Jsi    conj.

Best adj. ? Bewail v. Parasm. Bewildered   p

 p.

Bird s. fiffn »»• q%q; »»•

 m.

Birth s.

 Pa . Aim.

Blessing g    d^fl^l^

Blow v. tt 1st  conj.

rasm. ě Átm.

Blush v.

Boat s.  ^t /•!—

of the body s. čfc|A(^ī /■

Bodily members, with prostration of the eight, mm»MffiPļ aAv- comp.

Body s. %ķ m. ŗrffr n.',—, dead s. ŗpŗ n.


Body,  living   in the    adj.

Bold adj.

Book g.  Tgŗŗ& n-  íl^ST »">'>

—s,   Hindu  religious   s.

Boon s.   č(ļ m. Bought p. p. Boundary, bounds s. Bow s. ^HT in. Bow interj. Bow to v. »p^ 1 st conj. Parasm.

Bower s- ^ug'-f m. Boy s. ^in? '»• Braid of hair s-: Branch s. ^ŗpjTT /• Bravery s. ^ŗij n. Break ». f5^

Breaking s. yj^ in.

Breast s. ^qftl n.

Brightly

Bring  v. īfŗ 1st conj.   Parasm.   é  Átm.   with  gŗŗ

Brother s. $n<J m- m^ft m-

Buffalo s. inl^ m.

Bullock s.   ^ķ m.

Burden s. yļ\i m. 1 Burnz;. tt 1st conj. Para&m.
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But conj. ind. q ind.

o.


 ind.


 conj.

Celebrate y. jp^

Parasm. é Atm. Censurable adj. 7ŗģ[} Censurable      anything      j.

Calamity «. srfrTS '»•

Call«/. |j  1st conj. Parasm.

& Atm.; (name) qr [ ^ft

jpass.~\ with Calm, to be v.         [

4th conj. Parasm. Captivate  i:  ķ    1st    conj.

Parasm. & Atm. Capture s. ļļĶO[ n. Caravan s. ^ŗŗ4 m-Care  for v.   ījuļ 10th  conj.

Parasm. <& Ātm. ^  1st

conj. Atrn. Care of, to take, v. ^ŗpg1 10th

conj. Atm.

Carry  p.  ift 1st conj. Parasm. é Atm. Carry  out  v. ļjjr lst  c°nj-

 b-

Parasm. with sg Cases, in many 3^r3ŗ ind. Caste s. ž(§ļ m. Cat s. Cause s. Cave s.


Censure «;.   farrf   ísí  C9»;.

Parasm.
[n-

Censure s.  ^?^r /. ^«fi^ Certain a$'. jj^1 Chamberlain  s. Chariot s- ^sj1 m. Charioteer s.

Cheat s.   g^^J  m.

Checked, be, ^^   with

Cheek s. efrifiģt m.

Cheerfiilness s-

Chief adj. iŗ&f,

Child 8.   ^ŗ^ŗ  w. %^   ?«•

Citizen s <^ «I-City «. imfi /• gft/ Civility s- ITSW wi-Cleverness  s.   q^n f->—'n

speech d|=mjdl /• Closely adv. g^^ Cloth s.  g^ ».  WWflC    7i-

Cloud s. ng »*•
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 Collection    s.

Coin, golden s- fīfs? m-Cold season s, fofŠTC  m- n.

Collecting,

 >»•

Collection s. l&m »»• Colour s. spit m.    [and Come V. ?n with 3CT or Come back p.   ^q; Jsi cojy

Atm.    with   īrfit and fa Come to p. p. 5TT5T Command ». f^ 6ÍA co»j

Parasm- <fc Atm.'hvith si Command    s.         %

Commander of any army  s.

Companion s-   cļi|^4|  JW-;—

female s. ^'xl/t /• Companieňship s. ^īra "■ Company s. ^gt m-Compassion s. cbi^u^i n. Compose v.    sft   Jsi  cúřy

Parasm. * -&tm. with  Sf Concealed^. ;?• 35T Conduct s.    SII'iīT   m-'—'

bad s. pr*R '«.;—,good

 m-

Confidence    s.


Confluence s. ŗņm m-Conjuncture (lucky) s.

Conquer «.     T5I    Jsi   conj.

Parasm.,    with   fir,   Jsí

conj. Atm.

Conquering pr. p. ZPfĶ Conqueror s. Šīļ m- n-Consent to v. Všļ 4th eov3-

Atm. with Contact s. Contemplate   v.        Ķ

conj. Parasm. & Atm-Contemplation s-   «n't n-

Continent s. ^T "»• «• Conviction s. M^^T W.

Cook v. q^ ísí c<Mtf'- Pa"

Cook s. ^ wi-

Cool,    to    be   or become v.

 »••

Copy s. Corn s. Coronation Cotton s. ř Counsel s. Counsellor   s.
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 v.

ClT s-

Curious adj. Current s. Cut off, be,

Count   v.    j|rņr  10th eonj.

Parasm- & Ātm-Country   s.   ^ŗ m. jjķ^ n.

 m.;—one's   own,

Courage s.

Court s

Courtesy s. JTSRT «i-

Cover v. gjļn with fgŗ

Covered j». |?. g*r

Covering s-

Covet   v.    jj^

Parasm. Cow s. Í13 /• Cowpen s. jt^ »i- «• Create    v.

Parasm. jŗŗ
í

Creation s. ^jf% /• Creator s. VJT^ »J-   ^S    »!•

šj^ŗļ m.;—of  the   world

S.   ^•ilctfctļ ÍW-

Creature s. ļj^1 n. Credible adjf. ST%T Creeper    s-       55Hr   /• >—s>

bower of s- 35<JPJlf n. Cross   e». ^ 1st   conj.   Pa-Crow s.   c)|<m  wí.    [ »" Crowd s.  sn^T «i. ?T^ Crown, to,    stfVftpflpj;   inf. '




D.

D.

sm. ce      ļ cing f   S'

Dance v. ^ 4th conj. Parasm. Dance Danci Danger s. Dark adj.

Darkness s. 3^ «• Daughter s. <&zn f

Daughter-in law s. Day s. f^ŗ n. Day, by, f^qr %nd.

bST7} •*■

Dearest afl[?. f^TčIĪĪ Dearth s. ?fi&^r n. Death s. ^5 »i. Debtor s- srilínft «• Deceit s ^qz n. Decline v. ^ [ ^f)r ] conj. Parasm.  with
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Decreasing   pr-   p-

adj-

 n-':—>

Deeds-

 W».

 1st

Deer  s Defeat ě.   fa

conj. Átm-Defence s.

Defender s.^pj «• » Deformed ad;'. Deity s. ^SRn Delicious aáj.      Ķ Delight  f. ^ļ^ IOíA  conj. Parasm.  &   Aim.  with

Delight,   giving,  tos.  stg.

Delighted,     be    mŗ     1st

conj. Mm. with jt Delighting adj. ^l^,l^i Demon s. aļWļ m. Depart ».   »re. ísí COílÍ- ^a

rasm. «,'iiĀ f^ Departure s.   TUH B-Depend   upon   v.   f^r

conj.   Parasm.  &

Dependent ad/


Derive  V- īre, rasm. with

conj. Átm. Descend  v- <| 1st  conj.

rasm- with sra Descending pr.  p-Describe v.  ŗJļlOth conj.

Varasm. & Mm-Deserve V-  31^ 10th conj.

Varasm.

Deserving  person  or thing s. qT3 n-

Desire  v.  H1Ķ 10th   conj. Varasm. & Mm- m-1st conj.    Varasm-10th conj.   Mm-   with

Desire s- SlfÍRSTC   m-

 lst

m- ^m m-Desired p. p. ^S Desist v.   ŗfļ with  f

conj. Parasm-Despise  n- ?ň^ 10th

Varasm- & Átm. with sRf Destroy  V- ^  lOth conj. Varasm. <& Mm-  with f»ŗ Destruction s. : Development  s-Devotee s- *fřE m-Devotion s- irf^K /•
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Devour   v-   sicf  2nd conj. Varasm. *ŗ^ 10th  conj.

Parasm. & Atm-Die v. 3j 6th conj. Atm-Difficulty s. ŗfcŗz *,». i*š[  n.

Dig  f.   *g^ isč   conj.  Parasm.  & Ātm. with   ■ Diligent adj. ^$r Dinner s- lf|»iH n-

Direct v. f^ŗ 6th conj. Parasm.   <& Ātm.   with

Direction     s.      f^SET (quarter) f^ /.

Disadvantage s. spf^ m.

Disc s. ^ŗ^ n.

Discharge v. sŗ^ŗ Parasm. Parasm.    &

rasm- & Atm. Disease s. ōjŗŗŗir m.

Disliked  J>-  JP-

 adj.


Disregard y. ^      tó Parasm. & Atm- with Distant aííj- 3T Distress s. |^T ot.

Divert oneself v. ķ 1st conj.

Parasm. & Ātm. with f^

Diverted,    be   v.    »   1st

conj. Ātm. Divine adj. i^jj^ Do v. %} q^ 4th conj. Ātm.

with jŗ% Doer s. ^ to. n. Dog s. CTrTŽ1?! to.

Doing ^?r.^. ^■^  Parasm.  4

 m.; one's

Dominion g. own—s.

Done,  what  is to be, adj-Done,   what  should be adj-

5

Donor s. ^x^ jk- »•

Door s. ^T^ n.;  a king's—s-

Dismayed,    be v.

co»/. -íííw. with Dispel p-   Ķ 1st

rasm- & Atm- with Disposition s. Mýfc /.


 /sť

 Pa-


Doubt s. Drama s-Drawn j». ^. Dreadful adj-Drink y. tļj

Parasm.


 /. ÓŘK m-

 1st cenj-
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Driving pr. p.

Drop v. TR£ 1st conj- Parasm-

Drop down v- ^^ŗ 1st conj-Atm-

Drop s. fezĶ to.

Dry v. un 4th conj. Parasm-

Dug p. p. sjsšTRr

Dust s- qig »*• i3r^ «•

Duty  s.  \ŗŗ^ŗ ?«.; one's—s.

Dwell ?/. ^ 7sř eo>y.




 m-

Educate v. «fr 1st conj. Parasm. & Mm. with ŗ% Effort s. Elder adj-Elephant s. irt í». ījtjt m. Elephant, the young of  an,

Embrace v. vg>\   4th  conj.

Parasm- f%^  with  an, ^1 4th conj. Parasm. Endowed j». p. ^tfo1;—with the  virtues   of    a    lord

 adj.

Dwelling pr. p. Dwelt j^p.

?. aci.

E.

Eager  for  union  adj. ?fiT-

Earth s- iļĶf.; the-».

 /•

Ease

Easts. jTpšft/.

Eat i>. gŗŗ 2nd conj- Parasm. «ŗg; 10th conj- Parasm. & Mm. ķ 1st conj. Parasm. & Mm. with sit 17


Endure v. ^ 1st conj. Mm-Endured p.p. ^

Enemy s. gŗf^  m.

#3 m.; great—s.

 m.

m.;—of the gods s. Energy s. ^?ītf JW. Engaged,  be, ^ 1st  conj.

Atm. with arr England s. 3^5T3jfír/. Englishman     s.    Sfg1?! OT.

Enjoyment (sensual) s. Enmity s- %ļ K-         ,    [m-Enough interj. ar^n^ ind. Enter v. f%^ 6íA cowj. PúH
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Entered jp.p. i)fč||ļ

Equal adj. g^?j

Err v. jŗĶ [?n^] 4th eonj.

Parasm. with jŗ Established p. p. fqf^f Establishing s-    Sf^pf   n.

Establishment s. ļļ||ņil /. Even adv. srBí »Wí£ Even adj. ŗpi Even-minded  adj. Event s. gjsf «• Everywhere adv. Evidence s.  sŗjļTUt w. Evil s. gpŗ^1 m. aif^s b. Examine «;. ^^ ísí conj.

con;. Parasm. with f^ Examiner s. jrxf^ m. Excavate  v. ^gĶ 1st conj.

Parasm. <& Aim. with ggr Exchange V.  Ķ[ [iŗsšļ]  Ist

conj. Farasm. with  jŗ^ Execution  (performance) s.

Exertion s.

like—adj. Expect   v.   !^ŗ

jížfra. with qfj Experience v.  ^ 1st conj.

Varasm. with sig




 ] wi/^

Exploit s. Expose v.

Expounded,    to    be,    adj.

Extol v. g^ 2OřA conj. Po-rasm. é Aim.

conj. Aim. Eye «. ^ n.

P.

Face, with the, turned away from adj. faļļiņ

Faint v. lgš 4th conj. Parasm

rasm-Faint away v. jra| 1st conj.

Parasm.

Faithless adj. 5ļi%^jrĢŗ

Fall   v. ījķ Ibi   conj.  Parasm.

Fall, falling s. <n?T

Fall off v. Parasm. with

Fallen p. p. qfcfa

Falling s. q^pT n.

Falsehood «,

Fame s. sft\ „ „.  , „ ^ Family s.  nfo ».;—,  born

of a good adj. Family man s

 w-
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Food S.

Fools.

Foot s. ņŗ^ «i. Foot of a tree g.

Famine s. Ķr^tļ n.

Famous adj. ■Mļl^.ļ

Far adv. ^p^

Fate s. fgf^ŗ  m.

Father s.   jfr|^ m- fqg m-

Fatigue   of  a    journey   s.

 m-

Fault *.

m.;—small

Favour s.  iK-ļič m. |jqT /■;

—of seeing   gfgn^|ŗļ   m.

Fear s.   íto n

Feai-, causing adj.

Feel y. 5T 1st conj. Parasm.

tvithstļļļ 2nd pers. sing.

imp. 3T133T

Feeling (view) s- īī^ /. Female beloved s. qriKčn /• Festival s. H^l^cļ m. Festive occasion s. gč^q1 m. Field s. 3^T   »• Field of battle «. Fierce at^'-Fight r. ^ % Fill D. ^ Jsi conj.  Parasm.

& Atm-  ij£  10th conj.

Parasm. & Atm. Fire s.

Firmly adv.


First aííj. snnī;—day of a lunar fortnight s. ufatfrf/.

First, at, jjļŗ iná.

Fish s. jŗf^j m-

Flatter v. ^?ar 2sí conj. Aim.

Flesh s. jŗfcr «.

Flourish (increase) v. ^p^ 1st conj. Atm.  ivith ^n^

Flow v. qir Īsi eory. Parasm. & Atm.

Flow *. n<ļ\Ķ in.

Flow together v.   jm   with

^nj; ísí conj. Atm.

Flower s. ^m  n.; having

—s adj.

Flowered p. p.

Fly p. ^ 2sř conj. Mm.

Fly up i), tjķ 1st conj, Parasm. with 3T

Follow v. ^[ 1st conj Parasm. With ^ļĶ} jp^ 1st conj.  Parasm. with   gŗg

Follower of the Nyáya s.

 }M.;a hundred—s

 n.
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Foot-soldier s- «r% m. For prep. |j^ ind. Forest s. «mm   n.   ņij   n. /-; ^ving in a—adj. <;—.one dwelling in a s. ef^cķ^ m. Forget y. ^ļj ísí conj-  Pa-

rasm. with fg Forgive  v.   gjijŗ 1st   conj.

Mm.  qpl  [smj;]   4th

conj. Parasm. Forgiveness s- ^TTT /• Form, change of, s. fespft m. Form, having, adj.   ffi Formerly adv. ij^ŗ ind. Fortune s. ^ Found out p.p.       e Four, collection  of,  4.

Fragrant        ^?, Fragrant, made j». ^. Fraud s. ^qz »• Frequently    ař?y.

Friend s.

gĶ^   m.      ŗfa    m.;—,

female, s.  ŗpģtf-Friendship s. ^f m, š^n.

Frightful «i?;'. ^4 Front, in,




Fructify

1st conj.

Fruit i. jjjĢŗ Fruit-eater a Fruitless adj. Fuel s. ^5spt m. Fulfilled, be, ». ^ 2si

Parasm. Future a$

G.

Gallop v. hķ 1st conj, Pa.

rasm. with ggr Gandharva s. TT?^ m-Ganges jŗ Garden s. 3?nīŗ ». Garland s. IHč5t/. Gathering s. gjg^pr m. General s. ^nf|% m. Generally aíň>. Get ». 5m 2s^ co»j. Aim. Get  up  „.   5?Tr [ftgļ   i

co/y. Parasm. with set Ghee s. ^ŗ B. Girl s. Give  ». ^ŗ

Parasm. ^ŗ  tfiYA

ffiA cowj.   Parasm. with

Given, to be, or to be  given in marriage adj.    ^
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Giver s.


 m. n.


Good man or person s.

		Glean   v.   ;=

		tō^  6th    con]-

		



		Parasm.

		

		

		Goodness s. ?cjTōf «•



		Glory s. q^r

		

		

		Grace s. īrjtĶ m.



		Go v. jtj^ [ Parasm.

		

		1st conj, 1st conj.

		Gradually adv. sjjijŗai instr sing, of āpŗ Grandson s. jŗi^ļ ■/».



		Parasm. Parasm-

		

		1st conj. 1st conj.

		Grass s. 5JUT n. Gratitude s. gīčfijftf I /■



		Parasm. Go after v. 3

		

		1   lst

		Great adj.  īī^č^, tR; very—



		conj. Parasm.

		with zsŗĶ

		



		Go together

		

		

		Greater ctcl]. ^j^jjj



		with ?gj^

		ísí conj. Aim-

		Greatest adj. ir



		(jrOat s. 3T3T

God s. §*sk

		m. ^q

		m.; a god

		Greatly ad?J. 3I5ÍT3 *wd.



		S.        fj-ljcļ

		

		^ «.;—

		Greatness  s. īf^^ Wt-  Jīf^-



		of wealth

		''■ S^f

		ŗ  <m.;—of

		



		love s.   jŗ

		

		;  wife  of

		Gseed s. KWXfí /■



		

		%/•

		

		Ground s. ļjjīT /•



		Goddess s. i

		

		

		Grow ^. Kg- 2si conj.  Pa-



		Goer s. īfrrļ

		m. n.

		

		



		Going pr. p.

		

		Ķ.r-to  a

		rastn. ^ķ with jf



		holy place

		adj.

		

		Guests. s^f^ m-



		Going s. jyR

		

		

		Guide  s. JTIinJT^S m- JTIm-



		Gold s. srat

		r n,

		^T^īT  «•

		



		

		

		

		Guilty adj. spī^n'ipī



		Goldsmith s.

		

		

		



		Gonejp. p. t

		

		

		H.



		Good  s.   3;;

		

		B-;   adj.

		Habitation $. ^ŗ^ŗ m.



		

		

		

		Hail! iníerj- ^ft?T *ní^
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Hampered p, p.

Hand s. ^ŗ m.  trŗftŗ m.

Handful s. gfe m. Handsome   adj.

Happen v.   tjĶ 1st   conj.

Parasm.   with   sn1;—ed

& P- *mfat Happiness s. gi§r ft. 3<*J|£

m.  fáé{  n.;—,   he who

enjoys, adj. Happy adj.

 ísž

Happy,  feel   ^

-aim.

 Isi conj. Aim.  m. n.

 %       n.

Harm s. ajcrpT m Hasten Hater s

 n.

Head

 n. «.

Heap s, Hear p. %r Hearer s. Hearing s. Heart s.

 n.

Heaven s. ^ m. Helpless adj.




 - ind.

 in.

Hence adv, $# Herd s- wsr n-Herdsman s. Here adv. ajs Hermitage s. Heroism s.

Hog s- ^^

Hold v.  ņ 10th conj. Parasm. & Aim.

 «•

Holding s. 3ļe)«a*sP

Holy adj. t^ŗ p. p.

Home s. jjg n.

Honey s. jļņ n.

Honour,  your,

 an

Hope p.*xQ, conj. Aim.

Hope s. siren /•

Horse s. spg- ot. ŗssļ' m.

Hostility s. fņrŗĶ m.;—with an enemy s. ^faiļ^   m-

Hot flrfji. ^ro^-;—, to be, v. gtjŗ Īsi conj. Parasm.

Hotŗi s.  ^^ m. a sacrificial

 «■

priest House s. iļĶ n.

However con.

 ?n.

ind. Human being s.

Hundred s. ^ļ Hungry adj.
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Hunter s. sqrvl1 m.

Husband s. 3f£¥T   m> m.   íj^;   m.;—'s   brother S.   ^   m.;—'s  brother's wife s. ?n^/.;—'s sister

Husbandman s.

 w.

Hut s. 3Z*f m. Hymn, Vedic s.

I.

Ipron. Idol s.

If con. Ignorance s.

Illiterate    person

 /•

Image s.   j Immersed p.p Immutable adj. Impatient,  be  v

 Ml.

conj. Átm. Impeded p. p. Importunity s. Impudence s Impurity s. Inciting s. Increase ».

 cO»y.


India, native  of, s.

Indicate p.   f^   6ÍA conj.

Parasm- & Mm. with Industry s. 3?UT »». Infant s- ^f^ m. Injury s. 3ī%T »• Innumerable  adý. Insignificant adj. Insolence s. j[Ķ m. Intellects.^/.

Intelligence s. ^rgļ- /.;— about one's beloved s. ísrfTíTffxT/•

Intelligent adj. ifcrrfifa^

Intensity s- īj=p^ m-

Intoxication s. ?ī^ «•

Invite p. īŗr^ŗ ÍOíA conj. Ātm. with fš{

Invoke v. ķ 1st conj. Parasm. & Ātm. with an

Island s. jffa »»• n.

J.

Jar s. ?R m-

Jackal s. ffliitý «• 3TT^ in. Jealousy s. arg?n/-Jewel s. íff5í   w».   ^ģT «•;— amongst  women    s.   ^.

 m-

Jeweller s.
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Join v.

conj. Ātm. Joined p. p.

Joined,    having, ind- past part. Joined  with   p.   p.

Juice s. Ķļj m. Justice,  court  of, s.

K.

Karpůratilaka,   near,

Kill v. ^ Killing s. ^iz( m. Kind g. gnfļŗ/. Kindness s.  c^i^.uif n. King s.   ^ī  m.


 1st


Laid down ^. p.

 n.

Lake s. ^i^R to.

Lame ad/, ^ŗ

Lamp s- ^tT m-

Lands,  ijftr/.

Laugh  in   contempt  v. ķj^

1st conj. Parasm. with f^ŗ Law-book, Hindu s. ^jf^r/. Lead p. ?fļ 1st conj. Parasm.

& Ātm.

Leader s. ^rq^ »i. Leaf 5. tpft »• Learn v. faļĶ 1st conj. Ātm.

 «•

q^r 1st conj-Parasm. Learned adj. faj^ļ Learnedness s.  M^t^ ". Learning s. Leather s         ^ Leave, leave off V.

Kingdom s. ŗ\5>J  n.

Know v. g\ļ 1st. conj. Parasm. & Ātm. jŗq^ 1st conj. Parasm. with   sŗ^

W

Knowing      the     Brahman

Knowledge s- ļTP{ «•

L. Labour s. sŗjŗ m.


& Ātm.  ?q^   1st conj-

Parasm.

Leave,  to take ( as  at  the time    of    departure)    v.

conj. Atm. Leaving s. Ģnrr   m. Left p. p. gřK Lengthening pr. p.

adj.
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Lessening pr. p Lesson s. qrc m. Lie s.   sra^ ™. Life  s.  3ffa  Wi.   «ftfgčT »•  m.jplur.

Lift up v.  ^ 1st conj. Pa-

rasm. & Aim, with 3Ķ Light s. U35RT m-   iHTĪ /•

Lightning s.     ^

Like v. ^ř? ísí eonj. Varasm.

with Liked,  be, v. ^q; Isi eonj

Aim. Liking s.

Limb s. Lion s. ļ^; m. Little arfj. Littleness s

 -Parasm-

Live v■    ^

^ŗ Jsi conj. Parasm. Livelihood s. 5ftfg|^T/-Load s. ļļļļ in. Long ^ļ^, 5^ Long (time) adj. 1*3(1;  adv.  ind.;  as—as adv.  ind.

 f-

Longing s. Long-lived adj.


Loosened p. p. ņņļ adj.

Lord s- srg m- ŗsrim^ Lotas s. ^jj35 ». irī n. Love s. īftf^/. ^f "»•

m. n- srgíPT w Lover s. ^^*ī tn.

M.

Machine s. īfr^ n. Mad, to be v.   jļĶ 4th conj- Parasm.

Magnanimous     person

 4th covj.

Maid s. Maintain  ».

Átm. Majestic adj.

Make

 imp.

Make, possible to adj-

 'wise'

Man s. 3PĪ m- 5R m-m. ^ «■ ITT^ra w-i~' learned, s- <TÍ«"€ít m-'i ' old, s- 5R5 m- 1^[ w'<—' of piety s. rich, j. STTŽF s.   ^ m. jŗg1 m.

Manager     in   a    play     s-
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Message s. ^f^ŗ m. Messenger s. kq m. Miles, two s.

Mango (fruit) s. giRT »•

Manifest v.   ^  with

Manner s. ^f^ /.

Manner,   in  that, adv. ind-;—,in this, adv. ^fsp ind.;—,    in   what   adv. ^Hflļ ind.;—,  in  which

(relative) adv. z&ji ind.;
—of leading life s.   gf^ŗ
Mansions.   ^ n.
[n.

 m.

Many adj.   ^ķ Marked outj». p. Marriage s. faļjĶ Marry p.  jft Jst  conj.    Pa

 m.

 m.

rasm. & Ātm- with Master s. Mat s, ^z m. Mate s. ŗf Mean adj. Medicine s. Meditation s.   fzŗpr  n.

Merit

Mendicant s. qH<fr in. Merciful adj. cfen>fi)|čfr

g^n.   rŗn   m:,

Meritorious    adj.

—,   one  who  appreciates


n.

Mind

 n.

»•   Jf^   10th conj. Par asm. & Ātm. Mind s. ^

Minister s.

Ministry s.

Misdeed s.

Miser «.

Misery s.   ;

Modesty «.'

Monday s.

Money s. 3^ w.;—given to

Brahmaņas s. Monkey s, ^ t Month s. uxrjm.;—s, four,

or  fourfold  month

ļ

Month,   bright  half of as. Moon s. ^ m. ^ M.

Moonlight «. Morning, in the, adv.

Mothers. Mother-in-law «. Motionless adj.
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Mount v- ^Ķ  1st conj. Parasm. with an Mountain  s.   fjļļ^   m. ifsnj

Mouth s- jpā  «•

Move 2J. i ^ļ 2sř cofj- Paras?». ^^ 1st conj. Parasm.

Moving  to and  fro s-   ifa-

Much adj. Mud s.   q^ m.

 ».

Multiplicity s.

Multitude s. īT*$Ķ m-Music s. ^fif^  n.

N.

Nail s. q?^ «• Name ». sn [«fí Pass.]

f

Name s.

Name,    by,    namely

OTíi.

Nation s. ^ŗg  "• Natural adj. Nature s. Neck s. 5pņj «.

Nectar  s. 3HJ<T «•',—in  the form of knowledge s.

^1 «•




Neglect

 1st. conj.

Ātm. tvith stŗ Net s. 5ix5! n-New adj. īŗ^ News «. ^Třň /•

Nichais,   called   adj.

Night i.

Noble adj. Nobly adv. Not   a<řy.   řl ind.— (prohibitive) jŗŗ ind. Not ground s. Nourish   v.   jjq; 4<A  conj.

Parasm.

Nyáya,   follower  of  s.

O.

O í

 /  I;

Obey v. ^q^ 4i7* con;. Aim.

with ajg

Oblation (food) s. ^f^s m. Observe f.   57^ 10th  conj.

Parasm. & Aim. with g1^ Obstacle s. f^ff «• Obstructed p. p. Obstruction s. Obtain    v.     īR^ ^sř  cory.

Parasm.  with
^
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[£j 6th conj. Parasm. & Atm. 50^ 1st conj. Atm.

f       ŗ

Obtain, difficult to, adj. Obtainable adj. Obtaining s. gst*t m. Occurrence (event) s. si^r tn. Ocean s. g^f^ŗ m, Offence s. f^fīļ-tļ n. Offending adj. Offer ». ŗj

Parasín. OHering s. Ķjkņ n. ēļ{§; m.

Officer, king's s. H^iļģ^ in. Often adv. ^rf^rq, inrf. OL interj. ^ í'»íi. ^\ ind. Old odj. ^5^ (man) Once,  at, adv. One aci;', iŗsp jbjwi. Only aířp. ^ŗ «»íi. Or raw. 3T?i^i ind.

Order  p.    ^^

Parasm. & Atm. with Order s. ^^pŗ n.   gn^rr /• Ornament   «.    aļ^^K     i».

Out   of


Overcome  v. GřfF   1st conj.

Atm. Overcome         \P-P- 3lf^-

Overpowered    J         ^JjŤT Owe v.  ņ  10th conj. Parasm. & Atm. Own,    one's    adj.

P.

Pain s. |§^r»i. sqŗ%n /• <ftšT /•; t0 give—to v. «ft^ 10th conj. Parasm. & Atin,; to inflict—v. jjr 6th conj. Parasm.

Palace s. sŗ\ŗfŗ% m. Palate's. gj^ ji. Pardon r. ^H

co»;. Parasm, Pardon «. gŗŗŗr /.

Parents «. fqr^flr

Parrot s. ^p; m.

 WÍ-!

Part, the first, s.  ^oň^   WÍ-

—, the second or  latter

s. *5tcHí >n.
Particle s. gj^ŗ m.
Passing away s. gj^pŗ m.
Path, wrong s. feļŗŗfļ m.
Patient adj.
Peace s. ŗņ
Peacock s. jraj m.
Pearl s.
/
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People s. ;;ŗīf m. 55)^ m.

Perfect adj.

Performance s.

Peril s. ļļļj n. ^f^j «•

Perish v. ŗŗŗļ 4ČĀ cow/ Pa-rasm. ŗefa 1st conj- Aim.

Perished p. p.   jŗļŗ

Permission s.  3ļ«j?ļ| /.

Perplexity s. <3^3 n-

Person s. $&{ »».; respectable—s. gjjjf m.;  wicked

—who is a slave s. Philosopher,      metaphysical

Pilgrim s. qn%^ "»• Pit,, jt^/.

Place v. in [^«ss. ift] wi

ft

Place s. ^sipt w.;  (establishment) s. =fiī55ī /• Place,     in    another,    adw-Td

Place of residence 5. Placed í».i7.

Plant, creeping s.  ^^/ Planting «. 31HTW B* Play v.   īftĶ 1st  conj.  Pa-18


rasm. ķ 1st conj. Parastn. & Aim. with xk

 /•;  (drama) s.

Play s.

Please v. īft [īfp^] 10th conj. Parasm. & Aim. lrq^ 1st conj. Aim.

Pleased p. p.   VRR(; —> be

v. g^ 4th conj. Parasm.

Pleasing    s.    aj^^ī    n.

Pleasure s. ŗfaf. ŗŗm n. Plentiful adj. īfiļj! Plenty s. ^^% /• Plough   v.    fi^ 1st conj.

Parasm.     &   6th    conj.

Parasm. & Mm. Plunged in p. p.   ftjfjr Poet s. ^ŗķ to.; lord  of—s,

chief of—s s. ?p^r m-Poison s. f^q jj. Poison, deadly v. f^5Tf55 «• Politics s. ^r /. Pollen s. Polluted ^.

Pond, small s. Ht4t$ m. n> Poor adj. Potter Poverty s. ^iftsr »♦

Power s. snn^ m- ^nw% »•
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Powerful adj.

Practise v. *g^ Jsi conj. Parasm. with an

Praise v- ^nj 1st conj. Parasm. sfi&r 1st conj. Aim. Jgŗsŗ 1st conj. Atm.

Praise s. ^ft /.

Praiseworthy adj. TŗŗpŖ!

Prate         "1   ^ŗ^ 1st conj.

Prattle       I       Parasm.

Precept, sacred s. f^ŗŗ^ŗ m.

Preceptor

Predilection s. . Preparation *.

Prepared «$.

Presence,   in  the,  (of)  jj^-

Present «. 37ff^ m.

Price s. »ŗnŗ ».;—,religíous merit as the, un^qu^ b.

Pride s. jŗŗ in.

Priest at the Soma sacrifice s. ^ai^m m.

Priest,   sacrificial,  *. m. ftgw.

Prince s. i(M^^ ?»•

Prison s. ^TTPJf «•

Proclaim p.      ;

Parasm <& Aim. Produce v. jjt with Produced ^.i?.


Produced, be v. ļj 1st conj. Parasm. with g^, spr [srr] 4th conj. Aim-, qy 4th conj. Atm. with    gy

Profession s.

 n.

Proficiency s.

Proficient adj.

Progeny s. jŗ^ŗr /.

Promised p. p.

Proper adj.

Propitiation s.

Prosper   e.   gj^   4th  conj.

Parast) • Prosperity s.

Prosperous adj.

Protect  f. ^^ isi conj. Parasm. ņŗĶlst conj. Parasm.

Protected p. p. ļfķ^i Protection s. ļgjŗ /.

Protector s.  qr^rq»   m.   n.  . n.

Proud adj.   Ķ

Prove v. č5íj; Í0ÍA con/. Parasm. & Aim. with

Proximity s. ^cff

Publish  v.    pl Parasm. & Atm.
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Puddle g. n<Hņi »i. «. Punish v.   ^u^ 20čft conj.

Parasm- & Aim. Punishment s. ^og m-Pupil s. fénar m. gnŗ »»• Pure   adj.

Purity s. fa|ŗr% /. Purified ^7. j?. Tjjŗ

Q.

Quality s. jpt w. Quarrel s. qŗŗ% »»• Quarter s- f^^ /• Queen s.  ŗŗgT /.;  crowned

Quickly aíř

R. Race s. JŤT5T «• TO »»•

Ramble   v.   gj^   i«i   con/.

Rascal s.

Reach p, gŗpjŗ WiifA

Ready-ÉK0. zrftp.

p.p.

Reality s. čHW   «• Reason s. ^nm W. f^frfrf »• Recourse,     have,     to     r-

?ŗsļ 1st conj. Parasm.  &

Átm.


 Red aáj. v

Regard    v.    TļĶ 4th  conj.

Aim. Regarding   all  equally  adj.

Rejoice    v.   gg;   1st  conj.

Aim-   *f¥T  1st conj. Parasm. with gļfiŗ Relation s- g?g m. grig1 w*.

Release
p     g

conj. Parasm. & Atm-^ ísí & 10th conj. Parasm. S Atm. with 3^[

Releasedp.-p.

Remedy s.

Remember v. ^ 1st conj. Parasm.

Remembrance s. i^ļļtļ/.

Remove v. Ķ 1st conj. Parasm. é Atm. ķ with trft, ^ 1st conj. Parasm. & Aim.  with gpŗ

Reply v. v{T% lgt conj. Atm. with jŗf^r

Repulse, Repulsion s. Sjg'ift-

vmf-

Request v. a^  10th conj.

Atm. with sŗ'or wit Request s. ^^ŗ n.
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Return    v.

and 3īr

Returned ^.j».

Revenge,      the     way     to

Revere

Parasm. & Ātm. Reverence, object of s.

 kinds - ( a

Requisites  s.   óviK m. ^ Reside v. ^  1st conj.  Parasm. with fa Residence s. ^^ W-Resort  to   v. ^ Ut

Parasm.   &   Ātm. 5 conj. Ātm.  with 't conj. Ātm. with

Respect s. g^ m.

Eest  v-    «T^   [XTK]   4th

Reward s  diQ^1.^.^ « Rice  s. ŗņr^s ní.; ball of— given to the dead s. m.; cooked—s —of   various grain of ) s. Riches Rise v. Parasm.

conj.  Parasm.  with Rest upon  ».   ņņist

Parasm. with ŗjfšļ Rest,   for   the   purpose   of

^■«rwl^T:   all or gen.

sin9- of f^^w|g m. Resting place s. $m m. Restraining  of  the mind  s.

Rise up ( fly up ) v- qK conj.  Parasm.   with

Rising j

Rival v. Rivalry s. River s. jj Road s. Rogue s.

Restraint s. &m m. Result v.   lx 1st

 ]

 Aim. HĶ 4th conj. Aim. with 35- or with ^

Result s. tŗftu Resulted^, p. Retaliatzon  ».
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Koom s. Eoot s. jjgi w. Eope s. i«r /■ Royalty  s.   ^qfč^    «■

».;—,drawn by the desire

of, adj-Budeness s. %m^\ n.

 pr. p.

Eun v. īēiFļlrt conj. Parasm, S.

Sacrifice, belonging to a, adj. Zff^ļļ to perform a—v. Ķ 1st conj.   Parasm.    &

Mm. with gŗŗ Sacrificer s. jŗsrŗŗiīT m,

Sad adj. Ķ:r^Ri, f^proi P- P-

 n-

Sage «, 3RT^ m. ?nf «■ Sailor s. «(if^ct) m. Sake, for the, (of) ^ i Salt oaf. ^5^01;

Salute v.    «tjj; Parasm. žrķ 10th conj.

Parasm. & Mm. with
gŗŗjŗ i. «., the causal of ^ķ
1st conj. Parasm. with
fí
1st conj. Aim.


-P. act.

Satisfaction

Satisfied,    be   v.   jlq^   4iA

conj.   Parasm.    ^^  4Í7*

c»»;. Parasm. SaTe    ». g; ísř   and    10th

conj.  Parasm.  &   Ātra,

with  %Ķ} ^  Jsi   conj.

Parasm. with qft Saying s. čŗčffi «. Says ^rcs. tense 3rd pers.

sing- š^t Scarcity s. Scatter     gŗ^;

rasm. with Scattered p. p. Scholar s, gŗ^ŗ m. School 5. qTC5īī5!ī /• Science s. ^n^ n-Sea s. ļTjļjŗ m. Search for  v. ^ 4ÍA

Parasm. with arg Seat s.   strttī n. Seated p. p. HMuuŗ See  v. f^ Īsi  conj.

 j. Parasm, Seed s. fŗsŗ n. Seeing |»\ _p. Seeing s.
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Shunned,  what should   be,

Sickness s. ssŗjf^ŗ w. Side, the other s. qr^ m. Sight «. ^pŗ w. Silence  . ^ w#

Silent adj. jra Silent,  silently

ind.

Silly,   to  be,  v. cow/ Parasm. Sin «.

Sinful        qpr

Sing v. % 1st conj. Parasm.

Seek v. j^ lOth conj. Parasm. & Atm. jjjj 10th conj. Atm. ^ 10th conj, Atm. with sr

Seen p. p. ^

Seen, having, gm^rf ?T ind.

past. part. Seer s. ^ m_ M_

Seize v.   ^  1st conj.   Parasm. & Atm. Self s. gŗiŗjŗg- M.

Send ». f^ with

Sense, lose p, ļ^r 4th   conj

Parasm. Sensible adj. Sent p. p.

 m.

Sentence s. gŗ^ŗ ?í. Separation s. Serpent s. ŗfa m. Servant

Serve v.   &Ķ 1st conj. Atm.

Sesamnm s. f^ m.

Set, about   v. f^lst conj

Atm. with sf Set out v.

conj. Atm. Sex s. feg n

Shade s.    p^/

Shake p. ^jļ 1st conj. Aim.


Shame s. ^ssn f.; to feel^

"• 5533J; ffíA  conj.   Atm. Sharp ai;, f^f^ŗ Shine v. ^m Jsi co»/. &tm

with    sr, ^q; í^ž   conj.

Atm.   tfļ 1st conj.   pa.

rasm.   ŗ^ 1st conj. pa.

rasm. & Atm. with ft Ships. ^/. Shoe s. wmK /• Shore s. ^ n. Short adj. ^ Show  e;.   f^    6ih    conj.

Parjsm.    &  Atm. ^ [^
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Singing s. tfrfta n.

Sinner s. qTT »*•

Sister s. ^[ /.

Sit». fan.   6íA rasm.  with ŗŗ,    Ķ conj.   Varasm.  with  fir

ísí   conj-  Varasm.   with

Sitting pr. p. f^pnJT ?• JP S'ivas. qft&lm-Skill s. xfT^i re-Sky s snq>Rr m- n-

Sky, the,  and the earth

Slow adj. Slowly arf Sluggishness s. Small adj. Smile ». f

 7, ^

 j. At

 m.

 conj

Snow s. So aic Soft  adj-tt Soldier^ Solely adv. Solicit v.

Atm. with Son s.

10th conj.

 m-

Son,   like   the   birth   of  a

Song s. ^ŗīf^ŗ n.  īftčf »»•

Songster s. JTrqčp »• Son-in-law s. SfRīI^ »». Soon   adj. tná.

Sorry adj. Ķ

Sort, of this, ad

Soul s.   gn?īī^ m.; great—s.

Soul,  the   internal,   s.

 in-

Sound 5. Source s. Sowing s.

Space s. aļg^jRī m-Spade s. ^f?^ n-Speak v.  <(Ķ 1st conj. Varasm. ?ŗ[tļ 1st conj. Atm.

 "i.

Speaker s. Speech s.

Speed s. 5i^ m Speedily adv Spirit,    evil  s.

ļT^ra ni- 1&Ķ n. Spiritual adj.
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Splendid, be, |ŗqr 1st conj

Ātm.

Splendour Spoken,    spoken  to, p.  p

sP°rt s. jčter /.

Sport v. ŗņ 1st conj. Ātm

Spot s. ēbrg^ m.

Spread   v. ^  ist conj.  pa

rasm. with Spring s. Sprinkle v.

conj. Parasm. & Ātm. Sprout s. Stain *. Stalk s.

Stalk abroad v. =q^ 1st conj.

Parasm.

 1st conj.

..--s,

Parasm Star,,      ŗg

cluster of s. Start ^. ^n

 /.

Ātm. State, bad s.

Steady  adj. Steal v.   ^

rasm. & Ātm Step s. q^ Wi


Step   towards    v.

conj. Ātm. with

Stick s. ņŗg %

Stone s.  ^^ y.

Stood up, having, 35

Stop v. ļĶ with fe 1st conj. Parasm.

Store s.

Story «. Straightforwardness    «.

Street s.
f

Strength s. ^ n. Strife .. ^% m.

Strike i).^ 1st conj. Parasm

& Atm. with ļļ Strive ifĶ Īgt conj. Ātm. Strong adj. Study s.

Subject 8.

Submit y. jTjj. 1st conj. Parasm. with ace. sing, of saror or   g^ŗ

Success *. 3^  ,„.

 lnd.

Suddenly
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Summer s. jfojŗ m. Summit s. ;%^ m- n.   [m. Sun s.^jļm.jfe m. Sun (sunshine)s. Superior adj. srg,

Supported^, p.

Surface,   upper,   of a palace  n.

Surmount v. <| Isi C0?y. Pfl-

rasm. with ^n^or H^; TT£ ÍOíA co»;. Parasm.ífc Ařw-Surround p. f wiiA qr^

Suspect   v.   ^ŗif   Jsi ce»?'.

Aim.

Suspicious adj.  ^|ļļi^-Swagger   ». īīē^[ ^sř co/i;.

4ím. with jŗ Sweeping  «. ^'īn^T «• Sweetly aá». íT^-r^ Sweetmeat s. jftg^ »«. Sweetness s. ttT^T «• Swoon ».   ires  1st   conj.

Sword s. 3{TCjŗ m. t^ķ m.

T. Tail s.   tSTšříS n.

—,  holding the, s. n-


Take away v. ķ 1st conj. Parasm- & Átm. sft 1st conj. Parasm. & Átm. with arcŗ

Taking away s- Ķņj{ n. Talent  s. sp^/.;  power  of

Talented adj.

Tank g.   ^f^jTŗ ?n.

Taste v. ŗm<i 1st conj. Aim.

Taunt s. 3iŗ|<^4.ļļ- to.

Teach   e.   f^g;   (5Í Parasm. & Átm. with

Tear s. aru ».

Tear w s 10th conj. Parasm, & Átm.

Tell v. ^?ļ 10th eonj. Parasm. & Átm. ^rél; 1st conj. Parasm.

Temple  s. S^jigi »• gīŗ   «.;—of   S'iva   s.

Tend v. čfígr JOíA eo«j. 4 Terrace of a palace s.
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Test

Thus

ind.

Tiger s. Tigress *. Time s.

 v. ilQ ōth  conj.  Pa-

 loth

rasrn. with

conj.   Parasm.   &.  Ātm with iļjj

That pron. r(Ķ, Theft s. ^ n. Then adv. g^T Thence adv. ^f; ind. There adv. ^ ind. Thief s.

 m.

 ?».;  proper—s.  ro.;      improper—

Thing s.

 fq1 »«■; real

 «•; unreal—

a—s-

Timid   «íř/.   *ň^;   *ň^ /. Tip s. gŗjT n. To-day aťí». -T3 ind. Token «. f%g b. To-morrow adv. tgĶ ind. Tongue  s.  f^ŗ^ /.;   tip of

Think ». jpj^ 4th conj. Ātm. Thirst í.

Top s. %^

Tortoise s. mx »«. Touch v.

Thorn

Thoxi
g

Thought p. p.

 m. n.

 Pa-

rasm-Touch s. ^fq^ m. Touched p. p. ^jg Town   3.  ļļļļļ   n.

 f.

Throb   v.

Parasm.

Ātm. Throne s.

Throw v. rasm.;—,withļļ.

conj. Parasm. & Ātm. Thunderbolt,      Indra's      s.

 1st conj.

Traitor,     act   the    v.

4th conj. Parasm. Tranquil adj.

 y.  Pa-

Tranquil, be v.    ^ 4th conj. Parasm. Tranquillity   *.

 m.

Transformation  s.
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Transgress v. Ģifj   1st conj.

Ātm. Transgressed, that cannot be,

adj.   a

Transitory adj. Treasure s., ^^j *n. Tree s. ķj$ m. ŗŗŗ m.

 1st conj. Aim.

Tremble v. Trouble s. True adj. Truly aá

Truth   s.

Tutor s. sn

Uncertain adj.

Uncle, patei-na! *.  liļtļ^M m.

Understand v. aq 1st conj.

Varasm & Atm. Union s, ifij m.

Union,   eager     for,     adj.

Universe s. f^^ p-on. n. Unpalatable adj. Unsurpassed adj. Untruth s.   gŗ^ n. Upheld _p.^.


V.

 n.

Valour s. 4t^ n-Variegated adj. Various aižj. Venerable person s. 5j^ m. Verily adi», f^ņ! inťř-Verula s. 155515? w-Very aáe- ?īrfN *w^-Verse  s.   35)^ m.; Vedic—

Vicinity s. ļjftfvr »»• Victory s. f^3pŗ »«. View s. Village s. Villain s. ļjjĢS w. Violation a. ?ŗ^ m. Virgin s. §JTtfr/. Virtue *. ?r^ m. ?pi m. Virtuous adj. ^ir Virtuous man s. gq^ m. Vishņu,   celestial   abode of,

Visible adj. Vowed ,p.j3.

Vultures,   lord  of,

W.

Wait upon v.  ^ l*t conj.

Varasm.  with 1st conj. Ātm.
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Walk  v.  =q^ 1st conj.  Parasm. Walking, mode of, s. jŗf^ f.

Wallow v. uj: 4th   conj.

Parasm. Wander   v.   ^  1st   cOnj.

Parasm. War s.  ^ f. fern m.;-

and peace   f§Rr£*rr% m. Warrior  s.  iŗŗņ m. $jļ m.

 1Oth

Wash        \v-Wash off  {conj.^   Parasm. [ &  Aim. with it

Waste away v. f^ŗ 1st  conj.

Pwasm. Water  s.   gŗ^ŗ  n.    gtf^  n.

^^ n. q?ra; n. Water v. i. g 1st. COnj.   Pa-rasm.

 w->  (manner)

Way *.

«fir/-

Wealth «. sŗņ ». gg n. ŗj

Wealth,     goddess    of,     s.

Wflft/-

Wealth,    possessor   of,     s.




 «.

Weapon s.

Weapon,     miraculous,

Wear v. t. <% 10th conj. Pa.

rasm. & Aim. Weary, to be, v. STJ^ [VKĶ]

4th conj. Parasm. Weigh  v.  5^   10th conj.

Parasm & Mm. Weight \ļĶ m.

Welfare s. ^iŗŗor ». f^TW »• Well adj. Well aíi».

(preferably)   ^ Well ». <ntft/ ^7 w. Well-being s. nŗĶ v,% Well-versed adj- ft^uild Wet, be, g Jfsi co?y. Parasm. What interr. pron. What is to be ad/, Wheel s. :g^ p,. When interr. adv. When  relat. adv. Whence interr.  adv.

Whence   relat.   adv-md.
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■ ind- i

Where interr. adv. g; ind.

 ind-

Where relat. adv. Which interr. pron.

Which relat. pron. qr White  adj.     sgR'l   brilliant

— adj.

Who interr. pron. Who relat. pron. ņĶ Whole adj.. sr^čS Wholesome  thing,   what  is

wholesome s. ije-ļ n. Wholly adv. Wicked adj. Wife   s-   *n*TŤ /•    ^ /•

Imsband s.   SJWTTift1  "*• rfw. Wilderness    s.     ST^RT     »•

Wind s.

Window s. Wine s. Wise arfj- sfi 19


 6th conj.

Wish v.

Parasm-Wish s.

Wished p. p. to

With prep, ^(ķ ind.

Without prep, fiŗīrŗ ind.

Witness s- ?TT%^ m.

Woman s. qr^- /. ^zn f. —of distinction s. ^1- /.; proud—s. iH|ft.ft/; venerable—».  3rnn /•; y°«ng

— s. srīī^T /• ^í,/-Wonder  v.   rŗtf  ^t    conj.

Ātm. with fg Wood    s. ^re n-;  (f°rest)

 10th conj.  1st

Words s- m^m «• Work s. čpi** ti. Work (book) s. JīrST Mi World s- ^I^ wi   3PR[ «• Worn p. Worn out j?. p Worahip  ».

Parasm- &

conj.    Parasm.  &   Atm.

iļšļlst conj. Parasm.  &

Ātm.
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Worship s. »3prr/ materials of—s. object of1—s.

Worthlessness s.

Worthy of honour adj.

Wreaths, jŗr^ŗ/.

Wreathing s. ļpspļ n.

Wretch s- vdl<?H wi-


 ».;

 /.


Write ».

Write ( a book ) v. ;ft 1st conj. Parasm. & Atm. wih jŗ

Written^?, p. sŗofirT, fel%rT Y.

yesterday    adv.   fra;   ind.

l Younger i

LIST  OF  CORRECTIONS.

P. 5, L. S of footnote!, for <

P. 6, L. 2 of footnote 1, /or

P. 26, in footnote t, for 3^ŗ «ai

P. 29, L. 2 of footnote*,  for jrj^ raid

P. 37, L. 1, left hand column, for of read or.

P. 38, Ij. 1 of footnote t, after instance insert;.

P. 48, in footnote *, for deelined read declined.

P. 71, L. 6 from bottom,  right hand column, for consent,

to, read consent to,. P. 74, L. 10, for aud read and. P. 93, L. 4 left hand column, for, put;. P. 94, L. 1 of footnote t,/o»' derivative read derivatives. P. 104, L. 1 of footnote#, for ^TjP3[ rfad P. 107, L. 1 of footnote*, for ķ;j read P. 114, in footnote t, for yņļņ read P. 120, L. 1 of footnote*, for a^ read P. 125, L. 1 from bottom, for HWTT: ™<*d

